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McMullen Museum
Opens Munch Exhibit

Judge Rules in Favor
of BC in Middle
Campus Project Case

BC "Screams"for Norwegian
Expressionist Painter
By

"Mona Lisa" following in second

Caroline Brancatella
news editor

The average Boston College student
is apt to recognize Edvard Munch's work,
if not the 20th century Norwegian
expressionist's name. Munch's most famous work, "The Scream," popularized
on posters, mouse pads and mugs, has become the most often reproduced image in
the world, with Leonardo DaVinci's

place.
Beginning this week, 83 of
Munch's paintings are coming to
Boston College's McMullen Mu-

seum of Art, located

on the first floor
of Devlin Hall. The exhibit, entitled
EdvardMunch: Psyche, Symbol and
Expression is one of the few comprehensive displays of Munch's work
to be shown in the United States.

Last Tuesday's court decision
overruled the city ofNewton'srefusal to allow Boston College to
erect new buildings on Middle
Campus. The project's proposal

features a 400,000-square-foot

'

-

This computer-generated depiction of the proposed Monan
Humanities Center gives an idea of how a section of Middle
Campus might look.
By

Boston College scored a major vic-

actions to prevent a major building
project on BC's Middle Campus were
unconstitutional.
In 1995, BC proposed the massive
$90 million Middle Campus project.
The plans entail tearing down McElroy
Commons, the current student center,
in favor of three interconnected buildings, all located along College Road.
The new smietures would include
a new student center with updated dining facilities, bookstore and offices for
student organizations.
Underground parking and perform-

chosen 118 of 128 cardinal electors
in the 178-member Collegeof Cardinals, giving him considerable
Pope John Paul II released the names power in choosing his successor.
of the Catholic Church's 37 newest car- These new "princes of the Church"
dinals last Sunday, including Rev. Avery will be formally recognized in a
Dulles, SJ, a former Boston College the- Vatican ceremony on February 21.
ology professor.
Dulles, 82, is the first U.S. theoMany of these new cardinals will logian to be appointed to the Colplay a role in choosing a successor to lege of Cardinals. Born in Auburn,
John Paul 11, and one might even be this NY, and raised as a Presbyterian,
successor himself.
Dulles' father, John Foster Dulles,
According to Catholic tradition, carwas U.S. secretary of state under
dinals under the age of 80 are eligible to Dwight Eisenhower. Later, as a stuenter a secret conclave, where these cardent at Harvard University, Dulles
dinal electors choose one from among was a self-professed agnostic. He
the group to be the next Pope. Last Sunhas described his conversion proday marked the eighth and largest cardi- cess to the Roman Catholic faith as
nal appointment that John Paul II has a combination of dialogue with
made since 1978.
Catholic tutors and studies in phiCurrently, the 80-year-old Pope has
See DULLES, A

news editor

son.

When the University requested a
special permit to build from the Newton Board of Aldermen in February
1996, it was denied.
Although the Board's vote was 1311 in favor of the plan, the permit was
denied because the vole did not meet
the two-thirds approval required to
pass.

Following the refusal, BC took its
case to court. The 24 days of the trial

?

ing arts practice facilities were included
in the plan.
The lack of a modern student center has long been a sticking point with
BC undergraduates.
Last fall, The Heights published an
editorial encouraging students to register to vote in Newton in order to vote
in an alderman in favor of BC policies
such as Middle Campus construction.
The other major component of the
Middle Campus Project is an academic
center named in honor of former University President and present Chancellor Rev. J. Donald Monan, SJ.
The proposed academic center
would provide 223 offices for faculty
members in the humanities as well as
an auditorium and lecture rooms. The
style of the structure was designed to
maintain the English Gothic style that

took place over a period of several
months. Scheier waited 22 months before giving her ruling last Tuesday,
January 22. The ruling states that
Newton's zoning restrictions were unlawful under the Dover Amendment.
The Dover Amendment, a Massachusetts law that prohibits "unreasonable" zoning requirements for nonprofit religious and educational institutions.
"BC was pleased with Judge Karyn
F. Scheier's ruling. It was the ruling we
had hoped for because we feel that the
Middle Campus Project is of critical importance to Boston College's academic
and social development," said Jack
Dunn, director of Public Affairs.
"We need the project to enable Boston College to have first rate academic

October 21, 1996

-

BC's pro-

posal for the Middle Campus
Project falls three votes shy of the
two-thirds majority required for
approval from the NewtonBoard

ofAldermen.
-

November 1997 Lawyers representing BC begin a trial in Massachusetts Land Court appealing
the denial ofthe Middle Campus
building permit. BC contests the
denial on two grounds: 1) special
permit based on its merits, and
2) the city's current zoning re-

strictions on BC are unlawful.
Kebruaij 19*>8
1 .and Court
Justice Karyn F. Scheierrules on
three pre-trial motions that will
affect how the trial will proceed.
She rules in favor of a motion
presentedby BC that the trial testimony will only focus on the
Middle Campus project. '

March 30, 1998 Top University officials led by General
Counsel Joseph Herlihy and
University Chancellor J. Donald
Monan, SJ, offer court testimony
claiming the need for the proposed Middle Campus project.
-

September 1998 Testimony in
the Middle Campus appeals trial
-

continues while BC files a second appeal contesting a decision
from the Newton Conservation
Commission that prohibits BC
from building soccer fields on
Newton Campus within 200 feet
ofEdmond's Brook.
November 1998 BC ends testimony in its case against Newton. Newton resumes its testi-i
-

mony against the Middle Campus
project.

March 10, 1999

-

Lawyers for

BC and the city of Newton
present final oral arguments in
the case.
January 23, 2001 BC wins its
appeal for the Middle Campus
Project on the grounds that the
original ruling violates Massa-

chusetts Dover Amendment,
which holds nonprofit religious
and educational institutions
exempt from "unreasonable"
zoning requirements.

See BUILDING, A
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Rev. Avery Dulles, SJ, a
leading U.S. Catholic
theologian, will become one of
37 new cardinals.

is prevalent in other academic buildings
atBC.
But when the proposal for the
project was presented almost six years
ago, Newton residents were already
angered by the effects of an expanded
Alumni Stadium, which increased area
traffic and parking during football sea-

"BC was pleased with Judge Karyn F. Scheier's
ruling. It was the ruling we had hoped for because
we feel that the Middle Campus Project is of critical importance to Boston College's academic and
social development. We need the project to enable
Boston College to havefirst rate academic and
student organizationfacilities and to maintain our
competitive standing among the nation's best
schools."
Jack Dunn, Boston College
Director ofPublic Affairs

See MUNCH, A

By Kelly McMahon

Caroline Brancatella
news editor

tory last week when Judge Karyn F.
Scheier ruled that the city of Newton's

Pope John Paul II Names
Former BC Professor Dulles
Among New Cardinals
associate

design, a. two-building student
complex replacing
McElroy Commons and the
Monan Humanities Center.
~5i . ".:\u25a0' ?y.
\u25a0 !
1987 The Newton Board ofAK
dermen enacts a zoning ordinance, which states that BC cannot build anything on its Middle
Campus without a special permit
from the Board. The permits are
issued solely at the Board's dis-1 eretion.
center

5

A print of Munch's most celebrated work, "The Scream,"
will be on display at the McMullen Museum of Art.

Town vs.
Gown

Open to the public from February
5 through May 21, the exhibit includes
works from a variety of private collections, several American museums and
from the National Gallery of Norway
and the Munch Museum in Oslo. Just
as McMullen was the first to display
Caravaggio's lost painting, "The Taking of Christ" during the 1999 spring
semester, the Munch exhibit will feature another first. It will show "View
from Balcony, Asgardstrand," a painting never before on view to the public,
because it was recently found on the
wall of Munch's studio.
While McMullen's exhibit will not
include the original "Scream," there
will be a print of it on display. Other
paintings on display will include "SelfPortrait in Hell" and "Starry Night,"
(one of Vincent Van Gogh's works is
also entitled "Starry Night").
Munch's work made him the first
Scandinavian artist to gain international
acclaim and his haunting and anxietyridden figures are well-identified figures in modern art.
"He's a major artist of the twentieth century and we have a number of
faculty members in different departments who work on Munch both in
terms of art history and on this period
in history, philosophy and theater,"
Nancy Netzer, director of the McMullen
Museum of Art said. "It was a very good ?
match with the strengths of our faculty
research and the courses that are being
given at the University."
Netzer stated that she believes
McMullen is unique among university
museums, in that schools like Harvard
and Yale are known for their permanent
collections of artwork while BC places
more emphasis on temporary exhibits.
"We don't have a large collection, but I
think the kinds of exhibitions we do are
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Community Mourns Peck's
Death With Memorial Service
By

News, Sports, Features, Marketplace...(6l7) 552-2221
Review.

(617)552-0515

Classifieds.

(617)552-0547
heightseditor@hotmail.com
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Lecture Addresses
Catholicism and
the Media
By

Katie Horn

heights

staff

Speaking on the role of Catholics
in the mass media. Sister Rose Pacatte,
FSR addressed the Boston College
community last Wednesday night. The
lecture was the second and final lecture
in a series hosted by the Catholic-Jewish Young Adult Council.
"We're going to start off with a
walk through two-thousand years of
Christianity," Pacatte told the audience.
Using a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation, she summarized the Catholic
standpoint on the media dating as far
back as the third century.
"The Church always has something to say about everything," Pacatte
said, as she discussed pagan symbols
and imagery in the third century. "The
Church felt these symbols were okay if
they were used to co-opt for good Christian purposes."
"In the fifth century, Augustine
applied the rhetorical rules of the concept of audience for the first time,"
Pacatte continued.
As the discussion moved toward the
Reformation. Pacatte spoke about Martin Luther's use of vernacular languages
instead ul traditional Church Latin, the
effects of the printing press on the

Church and Henry VIII's 16th century

censorship.
"The Catholic Church didn't re-

spond to Luther's vernacular until about
fifty-six years later, so we were a little
late," Pacatte said.
With a light-hearted sense of humor, Pacatte showed clips from movies and television. The first was from
the television series The Practice. Portraying a young lawyer fighting for the
rights of a homeless man. Pacatte said
the clip illustrated Catholic values of
service to the poor.
As Pacatte's historical outline proceeded into the 20th century, she spoke
about the 1936 founding of the Vigilanti
Cura, whose formation marked the first

time the Catholic Church spoke out
against motion pictures.
"From the very beginning of this
century, the Church has said that the
media is a gift from God. So why all
the censorship?" Pacatte asked.
Her next video clip helped answer
this question. The clip showed an old
priest censoring movies. Every time a
kissing scene came on the screen, he
rang a bell and the scene was edited out.
Pacatte showed another example of
the Church's effect on the media
through the "Hollywood Beds" phenomena, which were twin beds like the
ones Lucy and Ricky Ricardo slept in
on their show.
Pacatte explained that in 1933 the
Catholic Bishops formed a Legion of
Decency.
"All Catholics were required to take
a pledge not to support bad media,"
Pacatte said. The pledge had some effect until the movie Miracle on 34th
Street came out.

"The movie began to erode the Allegiance of Decency. The mom in the
movie was divorced and might remarry,
but people said 'so what' and watched
it anyway," Pacatte said.
Pacatte showed more recent clips
involving Catholics, such as Ellen
DeGeneres dressing up as a nun, and
South Park's portrayal of Jesus.

"1 would rather help people think
critically about the media rather than
whine and whine and whine and boycott," Pacatte told the audience.
Pacatte directs the Daughters of St.
Paul, a local order of Catholic sisters.
She sat as a juror on the Venice Film
Festival Committee and will also be a
juror next month at the Montreal Film
Festival.
Susan Legere, GA&S '05, and
Adam Bovilsky of the Jewish Community Relations Council, coordinated the
event. Legere said the Jewish and
Catholic communities plan to hold
more cultural and educational events
together in the future.

"We bring grief to this liturgy,"
Imbelli said. "We come seeking comfort, a light in the darkness."
After the service Peck's friend Robert Scannell, A&S '01, said, "The emotional outreach of the priests was meaningful to all of those who knew Andrew
well and were blessed by the experience."
Scannell and Peck's roommate,
Daniel O'Neill, A&S '01, were in Ireland when they heard of their friend's
death. Both returned home for the funeral in Portland, OR, where Scannell
delivered one of the eulogies.
The memorial service at BC was in
addition to services already held for
Peck in his home state of Oregon.
These included a rosary service on
January 7 andPeck's funeral the following day.
In accordance with BC tradition,
Rev. Donald Macmillan, SJ, campus
minister for liturgy, traveled to Portland
to represent the University and helped
to officiate the ceremonies. Over 500
were in attendance, which concluded
with seven eulogies and a long procession to the cemetery.
"It was intensely sad," Macmillan
commented. "There was quite a sense
of tangible loss for the life of a person
so loved."
Macmillan was also present at the
BC memorial service and delivered a
message of gratitude from Peck's
mother as part of the closing speech.
Before the liturgy, Macmillan discussed how BC students would come
to terms with the passing of Peck. "I
hesitate to use the word closure," he
said. "It may take time to accept
Andrew's death. Hopefully this show
of mutual support will aid the process."
Peck, who was a California native
and biology major, was described as an
academic standout in the University's
pre-med program. A Dean's List student, Peck had just recently received

Matt Maronick
heights

staff

Members of the Boston College
community gathered last Tuesday night
to commemorate the life of Andrew
Peck.
In a memorial service held last
Tuesday in St. Ignatius Church, a large
crowd of classmates, faculty and friends
paid their respects to Andrew Richard
Peck, A&S '01. Six members of Boston College's Jesuit community presided over the ceremony.
Peck and his friend J.J. Avery were
killed in a car accident on icy roads
outside of Portland, Oregon on January 3. They were returning home from
a ski trip in the mountains.
"Tonight, we reflect on the mysteries of life and death and also upon how
we have all been touched by the life of
Andrew," said University President
Rev. William Leahy, SJ, acting as celebrant for the Mass.
During the hour-long liturgy that
followed, Leahy called upon the assembled BC community to "console
and strengthen" one another in the aftermath of Peck's death. He instructed
them to find lessons for their own lives
while reflecting upon Peck's passing.
"The death of the ones we love give
us pause
a moment of reflection,"
he said. "It gives us a reason to rededicate ourselves to peace, hope and love."
This message of redirection resonated within the homily as well. Rev.
Robert Imbelli, a professor in the BC
theology department, delivered a poignant speech from the pulpit about
Peck, his former student.
He discussed his sense of shock
upon reading of Peck's death in a January 16 article in The Heights.
Imbelli went on to describe theprocess of "reaching out" by which he and
his audience would need to find peace
with death, and ultimately with God.
...

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ CARY LAT

Students gathered in St. Ignatius Church to pay tribute to Peck.
high marks on his MCATs in anticipation of attending medical school.
Nonetheless, Macmillan said that
Peck never let his scholarly promise
get the best of him.
"Andrew was humble despite being a very bright student," Macmillan
stated. "He thought of himself as just
a regular guy and didn't want to be
treated as special."
Peck was a huge fan of professional golf and an avid basketball
player, according to those who knew
him.
Among the stories swapped outside St. Ignatius Church after the ceremony concluded was Peck's penchant to go out with friends and shoot
hoops for hours at a time, without
much regard for the weather.
"I'll always remember him wear-

ing shorts and his size sixteen Vans,
standing in the snow on a cold winter
day," mused Scannell, who had befriended Peck during their freshman
year.
When asked about Peck as a person, Scannell simply replied, "He was
just a tall, happy, generous human being, and he will be sorely missed."
Commenting upon how BC should
cope with the loss of Peck, Macmillan
ironically pointed to Andrew's own
words to present a solution.
In an essay written several years
ago, Peck spoke of the importance of

"being there for one another" during
tragic times. The essay was originally
drafted after Andrew's father was diagnosed with cancer and used as a written submission for Peck's application
to Boston College.

UGBC Fights For Slaves' Freedom
By

Jean Vrola

heights

money to Sudan to help slaves gain their
freedom, but their primary long-term
goal is to increase awareness in the BC
community that slavery still exists today.
"As Americans we don't confront
the issue of slavery in our everyday
lives, so we are limited in our awareness of this problem," Mailloux said.
Although there is no way to ensure
that the redeemed slaves will not be
recaptured, Caine and UGBC Vice
President Rochelle Webb, A&S '01,
believe that providing the opportunity
of freedom to even one human being
would make the campaign successful.
When it comes to the value of human
life, it is not a numbers game,

the slaves of Sudan.
The idea behind the campaign is
that it takes $33 American to purchase
one slave in Sudan. Organizers attend
to send the money raised by the BC
community through the Fight For Freedom campaign to abolitionists in
Sudan. The plan calls for the abolitionists to purchase the slaves and grant
them their freedom.
Possessing a strong personal conviction toward the cause and the enthusiastic support of UGBC, Caine and
Mailloux are confident that both their
short and long-term goals for the Fight
for Freedom Campaign will be
achieved.
In the short term, they hope to serld

staff

Inspired by a speaker from the
American Antislavery Organization,
Rufus Caine, executive staff member
of the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) and A&S '03,
and Chuck Mailloux, UGBC chief of
community affairs and A&S '01, are
currently working to create a successful Fight for Freedom Campaign at BC.
According to Caine, the campaign,
which could be introduced to the entire
BC community by the end of this academic year, will enable students, faculty members and administrators to
contribute to the global effort to free

VoicesFromThe

according to Webb.
In terms of combating the source
of this slavery problem, part of this
Fight for Freedom Campaign entails
writing letters to government officials,
explained Caine.
"We have a responsibility as fortunate college students to do our part to
help those who have been denied freedom," said Caine. Caine expressed his
hope that others at BC will share his
conviction passion for the cause.
Webb pointed out that such a campaign often creates a ripple effect. Echoing Caine's statements, Webb said she
hopes that the passion and conviction
of the UGBC for this cause will spread
to the entire BC community.
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Life Awareness Week at EC and Beyond

Angelo Examines
Post-Abortion Syndrome

Students "Grill the Pro-Lifers"
During Life Awareness Week
By

Sarah Towne

heights

Allie Weiskopf
assistant news editor
By

staff

Supporters of both sides of the abortion debate came together last Tuesday
night to "grill the pro-lifers" in a panel
discussion with three members of the
Boston community who hold pro-life
points of view. Among the "pro-lifers"
was Teresa Donovon, a staff counselor
at A Woman's Concern, a pregnancy
center in Dorchester; Bob Joyce, a Boston native who currently serves on the
Board of Directors for Massachusetts
Citizens for Life and the local chapter
of Massachusetts Legal Defense; and
Dr. Mildred Jefferson, a general surgeon
in the Boston area and one of the
founders of Massachusetts Citizens for
Life and the National Right to Life Organization.
A heated discussion breaks out during "Grill the Pro-Lifers."
Teresa Donovon began the presentation part of the discussion by talking
asked to do the preliminary exam on Wade ever be overturned.
about how abortion has become a luAlso, Donovon stated that before
crative business in this country, and the patient, which usually includes a
what her center does to combat that fact. pelvic exam. However, the patient abortion was legal that thousands of
"At A Woman's Concern, we respect asked her to delay the pelvic because
women were dying from botched backshe had started her menstrual period that alley abortions. "It was actually more
the right of the mother to make pregnancy decisions without haste. We ofday.
like a few hundred total. However, this
"When we finally got here there fact did not help the pro-choice case and
fer free pregnancy testing, abortion
health and safety information, and other though, it became apparent that she was
so they found others," said Donovon.
services, without any financial interest bleeding out," said Jefferson, "It turns
All three panelists agreed that some
in a woman's reproductive health," out that the abortionist had dealt with in some cases it is harder to condemn
Donovon said. "This
abortion. However, Joyce
====::
way, the woman is not
stated,"one should ask
rushed into making a
themselves these three
decision that she will
at conception?
"First, is there human
questions when dealing
later regret," she
with a hard case. First, is
Science would say yes. Second, is that
added.
there human life at coninnocent?
course it is. Finally, is there ception? Science would
Next to speak was
Bob Joyce. Joyce exwhere it is legal to say yes. Second, is that
any other
plained that he really
life innocent? Of course
No, there is not. it is. Finally, is there any
became interested in terminate an innocent
the pro-life movement Taking this into consideration, it seems less other circumstance where
in the early 19905,
it is legal to terminate an
to be against the abortion, even in innocent life? No, there is
when he was exposed
to a case of a couple
not. Taking this into concases rape or incest."
who lost a child at
sideration, it seems less
Bob Joyce, member the Board
birth.
difficult to be against the
The couple wished
abortion, even in cases of
Massachusetts Citizens
to sue for wrongful
rape or incest."
and Massachusetts Legal
death in the case. HowRegarding RU-486,
?

life

life

Of

circumstance

life?

difficult

of

?

Directorsfor

of

of
for Life
Defense

ever, under California

law, the baby was not alive and therefore it was not considered a death. The
case went all the way to the California
Supreme Court, where there was a
unanimous ruling that even though
there was a full gestation, there was no
death. "In looking at abortion issues in
this country, I am surprised and disappointedby the amount of untruth that's
out there," Joyce said.
Finally, Dr. Jefferson spoke about
her pro-life views. Jefferson explained
that her first direct contact with abortion came when she was an intern in
medical school.
She told the audience about a case
where she was working in the emergency room and a young woman came
in with hemorrhoids. Jefferson was

the case too late and instructed her just
to go to the hospital as soon as he was
done. If the schedule for the operating
room had been different and we had

caught the bleeding later, that young
woman would have been dead. That
caught my attention."
After each panelist's initial remarks, the discussion was opened up
for questions. The panelists were asked
to tell the most persuasive arguments in favor of abortion they had
heard, and also whether the new abortion pill posed fewer risks than surgical abortion. Another audience member asked them what safeguards could
be put into place to protect womenfrom
"back alley" abortions, should Roe v.

Dr. Joanne Angelo delivered a lecture entitled "Does Post Abortion Syndrome Exist?" last Wednesday, culminating a series of events sponsored by
the Partnership for Life to promote life
awareness after the 28th anniversary of
Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion.
Angelo, assistant clinical professor
of psychology at the Tufts School of
Medicine, centered her lecture on the
belief that women and men develop
psychological affects after having an
abortion. She referred to the book Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Controversial Issues in Abnormal Psychology,
which is used by in certain classes sponsored by BC's psychology department.
Angelo wrote a chapter that shares the
same title as Wednesday's lecture.
"Perhaps there is no issue in the
twentieth century that has stirred human
emotion more than abortion," Angelo
said. "It has gone from the courthouse
to the streets of America."
According to Partnership for Life
President Claudia Pouravelis,
"Angelo's lecture was important because we need to listen to people familiar and experienced with the facts
so we can be educated and knowledgeable when we discuss these issues with
others."
"Technically, when asking the
question if post abortion syndrome exists, I would have to say no," Angelo
said. "You can lose a debate on a technicality, and technically the answer is
no. I do believe, however, that men and
women suffer deep psychological effects after having an abortion."
Angelo asked audience members to
define an abortion. Using their adjectives, she proved that people have a
mental image of pregnancy, even
though abortion terminates that pregnancy.
Since mothers usually have a mental image of what theirbabies will look
like, they make a connection to their
children, Angelo said.

Dr. Joanne Angelo explainedthat abortion can be traumatic
"The mother will often calculate
nine months to see when her baby will
be born," she said. "Even if it is negative, there is a relationship between a
mother and the fetus inside of her."
Pro-choice activists claim that a
fetus is only tissue and abortion is "just
a procedure," Angelo said. She told a
story in which a teenage girl drew a
small dot on a piece of paper representing a fetus and told her "that's all it is."
Angelo pointed out that in the
course of life, older people are expected
to die, but violent, sudden deaths are
hard losses to grieve. "The death of an
unborn child in a violent manner is also
hard and our society lacks the means to
counsel those affected," she said.
To shift her focus from psychological effects to hope, Angelo distributed
pamphlets about Project Rachel, a
Catholic outreach to women and men
hurting from past abortions.
Reading a messagefrom Pope John
Paul II regarding Project Rachel,
Angelo said, "The Church is aware of
the many factors which may have influenced your decision, and she does
not doubt that in many cases it was a

painful and even shattering decision.
The wound in your heart may not yet
have healed. Certainly what happened
was and remains terribly wrong. But do
not give in to discouragement and do
not lose hope."
Attended mainly by nursing and
psychology students, there some dissenting opinions to Angelo's stance by
members of her audience. "Dr. Angelo's
stance on abortion was overly influential in her assessment of Post Abortion
Syndrome," said Angela Brosnan, SON
'02, who attended the lecture. "She indicated that the psychological manifestations of abortion take place because
a woman has done something wrong
and immoral. This is an acceptable personal opinion, but I did not feel that this
was medically or even experimentally
researched very well."
Angelo further promulgated the
idea of hope through reconciliation,
"Project Rachel acknowledges that
there was a death," she said. "In most
cases, someone who has an abortion
denies her feelings and denies that there
was a baby. Project Rachel offershope,
but overall it offers healing."

an abortion-inducingpill
approved by the FDA last year,
Donovon and Jefferson stated that abortion is unnatural and dangerous to the
woman.

"Abortion stops a natural process
and can lead to many side effects.
Among those are the possibility of infertility from just one abortion, an increasedrisk of breast cancer, as well as
emotional consequences," said
Donovon.
The panelists called the perceived
mentality of abortion as a "quick fix"
unrealistic.
The discussion was sponsored by
BC Partnership for Life, an organization that is dedicated to promoting
awareness and education of pro-life issues on campus.

Members of BC's Partnership
For Life joinedin a procession
in Washington D.C. on January
22. This year the march
marked the 28th anniversary of
the U.S. Supreme Court's Roe
v.Wade decision, which made
abortion legal in all 50 states.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CLAUDIA POURAVELIS

Infirmary to Move From Newton to Chestnut Hill Campus
By

Caroline Brancatella
news editor

Boston College's 24-hour infirmary, a long-time fixture in Keyes
Hall South on Newton Campus, will
no longer be located there when students return for the fall semester of
2001.
Instead, there will beseveralnew
dormrooms on thefirst floorof Keyes
South and the outpatient facility that
is presently in Cushing Hall on Middle
Campus will act as both as clinic and
2fJ~hour care facility, having undergone several renovations.
"This has been talkedaboutliterally for years," said Dr. Thomas Nary,
university directorofhealth services,
"I think that to consolidate the inpatient and out-patient facilities is just
sensible."
He pointed out that BC's infirmary is unique, "There are very few
infirmaries left on college campuses
today, we are one of the few that does
have an in-patient, 24-hour facility."
He cited the fact that he believes mat
having a 24-hour facility has helped
save the lives of at least two patients
over the past few years.

will have numerous features not includedin theNewton infirmary, including a patientroom and a bathroom with
handicap access. Plans include gutting
at least half of the current outpatient
facility and the additionof extra exam
rooms and triage areas. The waiting
room will be "still in the same place,
but hopefully a lot nicer," said Nary.
However, the planned facility in
Cushing will onlyhave 10beds ascompared to the 18 that are presently on
Newton.
Asked if it was a problem, Nary told
The Heights, "It will be a problem that
we will have to overcome. The problem with space on the BC campus is
not ours alone. I can't imagine anybody
from chemistry to athletics to theater
that wouldn't like more space. Obviously we're confined to the community

we're around."
Nary also pointed out that, "The
averagestay in the infirmary is 1.8 days.
It is rare that we have more than 10
peoplein the infirmary at one time. The
exception to that is a bad flu season and
we've done some things that have
maybe made that less likely to happen.
The last two years we've had a flu and
meningitis fair [when the University
The updated facility in Cushing ? offers flu shots and meningitis vacci-

nations]. It has been very well attended

and what that does is remove the possibility of overwhelming numbers of the

flu."
The busiest nights for the infirmary
tend to be Fridays and Saturdays, due
the amount of intoxicatedstudents
sent by resident assistants or police.
Asked if a possible increase in the flow
of weekend traffic to the infirmary beto

cause of its new and more convenient
location could be problematic because
of the smaller number of beds, Nary
responded, "Idon't thinkit will become
overwhelming. I think that now we
have an extremely low tolerance for
intoxication, meaning that we will err
on the side of making sure a student is
safe. On that situation, we will probably be more discriminating on who
really stays in the infirmary."
On the issue of construction, Nary
told The Heights that he expects the
new facility to completed by the end of
the summer, "We expect it to begin, literally, the day after the last exam and
expect it to be completed by the beginning of the fall semester, I hope."
Plans for the new dorm rooms in
Keyes South are still under consideration.
"The one group that will have less

The Spellman Infirmary is currently located in Keyes Hall, on Newton Campus
access is the group on Newton campus," said Nary, "That will be the one
group that thinks this wasn't as good

as it was

before. On the other hand, if
you take the entire campus, they will
have easier access. You try to look for

the greater good and while this isn'tperfect, it seems like it approaches treating the needs of the majority."
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Incoming Faculty Member
Discusses Work and
Family Conflicts
By Abigail Cook
for the

heights

The academic departments of
women's studies, black studies and international programs as well as UGBC
Women's Issues Council and the
Women's Resource Center hosted a lecture titled "Balancing Work and Family in the 21 st Century," last Thursday
afternoon. Dr. Juliet Schor, who will
join the Boston College sociology department in the fall of 2001, spoke regarding the issues surrounding the balance between work and family women
face in the economic sphere.
Over 200 people gathered to hear
Schor speak. She began by noting that
"the glass ceiling has not shattered."

facing criticism from all areas. One
such pressure with which women are
dealing is the idea that no child care administered outside the home, as in day
care or in the home with a nanny, can
suffice.
No care can match a mother's care,
Schor argues. With a career added to
this, Schor noted, "the time demands
become too much."
However, Schor pointed out that
even a certain amount of flexible time
given to mothers has not solved this
problem. Many studies Schor noted
attested to the overwhelming correlation between career hours ud career
advancement. To climb up?e work
force ladder requires the woman to
make the job her primary commitment,

earn. Yet, single women earn 88 percent of what single men make. Schor

calls this the "motherhood penalty."
This "penalty for being a mother" has
doubled between 1981 and 1991.
"Itis amazing to know that women
are still being discriminated against in
the workforce in terms of pay and opportunities. You would have thought
that by now we would have achieved
some equality with our male co-workers," said Amanda Peroulakis, CSOM
'02.
Outside of the office, women are
still faced with an increase in the number of hours spent raising children explained Schor. Women confront what
she calls "intensive mothering," where
hours spent raising a child have in-
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Dr. Juliet Schor evaluated a pressing topic for women: the balance between career and family.
Schor spoke on the emerging problem women face in the work force. The
new problem facing women is the conflict between work and family such that
"they are faced with heavy demands
from their pay jobs and their family,"
she said, adding, "Is discrimination
dead?"
Though it seems women are faced
with more challenges in terms of equality in the work force, Schor recalled past
generations.
She noted that women in her age
group born from 1944 to 1959 had
achieved both motherhood and a career,
whereas merely a generation earlier this
was not the case.
Yet, these working mothers are

she said, also commenting that "hours
within jobs are high." Therefore, career immobility results when the
woman puts her family first.
She expanded the concept of a career today, stating that "work is able to
take place outside of the formal workplace no spatial divide between family and career."
And with an inability to commit to
longer hours, women face great wage
?

inequalities compared to men.
She noted that though the wage gap
is narrowing for women a new wage
gap is forming, called "the family wage
gap-"
?

She noted was that females who are
mothers earn 57 percent of what men

creased out of societal pressures to do
so. Although women are having fewer
children today, the time spent raising
them is greater.
Schor also highlighted the media's
role of showing women that they "can't
have it all."
She called for a "new kind offeminism" in which "work and family can
successfully be reconciled [and] work
norms are reduced."
Marisa Glaser, A&S '01 said, "After the lecture I realized how daunting
the working world can be, not just for
mothers but for all people who wish to
live a complete existence that allows
them to be more than the sum of their
jobs and income brackets."

Mirfakhraei Presents
History of Iranian Film
By

Shaun Filiault

heights

editor

Majid Mirfakhraei, a master art director of Iranian film, spoke to Boston
College students and faculty last
Wednesday night. The discussion included a history of Iranian film as well
as clips of Mirfakhraei's work.
The presentation began with a welcome by Sheila Blair, the Norma Jean
Calderwood University Professor of
Islamic and Asian Art and a member of
the fine arts department.
Next to introduce the art director
was Bo Smith, an expert on the art of
Iranian film. Iranian films are becoming "more and more popular" in the
United States, he said. But he added that
many of those films are "festivalfilms"
which don't win as much attention in
Iran. Instead of focusing his career on
such festival films, Mirfakhraei has said
that he has worked on many movies that
gained attention from mainstream audiences in his country.
Mirfakhraei gave a presentation on
the history of Iranian film as well as
his experiences within the film industry. The Iranian film industry was incepted in the beginning of the twentieth century but, for many years, focused
on melodramas that appealed to a limited audience, he told the crowd. These
works of "intellectual cinema" dominated the industry until the Iranian
Revolution. But, after the Revolution,
the industry doubled in scope and size
and began to make movies that would
appeal to a broader audience base than
merely the intellectuals to which the
industry catered before theRevolution.
A major aspect of the evolution of
the Iranian film industry was been the
increasing use of specialists in films,
Mirfakhraei told the audience. The special effects and other aspects of film art
that Mirfakhraei has at his disposal are
significantly smaller and more limited
by
than
those
used
his

American counterparts.
Mirfakhraei then showed the audience a clip from a 1982 film on which
he worked. The Iranian government
during the Iranian/ Iraqi war of the early
1980s supported the film as propaganda. The clip depicted Mirfakhraei
creating model cities for a scene. Although the models were very lifelike,
he pointed out that they are still not as
advanced as those techniques used in
American film. The difference demonstrates the need "bigger budgets and
technology for the full effect" in Iranian film, said Mirfakhraei.
Despite his limitations, Mirfakhraei
still received many awards for his work
on the project and his movies are popular in Iran.
Also presented was a clip from a
24-part TV series about the Roman
Empire, a project that Mirfakhraei
helped to create. The one-million-dollar budget available for the series was
considered to be a big budget in Iran,
he said. But he pointed out that despite
having a bigger budget than usual, he
was still forced to improvise on many
of the artistic components of the film.
Finally, Mirfakhraei presented clips
from a recent project for which he and
American director Robert Gardner cooperated. The film, Islam: Empire of
Faith, will air on Public Broadcasting
Stations (PBS) on May 8 and depicts
the history of the Islamic faith from the
time of the prophet Muhammad to the
present day.
Mirfakhraei informed the audience
that one of the major difficulties in creating the film was that the American
crews were not allowed to go to Saudi
Arabia to film, a fact that posed problems since Mecca was the birthplace of
theIslamic faith. Thus, Mirfakhraei was
forced to create Arabian-like scenes in
his own country and was only given 20
days to accomplish this incredible task.
Another difficulty for both the Iranian and American crews on the project

Continued from Al
losophy, art history and the New Tes-

Future presentations hosted by the
Islamic and Asian art division of the
fine arts department include a showing
of the Egyptian film Closed Doors on
April 4 at the Museum of Fine Arts as
well as a seminar on April 8 entitled
"Imagining Jerusalem."
BC will also host Mirfakhraei's cocollaborator on the history of Islam
film, Robert Gardner, at some point in

April.

Dulles attended Harvard Law
for a year-and-a-half before
becoming an intelligence officer for
the US Naval Reserve in 1941. He
was awarded the Croix de Guerre for
his work during World War II by the
French Government in 1945. After
returning to the US in 1946, Dulles
entered the novitiate Society of Jesus.
In 1946, Dulles published A Testi-

monial to Grace, now considered to

"If the Kingdom is the pearl of

up everything else to acquire it,"
Dulles wrote of his conversion. His
ordination as a priest, which was held
during his father's term as secretary
of state, was publicized on the front
of the New York Times.
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upholds the

Pope's conservative views of Catho-

lic morality and tradition. It is therefore expected that the new cardinals
will ensure that the Church maintains
its position on issues such as female
priests, homosexuality, contraception
and abortion.
"I consider this appointment important not only for me personally but,
more importantly, for the Church,"
Dulles said in a Fordham University
America.
The authorof dozens of books and press release. "The Holy Father, alover 650 articles, Dulles is widely
ways sensitive to the symbolic value
considered to be the premier Catholic of his actions, presumably wishes to
theologian in America. He has reconvey a message. Itake the message
ceived a vast array of awards in his to be three-fold: to emphasize the cencareer, including 21 honorary doctortrality of theology in the life of the
ates. Phi Beta Kappa, the National Church; to encourage the Society of
Catholic Book award, the Religious Jesus to pursue its theological mission;
and to acknowledge the growingconEducation Forum Award and the Cardinal Spellman Award for his achievetribution of the North American scholarship," he added.
ment in theology.

School

W

Like the rest of John Paul ll's car-

1951, after

which he served on the faculty of
Woodstock College and the Catholic
University of America. He taught in
the Boston College departmentof theology from 1981 to 1982. In 1988, he
returned to Fordham, where he currently serves as the Laurence J.
McGinley Professor of Religion. He
has held over 15 visiting professorships and has served as president of
the Catholic Theological Society of

tament.

great price, the treasure buried in the
field, one should be prepared to give

[edge],

event.

Dulles began teaching philosophy
at Fordham University in

oirs.

t

standings and miscommunications that
delayed progress, he said.
After the presentation, the floor was
opened up to students for questions.
One question concerned the control the
Iranian government exerts over the film
industry. Mirfakhraei responded by saying that the influence the government
exerts varies, though the government
does strongly support war films such
as the one shown earlier in the evening.
Another student questioned
Mirfakhraei about the average time it
takes to produce a film, which is usually about three-and-a-halfmonths, according to the art director.
The presentation ended by showing a full-length feature of
Mirfakhraei's entitled Ruz-i vaqa. The
film, according to Blair, is "a dramatic
recreation of the martyrdom of the
Prophet's grandson Husayn at Karbala
in 680 C.E. This event divided the nascent Muslim community into two
branches, the Sunnis, who represent the
majority of Muslims in the world today, and the ShPites, the majority of
Iranians."
"This was a very rare opportunity,
and it took a lot of finagling to get Majid
a visa from the Americans. We need exactly this kind of communication and
exchange in order to understand the
world today. This fits perfectly with
BC's role in understanding core value
and cultural diversity," Blair said of the

Pope Names Dulles
Among 37 New Cardinals

be one of the great conversion mem-

we'll push you to

were the cultural barriers between each
crew. Many times there were misunder-
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You know it's in you. The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. It's why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing

Northwestern can provide you with an education uniquely focused on the 21st century.
our 4,000 alumni. They are practicing from America to Zimbabwe, as soio
practitioners and in interdisciplinary settings They know that our FOCUS ON
EXCELLENCE has earned us an international reputation as a pioneer in chiropractic
education, patient care and scientific research Northwestern is a limited enrollment
private institution featuring a well-rounded, rigorous educational program integrating
the basic and clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care
and practice management Our pioneering clinical internship programs,
interdisciplinary study opportunities and a stateofcollege of
the-an student clinic provide our graduates with an
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Add our Career Services Center, where we assist our
graduates in job placement, and you can understand
why our graduates have such a high satisfaction
level with their careers lor a personal visit or more
detailed information, call a Northwestern admissions counselor at
1-800-888-4777 or go
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even more ambitious than their exhibitions because we put so much effortinto
the three large projects that we do each
year," Netzer said.
A catalogue that includes essays
authored by a number of BC professors
in various disciplines accompanies the
Munch exhibit. The essays are meant
to underscore the idea that Munch's
paintings not only make artistic statements, but also speak to the music, philosophy and religious views of Munch's
time: the Post-modernist Era.
Rev. Stephen Schlosser, SJ, an assistant professor in the history depart-

ment, contributed a

piece to the catalogue entitled From Spiritual Naturalism to Psychical Naturalism: Catholic

Decadence, Lutheran Munch, Madone
Mysterique, which addresses some of
the religious issues surrounding
Munch's work, an often-neglected aspect of his paintings.
Schloesser feels that people, especially students, can identify with
Munch's angst-ridden images. "One of
the reasons for the popularity of 'The
Scream' and other paintings is that they
are among the most modern, most contemporary art," he said. "Modernity is
largely about anxiety, urbanization and
overpopulation. People don't have

"Anxiety"reflects another themethat many
BC students can relate to.

time, they're rushing around, they are
really crunched. Options expand, when,
in fact, we can't choose any of them."
Schloesser, who is the owner and
curator of the blow-up figure of "The
Scream" in Carney, believes that
Munch helps people get in touch with
their dark side. "If someone goes to a
Monet exhibit, they see pretty pastels,
he [Monet] lends himself easily to
placemats and cups. The reason for seeing Monet is that it does awaken the
senses to that feeling that we have every now and then that life is stunningly
beautiful in a pretty sense, not in a
terrifying sense."
He stated that art aficionados go to
see Munch for different reasons.
"Munch is an expressionistand it's that
sense that we have every now and then,
that awareness that there are many dark
and impenetrable forces that are within
ourselves," he said.
Schlosser compared students' enjoyment of someone like Munch to their
appreciation for a thinker like Freud or
literature like Joseph Conrad's The
Heart of Darkness and even more contemporary artists like the Doors or the
later Beatles. Students seem to enjoy
the darker aspect of such works. "Unless we come in touch with the vice inside, it destroys you," he said.
Students can come and view their
darker side through Munch's paintings
on Sunday, February 4 between 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. at McMullen, a special viewing time set up for members of the BC
community and friends of the Museum.
McMullen's regular hours are Monday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekends. Guided
tours can be arranged by appointment
by calling (617) 552-8587 and all information is available on-line at
www.bc.edu/artmuseum. The exhibition catalogue is available in the book-

store.

UGBC Cabinet
Discusses Multicultural
Presentation
McMahon
associate news editor
By Kelly

The Super Bowl notwithstanding,

the Cabinetof the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
conducted its first meeting of the
spring semester last Sunday afternoon.
Shireen Zaman, Executive Director of Social and Cultural Issues and
A&S '01, announced that the Global
Justice Project will host a lecture by
Dr. Walden Bello on Thursday, February 1 at 7 p.m., in Fulton 511.
Bello, a world-renowned scholaractivist on globalization, human rigl.is
and international economics, is also
co-director of Focus on the Global
South at the University of Bangkok,
professor of sociology and public administration at the University of the
Philippines, as well as a board member ofOxfam America and Greenpeace
International.
Nick Santaniello, webmaster for
UGBC's web site, www.ugbc.org, and
A&S '01, stated that he hopes to expand the site's successful Professor
Evaluation Profiles to include graduate courses. According to Santaniello,
Boston College Law School courses
will be the first to be accessible, at
www.ugbc.org/law.
Toni Mardirossian, executive director of Student Life and A&S '02,
stated that plans are underway for the
annual Mentoring Leadership Program
Boat Cruise. Maura Hossack, co-director of Athletic Affairs and A&S '02,
stated that she has been working with
Jamie DiLoretto of Sports Marketing
to think ofways to increase student attendance at BC sporting events, especially women's basketball.
Daniel Cho, assistant director and
vice president of theAHANA Leadership Council and A&S *02, stated that
the AHANA Leaders Retreat had just
concluded that afternoon. According
to Cho, representatives from each
AHANA culture club on campus met
to discuss "how you feel about being
a student leader as well as an AHANA

student
as well as UGBC's role in
the AHANA scene." He added, "ALC
has their own concerns, the culture
clubs each have concerns and UGBC
has concerns, and we want to try and
bridge the gap between each organi...

zation."
Cho added that plans are underway
to promote Black History Month this
February and a calendar of events
along the lines of what was published
for Latino History Month last October will soon be released.
Cho went on to comment about an
article that appeared in The Heights

last November regarding a meeting of
UGBC Senate, which alleged that
ALC had incurred a large debt.
"For a newspaper to report on an
organization's financial status, and
then to get that information wrong; 1
think that's rather presumptuous of
The Heights," Cho said.
Dave Anderson, executive director of UGBC Programming and
CSOM '01,reported that the Programming Department had hoped to host a
major concert some time in February,
but the limited availability of Conte
Forum prevented this. "We'll have to
wait until March or April," Anderson
said. "Inthe meantime, we'll probably
have some smaller concerts in the
Rat," he added.
The programming department also
stated that plans were underway for
this year's Siblings' Weekend, which
will include programs designed to cater to different age groups.
Rochelle Webb, vice president of
UGBC and A&S '01, commented on
the recent decision by the Massachusetts Land Court to allow BC to build
a long-awaited student center, among
other projects.
Webb stated that while UGBC is
excited about the decision, it brings
greater responsibility to UGBC "to
make sure that things don't get placed
on the back burner. We want to make
sure that the administration knows
how important [the student center] is
to the students."

Alvin Barnett, UGBC president
and A&S '01, stated that UGBC is
developing a presentation on
multiculturalism to be given to the
Board of Trustees. At the core of the
presentation, according to Barnett, is
a video exploring the intricacies of
campus life.
"We want to bring the Board of
Trustees on a tour of campus so they
can see where things happen and give
it a kind of context," Barnett said.
"In addition, we also want to give
them an idea of the outsider's perception of BC," he added, citing the recent episode of Boston Public that
painted the University in a homophobic light. "We want to show them that
BC is often depicted as racist and homophobic, by including outside interviews from non-BC students, and then
bring it all home by talking to students
on campus, and hear their responses
and frustrations."

Barnett statedthat "the worst problem is apathy among the students,"
adding that he wants UGBC represen-

tatives

to

travel door-to-door in the

dorms, telling students about the importance of the Board of Trustees presentation. "We want to show [students]
that we're doing something, and also
that we really care," Barnett said.
"It's really the Board of Trustees
and the President who are making all
the
decisions
[regarding
multiculturalism]," Barnett added,
citing the administration's policy of
not including sexual orientation in the
University's Notice of Non-Discrimination. "Change should come from the
top down," Barnett said, suggesting
that an assistant to the president position should be created specifically to
deal with issues of multiculturalism.
"Students have to really stand out
on this issue," Barnett said regarding
the issue of the non-discrimination
policy. He added that he hopes to create an independent Notice of Non-Discrimination which would be signed by
students and faculty who support the

cause.

motor vehicle accident on CommonwealthAvenue at the Main Gate. There
was no injury, but some damageto BC
property was reported.

Grounds-reports three
vehicles in the basement oftheBeacon Street Garage with smashed
windows. Officers respond and file
a report
8:16 a.m.

p.m.

-

12:59p.m. BCPD assists with an
automobile accident on CommonwealthAvenue tiear College Road,
Newton Police responded and no
tiC personnel were involved.
-

2:42 a.m. Broken glass is reported in
Walsh Hall. An RA reports that someJanuary 22, 2001
one broke a window.
-

Sergeant observestwo
B:3ia.m.-AcaUerfroniWalshHair
harassing fans in Conte V'.2j55 a,m. Officer observes an 18- requests an EMT because she be-:Forum. Theywere identifiedandre.year-old intoxicatedfemale on Upper lieves hertc<)mrhate is havinga dia- *
amovedfrom the area.
Campus. She fe discovered to be a betic reaction. Officerresponds and
UConn student. She was transportedto readers first aid.
January 20,2001
St. Elizabeth'sHospital.
11?28a.m.-Officer/EMT responds
-:
' ?
,
?
1:51 a.m. Officer observesa male 4:25 a.ai. Officer/EMT responds to to a student passed out in theO'Neill
student carrying a stolen sign in assist a 19-year-old female student Library Copy Center. After first aid
Gasson Hall. As the sign was being ,' foundunconscious after drinkingvodka she was transported to the clinic.
recovered, his accomplice, an 18- in an unidentified Mod. After she was
year-old femalebecame argumentaadministered first aid, she was trans1:39 p.m. A suspicious vehicle
tive. She was intoxicatedand taken ported to St Elizabeth's Hospital via was observed in the Mods.-The ve>.
to the Infirmary.
ambulance.
hide was stopped and the driver
identified as atrespasseron campus
2:17 a.m. Officer/EMT responds 4:40 a.m. BCPD andBoston Fire re- attempting to "collect" cans. He was
to assist a 19-year-oldintoxicated spond to afire alarmin Vout6 Hall. An given a trespass warning andVes- :
male student who fell down a fight investigation found the cause to be a corted offearnpus.
of stairs in Keyes Hall. After being pot left on a stove. No damage was regiven first aid, he was
ported.
January 23,2001
.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
i
\u25a0
to St. Elizabeth's Hospital
7:01 a.m. Officer observes a suspi1:12 a.ni. A<student reports launJanuary 21, 2001
cious vehicle in the Commonwealth dry hasbeen stolenfrom "Walsh Hall.
Ave. Garage, The driver of the vehicle A detective will follow up with an
12:18 a.in. Officer assists with a
Was given a trespass warning.
investigation.
9:47
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Massachusetts Land Court
Rules In Favor of BC
Building Proposal
Continued from Al
and student organization facilities and
to maintain our competitive standing
among the nation's best schools," Dunn
added.
Newton has 30 days to appeal the
Massachusetts Land Court's decision.
"I'm happy to say that, upon reviewing the opinion on the closely reasoned, fact-bused judge's opinion, I've
become pretty confident that an appeal
in unlikely, I'm more optimistic that
there won't be an appeal," said Joe
Herlihy, Boston College legal counsel.
However, Paul White, BC's associate vice president for state and community Affairs stated, "I'm sure they'll
be looking at [an appeal]. Hopefully all
parties on both sides will realize that

it's best for everyone to move forward
and go on from here."

"We would start this
project as soon as all
thefinances have been
worked out and the
details have been

resolved."
Paul White, BC
Associate VPfor State
and Community Affairs
?

Scheier did rule with the city on the
issue of parking, stating that BC will

be forced to cut some parking spaces
out of project

plans.

"This case has been a long, costly
and prohibitive court case," Dunn said.
"We're hoping that we can put the issue behind us and work with the Board
of Aldermen on the issue of parking as
requested by Judge Scheier."
Because the plans for the building
project

arc now more

than live years

old, the University will likely review
and update the planned structures.
Stating that there's a strong possibility that construction on the Monan
Academic Center could begin within
the year, White said, "Our hope is that
we would start this project as soon as
all the finances have been worked out
and the details have been resolved."

Interested in writing
for News?
Come to our next
meeting, Monday at
5:15 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest.

Questions? E-mail
Caroline at
brancate@bc. edu.
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Victory With A Footnote
A Massachusetts Land Court last week essentially allowed Boston College to begin breaking ground for the
Middle Campus Project. Judge Karyn F. Scheier ruled that
the Newton Board of Aldermen's refusal of BC's proposal
was unlawful, giving the University the green light to begin
making headway on a project that has been years in the making. If the city of Newton chooses not to appeal the ruling by
next month, construction could begin within a year. The plans
call for a three-building complex, including a new student
center to replace McElroy Commons, and an academic center which will provide additional spaces for offices and other
scholastic uses.
The court decision represents, in part, a tremendous victory for the school. For Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella, it is the icing on the cake, a closing chapter to
his distinguished career as the brains and muscle at BC. For
Chancellor and former President Rev. J. Donald Monan, it
is the culmination of the process that he and Campanella
initiated before Monan himself retired as President in 1996;
the proposed humanities building will be named in his honor.
For current President Leahy, it is a milestone in his administration, perhaps his largest since taking office. Associate Vice
President for State and Community Affairs Paul White, University Legal Counsel Joe Herlihy and the rest of the administration should be pleased with what has been widely viewed
as a notch in the win column of the perpetual "town versus
gown" conflict. The resulting facilities will be tremendous
assets to Boston College, bettering the daily lives of thousands of students, faculty members, staff members and administrators. Certainly, then, the University has much to gain
from an undertaking which will change the face of the school.
The qualifier, however, is that the planned academic and
student activity wonderland will not magically appear anytime soon on what is now the Dustbowl. In fact, administrators have more bridges to cross before even beginning the
actual building phase. Newton still has the option to appeal
the ruling, which would toss the case back into a tangle of
litigation, delay the start of the project for many months and
incur further costs. The blueprints were first presented in
1995, meaning that they are most likely outdated and in need
ofrevision architecturally, technologically and financially.
If the project is to fulfill its remarkable potential and benefit
this school in the best way possible, all of these details will
need to be re-evaluated. Planners should also capitalize on
the opportunity to consult with students in crafting the final
plans in accordance with student heeds.
Regardless of when the first shovel hits dirt, whether in
the next few months or years down the line, administrators
should proceed with an eye not just on the future, but also
on the present. Three buildings erected in one of the most
traffic-heavy areas of campus will create incalculable distractions, restrictions and inconveniences. Construction
equipment, the in-progress structures themselves and all of
the trappings that go with them will be unsightly, annoying
and detrimental to the campus. While the end result should
be tremendously advantageous, administrators must realize
and be respectful of the fact that the five-year process will
have negative ramifications for the students who attend BC
during that time.
-

The lesson can be learned from the Upper Campus Construction Project, which was necessary and proper for the
school to undertake and will, ultimately, benefit the University and its students by providing additional living space.
However, current residents of the dormitories under construction have encountered a number of difficulties and frustrations, too often without the administration attempting to offset those problems.
A parallel can also be drawn between the Middle Campus Project and Greater Boston's Central Artery/Tunnel
Project, humorously nicknamed "The Big Dig." Although
the Big Dig conjures thoughts of corruption, miscommunication and poor planning, the analogy is apt in the sense that
both endeavors are characterized by a quidpro quo scenario
for the residents and visitors of the two areas. Boston's reward will be a more modern, user-friendly and attractive
transportation infrastructure, but any driver who has traversed
the constantly changing routes, makeshift roads and temporary bridges knows the havoc wroughtby such a monumental undertaking. In terms of the sizes of the two projects relative to theirrespective areas, BC's construction exceeds that
of the Big Dig. Both have languished in legal snafus on
their long paths to completion and both are or will be, in
BC's case extremely disruptive to daily life. Whereas Boston-area residents have paid in increased taxes, driving
hassles and bad publicity, BC students will pay the price in
aesthetics, noise and logistical considerations. Many of the
students who attend Boston College during the building phase
will never see the completed physical plant.
It is with that in mind that the University should strive to
avoid marginalizing its present student body, or whichever
student body is enrolled when the construction takes place.
The new student center and humanities building will serve
as tremendous additions to the campus and extend the capabilities of both the University and the students. There are
always sacrifices to make in order to earn such dividends
and it's too bad that many BC students will not directly profit
from the short-term gains. The University needs to be cognizant of that and should take steps to balance the inevitable
negative aspects.
For the students who are forced to deal with the cranes,
exhaust and the sight of their beloved Dustbowl shrinking,
there is consolation in speculating about the long-term implications of the new buildings. When all is said and done,
faculty will enjoy increased office space and students will
reap the benefits of drastically improved, state-of-the-artfacilities. These'campus additions will add to both the BC experience and the value of a BC diploma. Students who would
criticize the process should take this into account and keep
the ends in mind when they regard the means.
At its best, the Middle Campus Project symbolizes what
is finest about Boston College. The efforts made toward the
finished product indicate that the school is continually striving to rank among the nation's best, continually trying to
improve itself. The proposed future campus will more adequately serve the future student body; it is our hope that the
cost to all BC students past, present and future will be
minimal.
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Museum Offers Uncommon
Opportunity
Thousands ofBoston College undergraduates will stroll
by Devlin Hall countless times in the next few months, many
of them without more than a passing thought about what
they're missing inside. Many students know that Devlin is
the home of the admissions office, several classrooms and
the largest lecture hall on campus. But, for many, it is too
rare an occasion to venture across the hall from admissions
into the McMullen Museum of Art.
Universities such as Harvard and Yale can boast impressive permanent collections of art, most of which is the result
of several decades of art collecting and gifts endowed by
prominent alumni and other benefactors. While no one would
consider its permanent collection equal to those of some other
top universities, BC's McMullen can lay claim to a growing
collection of work and an increasingly prestigious record of
widely-recognized exhibits. To its credit, the McMullen excels and impresses with its ability to put together and present
three exhibits each year.
Two years ago, McMullen had the honor of being the
first museum in the world to display "The Taking of Christ,"
a lost work of Caravaggio, the famous Italian baroque painter.
The exhibit received national attention and praise. Last
spring, the McMullen stirred controversy with its modern
Irish art exhibit, which the museum closed several days earlier than planned in the wake of complaints that some of the
images were offensive. Just last semester, the McMullen
hosted the works of Francoise Gilot, Picasso's widow and
an accomplished artist in her own right.
Next week, the McMullen will open its doors for Edvard
Munch: Psyche, Symbol and Expression, which museum
administrators tout as the most ambitious presentation of the
Norwegian expressionist'swork in the United States in over
two decades. The exhibition consists of 83 examples of
Munch's work, including several originals of his most famous works. "The Scream," Munch's most famous work, is
the most frequently reproduced image in the world and although only a print of "The Scream" will be at the McMullen,
to have the works of an artist who has such influence and
status is a privilege for both the museum and the University.
The McMullenMuseum has and is allowing BC students
the opportunity to view, study and appreciate the art world
at its very best. The McMullen has hosted greats of both the
past and the present and has sparked discussion about what

-

.

itie

is appropriate in art, a battle that has raged for hundreds of
years and frequently centered around pieces that are now

undisputed masterpieces.

But too many of us will continue to walk by Devlin all
semester, never stopping by the ground floor art gallery. Some
of us will have to go to class and some will mean to go and
just never will. Few of us will truly appreciate the fact that
priceless works of art that we can see for free are just a few
steps away.

Exhibits such as the current one featuring Munch do not
come together without a tremendous amount of work. Creating such a collection means coming up with a concept that
will convince private collectors and museums throughout
the United States to lend their works. In the case of obtaining Munch's collection, it also means traveling across an
ocean to convince Norwegian museums to allow the works
of their most famous son to be packed up and shipped across
the Atlantic.
But that's not all. The catalogues that accompany BC's
exhibits are works of scholarship and dedication by BC faculty members that take a tremendous amount of time and
research. It may take any of us less than half an hour to tour
one of the McMullen's shows, but it can take months and
years to put them together.
When the Caravaggio exhibit came to BC in early 1999,
a Heights editorial blasted McMullen and University administrators for not making sufficient efforts to attract students.
This time around, the roles havebeen reversed; the McMullen
is eager for students to attend. Now, the onus is on the students to make the effort to appreciate the artwork and the
work put in by McMullen officials.
Experts cite Munch's work as greatly influential on contemporary Western thought, as the artist addressed several
dominant cultural themes. Having such a comprehensive
collection of his pieces on campus affords members of the
BC community the opportunity to view some of the cultural
cornerstone of our time. The exhibit offers a chance to harness another aspect of student life; while Boston College's
Jesuit character, its academics and its social life offerings
are integral facets of an education here, the McMullen is
providing another avenue which students can explore. To
miss the Munch exhibit is to miss an opportunity to enjoy an
enriched collegiate experience.

Article
Angers
Student
To the Editor:
I am insulted that you placed the
J.D. Schmidt article on the front page
of The Heights (January 23 edition). I
am embarrassed as a Boston College
student that, as editors, you found a traffic violation front-page material. This
article has a clear negative connotation;
the true story did not come out. The
fact is that Schmidt will probably be
given a traffic violation. You need to
ask yourself, is a traffic violation frontpage material? You have tainted this
young man's image for a crime that
thousands of people commit each day.
Was this front-page material because
Schmidt is an athlete or because of the
charges? I noticed in the headline you
call Schmidt a "BC Student." If that's
true, then why is his football picture
shown?
Everyone in the editing area of The
Heights needs to evaluate the way they
choose front-page material. This is a
college paper, with college students
who aren't perfect. When Rae Carruth
is put on the front page of the Boston
Globe, I don't feel bad for him because
he is a professional athlete making professional wages. Certain responsibilities go along with that title.
Schmidt is a college student who
made an honest mistake. I believe there
should be some sort of apology printed
in the next issue of The Heights. I also
think there should be a follow-up article printed when the final results of
Schmidt's case come out.
Of course, having an understanding of the newspaper business, I realize that this follow-up article will be
jammed in the back of the sports section, but it needs to be there. This young
man did not deserve the treatment he
received. The bottom line is that
Schmidt's article was placed on the
front page because he is a BC athlete,
not because he did something deserving of the front page.
Rudy DiPietro
A&S '03
January 29, 2001
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BU Verdict Sends a Clear Message

Newton Bus Driver Fired

LARRY GRIFFIN

ZACH BARBER

"When I was raped, I was stripped
of everything that was mine. I felt like
a shell, as if someone had scraped out
all my emotional insides and threw
them on the floor." Words from the
mouth of a victim of one of the most
brutal acts committed by human beings.
Words from an unsuspecting student
who had her life destroyed by
Abdelmajid Akouk one fateful night in
1999 as he broke into her Boston University dormitory and raped her twice,
once in a shower stall and once in her
own room while her roommate slept a
few feet away.
These are words associated with a
crime that is all too common in our society. We're often exposed to the harsh
statistical truths about the incidence of
rape, and this week the Justice Department released a report estimating that
1.7 percent of female U.S. college students were raped during the 1996-97
school year. If that seems like a low
percentage to you, consider this: If the

statistic holds true for Boston College,
more than 70 of BC's own female students may have been raped in the last
school year.
Rape is a problem that truly plagues
our society, yet it is so rarely discussed.
"The Sexual Victimization of College
Women," the report in question, reported that nearly 50 percent of women
whose experience fits the researchers'
definition of a rape victim did not consider themselves rape victims. The victim in the BU rape case has had her
name kept secret in order to try to rebuild some semblance of order in her
life. Rape is a horrifying act that people
do not enjoy discussing, yet the best
way to effectively combat rape is to discuss it, think about it and work actively
to prevent it.
A Suffolk Superior Court jury convicted Akouk of two counts of aggravated rape, armed home invasion, indecent assault and battery, kidnapping
and threats. Judge James McDaniel sen-

tenced Akouk to consecutive sentences
totaling at least 40 years of imprisonment. Regretfully, the only good that the
sentence will really do is to insure that,
if he was guilty, Akouk will not commit rape again. Imprisoning Akouk will
do nothing to ameliorate the pain and
suffering of the victim, her friends and
family, nor will it necessarily deter future rapes.
"Nothing I will say will ever allow
anyone to fully understand what was
taken from [me] that night
I feel as
if I have lived ten lifetimes and seen all
the pain and hurt there is in this world,"
the BUrape victim said. She's right. No
one can ever understand the exact magnitude and nature of the pain she now
must live with every moment of the rest
of her life because one man decided to
place that burden on her soul.
Rape is not an issue to be taken
lightly, yet male college students throw
the term around a lot. In my experience,
it's not unusual for an average BC guy
...

to jokingly refer to getting "raped on a
test," or worse. It's not that people are

being cruel, but that they are insensitive to what the word means and how
cruel it is to use it capriciously. To those
who don't think rape is a problem, read
the newspaper account of a rape, listen
to the words of a rape victim. Imagine
the pain that the brutal act would bring
into your heart if you or someone you
care about were raped.
Rape is a problem that may never
go away, and it is difficult to effectively
prevent. The best thing we can do is be
aware and sensitive to the issue of rape.
The strength of the BU rape case verdict will hopefully send a message loud
and clear that, in our society, there is
zero tolerance for such a reprehensible
crime.
Larry Griffin is the Copy Editor and a
regular columnist of The Heights. He
is a sophomore in the College of Arts
and Sciences.

Alumni Giving Rate Reflects BC's Faults
KILIAN BETLACH
In the January 23 issue of The
Heights an article appearedchronicling
Boston College's continuing quest to
increase donations. Currently, alumni
give at a rate of 33 percent, well below
schools like Harvard and Cornell, but
perhaps more tellingly below
Georgetown and Notre Dame, the
former boasting a rate almost twice that
ofBC.
It is my contention that the administration needs to view these figures not
as a reflection of the mindset of its
alumni, but instead as a commentary on
the state of the University itself.
What does it say that those targeted
for increased giving
people who
have graduated in the last five years
commonly give back to the school with
such an alarmingly low frequency?
These are the individuals whose college
experience is the freshest in their minds,
unclouded by years of nostalgia.
At the same time, these former students seem tofeel little pride in the
school where they spent four years and
immeasurable energy
at least insofar as those things may be considered a
?

?

?

reflection of monetary giving.
Money may certainly be an issue;
BC students are well aware that
$32,000 per annum is a considerable
chunk of cash, so the notion of paying
more immediately after graduation
seems somewhat ridiculous. However,
the relatively low amount asked of each
student ? around $20 ? would seem
to suggest a deeper issue.
Throughout two and half years of
school, the university has contacted me
for two reasons: first, to inform my parents and myself that I have violated a
rule of some sort and second, to ask for
money. Money for parents' weekend,
money for sports tickets, money for tuition and housing, activity fees and piddling hide charges over replacement ID
cards.
Conversely, the University has remained arrogantly silent on issues that
directly impact upon student life. Nothing has been said, no questions have
been asked wijh- regard to the Dunkin
Donuts change, the construction on
Upper Campus or most notoriously, the
construction of the Mod Fence. I don't

expect to see any significant change in
this area before May '02.
In attempt to reach its stated goal
of 100 percent giving, Court Clayton,
assistant director of the Boston College
Fund has organized a so-called "blitz"
where 80 to 100 volunteers will man
phones and go door-to-door in order to
collect donations from individual students.
Although a superficially honorable
pursuit, is it possible that these efforts
may be better served if oriented towards
collecting information from those who
have spent almost four years here? The
notion that undergrads have no meaningful participation with their university has become a truism here to such
an extent that the absurdity of the situation is lost.
Such input into structure and function will not be possible however, until
the school'sadministration deigns to listen to it.
In this, Boston College demonstrates a lack of understanding as to the
nature of the university itself. Operating from a corporate model, BC seeks

to send dictates down through a pyramidal structure, where the students are,
predictably, at the bottom. While the

corporate model may be an accurate
one, it must be understood that students,
far from acting as low-level employees
of the University, are in fact, employers themselves.
Students pay BC to provide them
with a service
their continued education, not to mention a standard of living in reasonable accord with their
wishes. As consumers, they ultimately
dictate the manner in which this service
is rendered. The university is indebted
to them, not the other way around.
I graduate in about a year and a half
and I imagine sometime before that time
BC will send someone from my freshman dorm to ask for money. According
to the rules of formal logic and value
debate, silence implies consent. In this
case, may my lack of response denote
the exact opposite.
?

Kilian Betlach is the Marketplace Editor o/The Heights. He is a junior in the
College ofArts and Sciences.

NASA Needs Support to Avert Disaster
CHRIS FAGIANI
About an hour before leaving for
kindergarten, I was watching Sesame
Street when the broadcast was interrupted for a special news report. 1 remember being upset when what was,
at the time, one of my favorite shows
was preempted by the news bulletin.
Little did I know then, that the newscaster was about to announce the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger.
Last Sunday marked the fifteenth
anniversary of the shuttle disaster, an
event that caused the two-year grounding of all shuttle flights and reevaluation of America's space program. The
explosion, which killed all seven crew
members marked the dawn of a new era
in NASA's history: one characterized
by uncertainty, lack of funding and reduced goals.
While, in the years since the shuttle
explosion, there have been new missions and projects, the government
seems to have allowed space exploration to fall by the wayside. It may be
said that NASA has not had the attention and support of the public since the
days of the Apollo missions, but thelack
of attention paid to NASA undertakings
by the media has been at what seems
like an all-time low. It seems that the

only time we hear of what NASA is
doing is when there is a problem, rarely
if ever does the media focus on the
strides that are being made. I am by no
means advocating the constant televising of NASA events, but the public
should be informed as to how their tax
dollars arebeing spent on the space program.
As is the case in many areas of governmental bureaucracy, the reduction in
public support has been met with a reduction of funding. Over the past few
years, reduction of funds in conjunction with rising costs and the desire to
initiate new projects has put NASA in
a position where they cannot adequately
address all of the concerns that have
been raised.
The anniversary of the Challenger
explosion has brought the current state
of space shuttle safety to the forefront.
Engineers at NASA have been looking
into differentways to increase the safety
of the astronauts during launch, the
most dangerous part of a shuttle mission.
Various solutions have been discussed including ejection seats and a
crew cabin that can be jettisoned and
parachute to safety, but experts have

commented that the costs of the various proposals range from hundreds of
millions of dollars to over $1 billion.
This fact has caused many to believe
that nothing will be done to improve
safety conditions.
'Other factors contributing to
NASA's inaction, is the weight the
safety systems will add to the shuttle.
For every pound of safety equipment
added, that is one less pound of payload the shuttle can carry. This concern
ultimately boils down to a fiscal matter
as well. The more shuttle flights required to send the same tonnage of
materials into space, the higher the cost.
The construction of the International Space Station prevents the
grounding of the shuttle and the X-33
Space Plane is still a long way off. With
shuttle flight number 102 scheduled to
launch in a week and a half and the odds
of a launch-time accident at 1 in 438, it
seems that NASA is tempting fate with
their inability to add safety features to
the shuttle.
In efforts to raise much-needed
money, the Russian space program has
agreed to allow an American millionaire (and formerNASA engineer) to fly
to the International Space Station. The

deal, brokered by the Dutch-based
MirCorp, cost $20 million and was
originally scheduled as a flight to Mir,
but conditions onboard the Russian
space station resulted in the change of
destination.
If the trend of reducing funds continues, it will only be a matter of time
before NASA is in a similar position as
its Russian counterpart. It remains to be
seen if this is to become a regular occurrence for the Russian space agency,
but whether it is or not, this is not something the American space program
should have to resort to.
The Bush administration already
has a lot on its plate, but they must be
sure not to forget about the space program. While it is unlikely that NASA
will ever have unilateral support as it
did during the race to put a man on the
moon, the safety of the men and women
responsible for such things as assembling the International Space Station
and repairing the Hubble Space Telescope should not be put in jeopardy due
to insufficient funding.
Chris Fagiani is the Executive Editor
of The Heights. He is a junior in the
College ofArts and Sciences.

The residents of Newton Campus returned for the spring semester to find that
their favorite Newton bus driver, "Dave" or "Santa Claus" as he was affectionately called, had been terminated from his job here at Boston College and transferred to a bus route in downtown Boston. The rumor quickly spread throughout
the Newton Campus and has almost all of the students upset over the entire situation. Dave was more than a typical bus driver to Newton Campus residents over
the last few years, for he was someone who truly cared about the students and
took time to help them out whenever possible. It seems that because of his kind
heart and caring nature that he is no longer driving buses here at Boston College.
The entire situation has been somewhat "hush-hush," as Boston College refuses to comment on Dave's sudden release, thus implying that Boston Coach
itself was to blame. According to employees of Boston Coach, Dave was transferred to a downtown route. According to some of the current Newton bus drivers, Dave was transferred as a result of him picking up students not at bus stops
and dropping students off at places other than bus stops, such as the Hardey and
Cushing dormitories. Most of the drivers agree that Dave broke the rules, but that
what he did was not so bad, many admitting that they too have broken the same
rules. Students also agree that Dave's actions were not so bad that he should have
been transferred, especially because many felt that he made their Newton Campus experience much more enjoyable.
Every student who has lived on Newton knows who Dave is, for he was the
driver who would always ask "How ya doin', guy?" to everyone that boarded his
bus. It didn't matter who you were or how bad your day had been; he was always
there with a smile or a friendly comment. Dave greeted everyone traveling between the campuses for over 4 years and has always had the same great personality that the students loved. This year's freshman are not the only people upset at
this development; many members of the remainder of the student body share
their view, for Dave has affected almost every student that has ever lived on
Newton Campus. Nearly everyone has a story to share about Dave, and nearly all
of them are about his kindheartedness towards the students.
Molly Hayes, A&S '04, is a resident of the Newton Campus and even wrote
an 11-page paper about Dave for her Challenge of Justice final. In the paper,
Hayes stated "In my three months here at Boston College, Ihave had the privilege
of meeting a friend who has come into my life offering joy and love in a way that
has transformed me forever. This friend is not my roommate, nor my boyfriend,
nor my hall mates, in fact, this friend is not a student a Boston College, he is a bus
driver, an amiable, elderly man named Dave... He is without a doubt one of the
greatest people here at Boston College, and one of the greatest people I have ever
met in my life."
Many students agree that this is true and wonder why a man like this would
ever be forced to leave BC. Lauren Pembroke, A&S '04, said that Dave even
dropped her off at the back door of Merkert when she was on crutches so that she
would not have to walk down from McElroy. Dave would also leave a little early
from Newton Campus if you were going to be late for class, according to another
resident. However, it seems that these acts of kindness ultimately cost Dave his
job at BC. The overall opinion of the student body is that Dave should not have
been transferred for any reason. Yes, he may have broken a few rules or slowed
the schedule by a few seconds, but it was not to spite the school or Boston Coach.
"Waiting a few extra seconds is alright if the bus picks up someone not at a bus
stop," commented Jenn Garbach, CSOM '04, "We all know what it is like to be
the person passed by."
All Dave.did was act with kindness towards others, something we know as
the "Golden Rule," stating "Do unto to others that you would like done unto
you." Now let's think about this for a minute, being the Jesuit, Catholic institution that we are. This "Golden Rule" appears in the New and Old Testaments,
lectures given by Confucius and, in some form or another, it appears in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Socrates and Seneca. It seems to me that as members of
a Jesuit Catholic institution, we should follow this rule to some degree, especially
since it is taught throughout classes in the school's curriculum. Now let me ask
you this: Would you like to be left in the pouring rain while a bus drives by,
refusing to pick you up? Or maybe a snowstorm would be better? We all know
that in our hearts we have sympathy for people in situations such as these.
The idea that Dave was disciplined by his company for being nice to people
does not seem fair to most, but they understand that he may have bent the rules a
bit. Dave is not the only driver to have done this, but he has been the only driver
to be punished for it. "Davewasn't trying to be bad, he just knew what it was like
to live on Newton and tried to make it easier for us," said Christian Russo, A&S
'04. "He was the only driver who would make me smile," said Chip Hayner,
A&S '04. Patrick Bitonti, A&S '04, said, "It seems like Dave was fired for being
a nice guy." "It's not right," said Martin Stezano, A&S '04, "He was a good
person." When Newton Campus RA Maxi Arias heard of the news, "Are you
kidding?" was his initial reaction. "There aren't enough people around like Dave,"
said Arias, "He made the trip down to Main Campus pleasant. The majority of
students feel it is fair to bend the rules in situations such as these, at least a little.
It did not seem that Dave was stopping for every person who came walking through
the parking lots asking him or her whether they 'needed a lift.' He simply knew
the faces of Newton students, and picked them up when they needed it." "It's
nice to know that there is someone who knows us like that," said Tony Buglione,
A&S '04, "It was a good thing that he cared about us and payed attention to our
interests."
It was nice that Dave truly knew the Newtonites well enough to stop for them
if they needed it, according to the majority of the students, and the fact that this is
more or less why he is no longer at BC has only thrown fuel on this fire, a fire that
looks like it will be hard to extinguish without the friendly smiles of Dave greeting Newton Campus residents for the rest of the year.
Zach Barber is a News Staff Writer for The Heights. He is a freshman in the
Carroll School ofManagement.
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Feasting on the Maine course

Boston's
Eagles sweep, open
Derby
up Hockey East lead

In

European soccer, it's called a
derby. When teams from the same
city face off, the game carries a
meaning that transcends standings and
overall records. Derby matches between Arsenal and Tottenham in England or between Milan and Inter in
Italy incite emotion and passions in the
teams and fans that rival that of the biggest title games. The result of such civil
wars often provide the high or low point
of the season, even though simple bragging rights are usually the only reward
for a derby win. In six days, Boston
will hold its college hockey version of
a derby
the Beanpot.
The tournament means everything
and nothing at the same time. It carries
only a marginal meaning on the national stage, getting lost in the 40 or so
games that a team plays in its quest to
get to the NCAA Tournament. But in
Boston, the games are for the right to
stake the claim to being the best team
in college hockey's metropolis.
Despite Boston College's current
three-yearreign near the topof the college hockey world on the national
stage, the Beanpot has escaped its
clutches. Even more painful for the
Superfans is the fact that Boston University heads into the tournament
clutching 23 Beanpots, including the
last six. BC's 11 titles puts it in second
place on the all-time 'Pots list, but the
Eagles have won only three times since
1965. Even more disheartening is the
fact that BC hasn't topped BU in the
Beanpot since before half of the BC
student body was born. Since the
Eagles' 5-2 win over theTerriers in the
first round in 1981, BC is 0-12 against
their naturalrival. BChasn'thadmuch
success against Harvard or Northeastern either, having reached the finals
only six times in the last 17 years.
It just doesn't make sense that BC
can consistently chop up the opposition in Hockey East, come within a
whisker of winning the national title
twice and not even be able to rule its
own city. The equation just doesn't add
up. But BC's Beanpot struggles only
strengthen the feeling of the tournament as a completely separate entity
from the regular college hockey season
every team begins the Beanpot
with a clean slate, wiping away everything else that happens in the season,
both positive and negative.
BC plays BU, Harvard and Northeastern every year outside of the
Beanpot, but none of those results will
matter at all to the sellout Fleet Center
crowd of 17,565 who will jam the
building next Monday in a way that not
even the Bruins fans do these days. For
those fans, for the first two Monday
nights in February, the Beanpot is
played in a vacuum. Nobody at the
games will care about BC's record and
ranking or about BU's subpar season.
It will be all about the Beanpot
the
Boston Derby.
?

?

?

*#*

It's been a while since Superfans
have seen a winter with so much promise for hockey and men's basketball.
For the first half of the the 19905,
the hockey team was mired in mediocrity as the basketball team enjoyed the
successes of the Jim O'Brien era
an
Elite Eight appearance in 1994 and a
Big East title in 1997. The rise of the
hockey team in 1998 came just after
the basketball program imploded, depriving fans of seeing double success.
But this week, both teams are atop
their respective conferences
leagues
that are among the finest in the country. Both teams are nationally ranked
and looking forward to the postseason.
The nexttwo months have enough
sports action on tap to make even the
most jaded fan salivate. The Beanpot,
Hockey East Tournament and, in all
likelihood, the NCAA Tournament are
on the horizon in hockey. Sandwiched
among these events ones that have
become a staple on the diet of the BC
will be the Big East Toursports fan
nament (this year it'll mean something)
and then a postseason appearance for
men's hoops.
?

?

?

?

Casey O'Connell is the Sports Editor
of The Heights. He is a junior in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
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Gionta scores five,
Clemmensen solid

Dan Last

heights

By

Michael Teevan

heights senior staff

staff

The

Brian

Maine Black Bears came into Conte Forum
last weekend hoping to right their sinking ship.
After capturing the National Championship two
years ago and winning the Hockey East Tournament last year, the Black Bears have struggled
this season and were hoping for at least a split with the second-ranked Boston College Eagles to get on a roll down the
stretch.
Instead, the Eagles stopped them dead in their tracks.
With a weekend sweep of Maine (10-9-6, 5-6-4), BC
(19-6-1, 12-3-1) secured its spot atop Hockey East and is
rapidly gaining momentum going into the most important
part of the year. The 4-1 and 7-2 victories were highlighted
by many stellar performances from the Eagles. But no star

Gionta has had countless memorable
nights at Conte Forum in his four years in
maroon and gold. On Saturday night, however, he painted a performance unparalleled
in his Ail-American career.
As if the weekend and regular season sweep of the
Maine Blue, er, Black Bears wasn't enough for the faithful
of Kelley Rink, Boston College fans saw one of college
hockey's greatest individual performances of all-time.
Gionta, the senior captain of the surging Eagles, took five
shots and netted five goals five
in the first period
one period
in the 7-2 victory. Gionta shot from the ice
like Troy Bell shoots from the foul line.
"That's got to be one of the special moments in my
coaching career, to watch that," said BC Head Coach Jerry
York after Gionta set a new Hockey East mark for goals in
a period. In the process, he also tied David Emma's school
record for most career goals with 112.
Gionta, for one, was at a loss to explain it all. There's a
famous clip of Michael Jordan in the 1992 NBA Finals
?

?

?

?

See MAINE, B6

See HEROES, B6

Left: Brett Peterson (24) and Ales Dolinar (15) mob JVlarty
Hughes following his Friday goal; Above: Brian Gionta set an
NCAA record with five goals in Saturday'sfirst period; Right:
Scott Clemmensen allowed only three goals in the two games

against the defending Hockey East champs.

Eagles claim top spot in Big East SURVIVING
The rest of the half was the Gary
Buchanan show. The Villanova sophomore sank two free throws and three
three-pointers, including onefrom NBA
range at the buzzer, giving Villanova a
40-39 lead at halftime. He finished with
18 points and four rebounds.
For the first few minutes of the second half, the two teams traded baskets
once again. Bell gave the Eagles a threepoint lead with 16:55 to play, which
Ross increased to 51-45 with another
3-pointer. Bell's foul at the 14:13 mark
sent the Eagles over the limit and
Villanova sophomore Ricky Wright (12
points, five rebounds) converted two
free throws to bring the Wildcats within

By Roger Smerage
heights

staff

The Boston College men's basketball team traveleddown to Philadelphia
a half-game behind St. John's University in the Eastern Division standings
of the Big East Conference. With a 9080 victory over the Villanova Wildcats
Saturday afternoon, the Eagles improved to 14-2 overall and 5-1 in conference games. St. John's loss to Virginia Tech earlier in the day vaulted the
Eagles into sole possession of first place
in the Big East. Troy Bell (28 points)
led the Eagles in the victory.
"We just tried to be patient," said
Bell after the game. "Kenny Harley and
some other guys stepped up."
The main story before the game was
Villanova's Michael Bradley, who
scored 23 points and pulled down 11
boards. Three years ago, Bradley gave
a verbal commitment to come play at
BC, but then passed when two of his
friends were declined admission. The
Worcester native decided to play at
Kentucky, where he won a National
Championship his freshman year. Bradley then transferred to Villanova because he felt uncomfortable with the
other Wildcats. Saturday's meeting was
the first time he had faced the Eagles.
Although Bradley put forth an outstanding performance, he picked up his
third foul at the 11:27 mark of the second half and headed to the bench. When
he returned, he only scored two more
baskets. The trio of Uka Agbai,
Jonathan Beerbohm and Brian Ross
drew the assignment of covering Bradley. Throughout the game, this proved
to be a constant physical battle, with
Bradley dominating,
However, the Eagles' victory was
made possible by Ryan Sidney (17
points, seven rebounds) and Kenny
Harley (25 points, six rebounds), who
both posted career performances in the
scoring column.
Along with Bell, Sidney and Harley
gave BC the advantage in the shooting
war. The Eagles shot 50.8 percent from
the floor, beating out Villanova's 46.3
percent. The slight advantage was just

one point.

PHOTO COURTESY CBS.SPORTSLINE.COM

Troy Bell led the Eagles with 28 points at Villanova.
enough to put the Eagles up and over
the Wildcats.
The Eagles jumped out to a quick
6-2 lead in the first half, but two baskets by Bradley tied the game at the
16:56 mark. The two teams exchanged
baskets for the next few minutes, until
Sidney stole ball at 10:33. He pulled
down an offensive rebound on Harley's
missed three pointer, and got the tip in,
giving BC a seven-point lead. The play

capped an 8-2 run.
Harley drained a three with 9:17 to
play, and then Bell made a lay-up after
another steal by Sidney, giving the
Eagles a 26-16 lead. BC was able to
steal the ball 12 times on the day,
whereas Villanova only did so three
times. The Wildcats had the advantage
from the charity stripe, drawing three
Eagles fouls in one minute, putting BC

over the limit with 6:51

to go in the half.

The tide turned when Jermaine
Medley (17 points) put in two consecutive 3-pointers for Villanova, giving
them a 62-57 lead with 11:51 left in the
game. Just as soon as they built a lead,
the Wildcats threw it away by turning
the ball over twice. A dunk by Harley
at 9:59 tied the game for BC. The
Eagles then went on a 10-4 run, capped
by a three from Bell with 5:43 to play,
giving BC a 72-64 lead.
From then on, the Eagles didn't
look back. Sidney stole the ball with
3:33 left in the game, and then passed
it off to Harley, who laid the ball off
the glass to increase the lead to 14
points. Sidney then put in two free
throws to give BC a 16-point lead, its
largest of the game. Buchanan sank a
three-pointer and two free throws with
1:43 to play, cutting the lead to 11
points. However, Beerbohm drained a
pair of free throws in the last halfminute, sealing the game.
"We got down, got a little flustered," Head Coach Al Skinner said.
"The fouls got into it, but the defense
started to pick up, got us some extra
shots, and 1 think that was the difference in the game. I'm real pleased about
the outcome. We gave a tremendous effort, and worked our tails off."
The Wildcats will travel to Boston
for a rematch in Conte Forum on Sunday.
The Eagles face Virginia Tech at
home tomorrow night.

THE GAME

Perhaps

the fact thatI actually admit that I watch Survivor is
enough to make you stop reading this column. The fact that I am
proud of it is grounds for dismissal from
The Heights.
But I realize I'm not alone and a
large portion of the nation tuned in for
Sunday's debut. As a card-carrying

Dave LaMattina

ON THE Dl.
Superfan, my interest in the Australian
Outback edition of America's most
popular game show is two-fold. It was
several episodes into the first season before I picked my candidate for victory,
but before the opening bars even
played, I had my new champ picked.
As anyone with a pulseknows, one
of our own is representing the Maroon
and Gold down under with the chance
to lock up a cold million in cash. Survivor I may havebeen fun, but this time
it's personal. So throw on your Superfan
shirt and tune in to catch Ms. Elisabeth
Filarski's quest to bring home the prize.
Winning was something Filarski
seemed to be accustomed to while at
BC. A four-year member of the Softball
team, her tenure in Chestnut Hill
brought the team two Big East Championships coupled with two NCAA
Tournament appearances. Filarski captured Big East Academic All-Star honors and the Athletic Director's Award
for Academic Achievement three times
each in her four years on the Heights.
She made a difference at BC, but can
she endure the mental and physical rigors of the Aussie Outback?
For her years of service to Boston
College athletics, I feel somewhat indebted to Filarski. As a Survivor
scholar, it is my duty to outline some
helpful tips for the pride and joy of our
humble little school. After all, once an
Eagle always an Eagle?
Tip #1: Make alliances early. As we saw

See SURVIVE, B3
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BC Sports

ThisWinek
1/30 Men's Swimming at Holy Cross

5:00 p.m.

The 9-4 men's swimming

Wed. 1/31 Women's Swimming vs. Northeastern

6:00 p.m.

The high flying women's swimming team (9-2) swims against the Huskies.

Wed. 1/31 Women's Hockey at Northeastern

7:00 p.m.

The 5-18 Eagles head over

Wed. 1/31 Women's Basketball at Seton Hall

7:00 p.m.

Women's basketball attempts

Wed. 1/31 Men's Basketball vs.Virginia Tech

7:30 p.m.

At 14-2, men's basketball looks

Fri.

2/2

Men's Hockey vs. UMass Lowell

7:00 p.m.

The 19-6-1 Eagles take on Ron Hainsey and the River Hawks.

Sat.

2/3

Men's and Women's Track & Field at URI

12:00 p.m.

The Eagle track squads meet the Rams of Rhode Island.

Sat.

2/3

Women's Basketball vs. Notre Dame

12:00 p.m.

The 8-11 Eagles face the number one team in the country.

Tue.

-

team travels west to meet the

to Huntington
to rebound
to

Crusaders.

Ave.

from their loss on Saturday.

maintain their lead in the Big East.

k

Sat.

2/3

Men's and Women's Swimming vs. St. John's

1:00 p.m.

The swimming teams take on the Red Storm.

Sat.

2/3

Wrestling at Binghamton / Ithaca

3:00 p.m.

The wrestling team participates in a tri-meet in Binghamton.

Sat.

2/3

Women's Hockey vs. Princeton

6:00 p.m.

The women's hockey team tries for their second ECAC win.

Sun. 2/4

Men's Basketball vs. Villanova

2:00 p.m.

The number 20 Eagles play the Wildcats in a Big East rematch.

Sun. 2/4

Women's Hockey vs. Yale

7:00 p.m.

Women's hockey faces fellow ECAC squad Bulldogs.

Mon. 2/5

Men's Hockey vs. Harvard (Beanpot)

5:00 p.m.

The Eagles play the Crimson in the first round of the Beanpot.

?,

Andersen Consulting
Changes Name And Vastly
Extends Capabilities

\

i
I

{There's never been a better time to build your career with us}

We've done more than just change
our name. At Accenture we're building a .
completely new network of businesses that
will influence the shape of the new economy.

This presents new and exciting challenges for
our employees, with ever expanding career
options. There has never been a better time
to be part of our dynamic global force as we

bring innovations to improve the way the
world works and lives,
For those who want to create the future,
now is the time to be at Accenture.

Check out our Webcast premiering on Thursday, February 1 (1:00 p.m. EST, 12:00 p.m. CST, 11:00 a.m. MST, 10:00 a.m. PST)
new name and new opportunities. It's an interactive experience and career opportunity you won't want to miss.
-

?

Register for the Webcast at:

careers.aecenture.com/webeasts

Consulting

?

Technology Outsourcing Alliances Venture Capital
Accenture was formerly known as Andersen Consulting
?

?

?

-

for information on our

UvvCl I LUI C
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Men's hoops has
come a long way
in a short time
Conte Forum on November 18,
1998 was a sad sight. You probably
were not at the game. I wish I had not
been there either. Don't worry, only

Shepard

James

Jeff Giuliano has provided a valuable spark to the BC offense, contributing to the Eagles' success

Giuliano finds his niche
among an all-star cast
staff

Somewhere lost in among the
countless accolades directed towards
senior standouts Scott Clemmensen and
Brian Gionta and the buzz surrounding

the hockey team's impressive freshman
class is the consistent play of junior
forward JeffGiuliano. This lack of recognition is fine by the Nashua, New
Hampshire native, as he has never been
one to get caught up with personal accomplishments. It is his love for the
game of hockey and will to win that
have made Giuliano a valid contributor to the Eagles' success.
Having first picked up a hockey
stick around the age of four, Giuliano
learned to play with his older sister on
the frozen lakes of New Hampshire.
Emerging through the state's junior
hockey program, Giuliano spent his
high school years playing at the prestigious St. Paul's prep school in Concord,
New Hampshire. Having been selected
three times to the Independent School
League all-star squad and having earned
All-New England honors as a senior,
he garnered the attention of many
prominent programs as he prepared to
enter the collegiate ranks.
The storied hockey tradition in
Chestnut Hill proved too much to resist as Giuliano chose Boston College

over such successful hockey schools as

the University of New Hampshire.
"I just like to feel involved in
school, and the academics and hockey
combination at this school doesn't get
much better than BC," Giuliano said.

Over two years and 90 games into
his career at BC, Giuliano has yet to

"J think that I am just a
hard working kid. I go
out there and work hard
every night, penalty kill,
power play," Giuliano
said. "Obviously I don't
have as great skills as
some of these other
kids, but I try to let my
work ethic take over."
miss a contest. Participating in every
one of the team's efforts throughout his
freshman and sophomore years,
Giuliano, struggled at times to meet
with the results that he sought. Always
a big point man throughout high school,
he put together respective 20 and 23point seasons in his first two years,

HOW ELISABETH CAN SURVIVE
Continued from Bl
in the summer's episodes, it took nothing more than not belonging to get
bounced from the island. The problem
for some was that they just waited too
long. If cute-as-a-button Colleen had
been down with the alliances from the
beginning, perhaps Richard wouldn't
have sauntered away with the title and
we all would have been better off.
Tip #2: Find some sort of indispensable skill. Filarski is well equipped to
make herself useful on the island. Any
Division One athlete must be good for
something. Whether she establishes
herself as a provider of fish or a gatherer of nuts, Filarski must assure others that voting her off the island will be
detrimental to everyone's well being.
Tip #3: Be a workhorse. With a degree in determination from BC's prominent school of athletics, Filarski is in
good shape here. From day one in the
Outback, she must do "whatever it
takes." She can't
absolutely must not
?
make the mistakes made by Greg
and Shawn last year. Greg, as you may
remember, talked on his coconut phone
like his sister was on the other line;
Shawn followed suit by creating a
bowling alley. Though these two
clowns entertained America, they basically infuriated their island-mates.
?

Tip #4: Get close to as many people
as she can. In this area, Filarski has
some options. She can truly make
friends, or, as we saw with Greg and
Colleen in Survivor I, she can pretend
to get close to people. (Hint: One idea
might be to talk about intimate dates
with a certain Division I quarterback at
a certain Jesuit school.) Making friends
on top of the alliances secures at least a
week or two in the Outback.
Tip #5: Become America's sweetheart. Filarski must walk the line between being ruthless enough to win the
battle of survival, but also darling
enough to become the next Survivor
poster girl.
Regardless of whether or not she
wins, the million she can make in the
game will be pocket change compared
to the book deals she'll be blasted with
when she returns to Newton.
Whether or not Filarski returns with
a suitcase full of Benjamins remains to
be seen, but the fact that she will represent BC on the most anticipated sequel
ever has already vaulted her to Chris
O'Donnell-like status on campus.
A potential hockey national championship in the wings, a basketball team
in the top 25 and a softball player on
Survivor! Forget the Year of the Snake;
2001 is the Year of the Eagle.

which did not meet with his personal
expectations. However, the success of
the team in each of those seasons helped
to show Giuliano the emphasis put on
play
Competing in each of the Eagles'
games thus far this season, Giuliano is
enjoying his best season yet on the
team

Heights. He has tqtaled 22 points
through 24 games, including eight goals
and 14 assists. Getting off to a quick
start this season, Giuliano netted a pair
of goals in the Eagles first regular season contest against Notre Dame on
October 13. Adding six goals over the
next several months, Giuliano was
ranked fifth on the team in points heading into last weekend's contests.
"I have had a knack for scoring
goals my whole life. They just haven't
been going in in college," Giuliano said.
"I think that this year I am getting to be
a little bit more offensive, and I think
that next year I will continue that and
get even more."
Citing the departure of seniors
Clemmensen and Gionta as well as six
other seasoned veterans, Giuliano expects his role on the team to expand in
his senior season.
"I am going to have to step my
game up, but I will also try to be a leader
in the locker room and to help out some
of the younger kids," Giuliano told The
Heights.
"I think that I am just a hard-working kid. I go out there and work hard
every night, penalty kill, power play.
Obviously 1 don't have as great skills
as some of these other kids, but I try to
let my work ethic take over."
The effort exerted by Giuliano each
game does not go unnoticed by fans nor
teammates.

"1 think that he is one of the leaders on this team," Gionta said. "He
works very hard and he does that every
day. I think that he brings out the best
in other players. He has a lot of talent
and he just needs to bring that out.
"This year, as a junior, he has a partial leadership role on this team. I think
that next year he will be one of the leaders, one of the captains on this team.
He has got to take that and go with it,
he will have a lot of fun with it," Gionta

said.
Looking back on his first years on
the Heights, Giuliano credits two

"The rush I get skating
around the lee, hearing
the cheers, har, got to he
one of the greatest

t.'pperclassmen would talk about how
basketball games used to be the hottest
ticket on campus. In 1995, the basketball team was so popular that around

people with helping him along the way.
''When I was first coming in here,
Brian Gionta was already a big gun, he
taught me a lot about the team earlier

1,000 students had to be turned away
from Midnight Madness festivities.
Imagine that.
Ed Ryan, a 1992 BC graduate, has
been following the team since 1988, his
freshman year at BC. He remembers
what BC basketball was like back then.
"I'll never forget being surprised at the

feelings in the world,"
Giuliano said.

in my career. He has been a great leader
this year, captain of our team, he has
been showing great leadership. If there
was one person that has helped me with
my time on the team, it has been him,"
Giuliano said.
Giuliano credits his coach as well.
"Coach York is just a great coach.
lie lets you know when you are doing
well and he lets you know when you
are doing badly, what you need to work
on. He motivates our team and helps
us get things done," Giuliano said.
Following his senior year, Giuliano
would like to continue his playing career at the professional level. However,
that remains to be determined. Should
hockey not work out for him, he hopes
that a degree in finance from BC's
Carroll School of Management will
help him make his way to Wall Street.
Although Giuliano's individual statistics have not made linn a superstar
yet, the success of the team as well as
his personal and athletic growth are
good indications of his tremendous success on the ice. No matter what his future brings, Giuliano can rest assured
that his experience at BC will stay with
him throughout his life.
"Just coming out on the ice to the
packed house that we have had this
year, every game, its a great feeling,''
Giuliano said. "The rush 1 get skating
around the ice, hearing the cheers, has
got to be one of the greatest feelings in
the world."
With talented and dedicated leaders such as Giuliano, the hockey team
hopes that it will soon bear witness to
another of the world's greatest feelings;
the feeling of winning a national cham-

BigD(BiEavska.e)tsbtl

u is a notice

to

let everyone know what

the basketball program has overcome
and where it is going. Hopefully, the
students will get behind this team (and
future teams) to create a fun atmosphere
for the players and fans. The team wants
fans in the seats. Jon Beerbohm, Kenny
Harley, Kenny Walls and Brian Ross all
played together in the game against
Harvard back in 1998. Come March,
they'll have come a long way from that
dismal loss.

pionship.

Team
Boston College
St. John's
Providence
Villanova

Connecticut
Miami

Virginia Tech

ESPN/UTSoAp25

W
5
5
4
4
2
2
2

L
1
2
2
3
4
5
5

Pet.
.833
.714
.667
.571
.333
.286
.286

Today

Jake Berry

heights

East Standigs

By

about 1,800 people actually were. In
fact, you probably do not even remember the fact that the Boston College
men's basketball team lost at the buzzer
to Harvard two years ago. It was a tough
game to watch, and even tougher to see
the young Eagles club endure the loss
to the Crimson.
I was only a freshman that night,
and I did not really understand that BC
had seen better times. In 1998, this was
a program that was only four years removed from an Elite Eight appearance,
but also found themselves losing to an
Ivy League team. There is a reason nobody really noticed this. Students follow the hot team, and the hockey program was coming off an exciting run
to the Finals of the Frozen Four. Basketball was an afterthought compared
to hockey and football.
Sports fans generally follow a winner, and the men's basketball team was
struggling during the 1998-1999 season. The crowds were small and student attendance was a joke. Men's basketball games at Conte Forum were
probably the second quietestplace on
campus behind Bapst Library. Games
at Conte against Big East foes offered
no home-court advantage for the
Eagles. Hordes of opponents' fans
drowned out any attempt by the BC
faithful to make noise and BC seemed
destined to be a bottom-feeder in the
Big East for many years.
As our basketball team struggled, I
would be watching other college games
on ESPN. I could see the students cheering and yelling for their team, and I
wondered if an atmosphere like that
would ever happen at Conte Forum.

student section on a Saturday in January of 1997 [the year BC won the Big
East]," Ryan said. "I arrived at Conte a
little over an hour before the Eagles
were to play Tim Thomas and Villanova
on CBS and students had already filled
the sections behind the baskets. They
were into it, and despite witnessing a
lackluster loss that day, the sellouts continued."
It must be something about BC basketball, but they always seem to surprise people. This year, BC has done
nothing but exceed everyone's expec-.
tations. Here is what BC was supposed
to do this year: Go 9-0, lose to UConn
at home, split some Big East games, get
crushed by Duke, end up around .500
and go to the NIT. I guess nobody told
the team about what they were supposed to do.
Here is what really happened: The
team did go 9-0. They beat UConn by
a large margin. They have won two road
games in the Big East, and they are in
first place in the conference.
Perhaps BC students will realize
how fortunate they are now. Not only
did our football team win a bowl game,
but our hockey team is rolling over
Hockey East teams, as our men's basketball team is beginning to do what
nobody expected them to do.
Now is the time to jump on the
bandwagon. Perhaps you missed the
game against Wofford. Finals were
looming, and basketball was probably
the last thing on your mind. Understandable. Perhaps you missed the
UConn game. The game was played
during winter break, so the possibility
to support the Eagles was small for
many ofyou.
There were one million excuses not
to attend a basketball game at Conte Forum, but now there are none.
Our basketball team is first in the
Big East's EasternDivision for the first
time in a long time. This is not a plea
for students to attend more games, but

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Poll released 1/29/00

Stanford
Duke
Kansas

22.
23.

North Carolina
Michigan State
Illinois
Tennessee
Syracuse
Arizona
Maryland
Virginia
Wake Forest
Georgetown
Florida
Alabama
Wisconsin
lowa
lowa State
USC
Boston College
Oklahoma
Fresno State
Connecticut

24.

Texas

25.

SetonHall

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

19-0
19-1

17-1
17-2
16-2

16-4
17-3

16-3
14-5
14-5
14-4
14-5
17-2

13-4
16-3
13-4

16-4
17-3
15-4
14-2
15-4
17-2
13-6
15-5
12-6
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Women's hoops drops to 8-11

after a sour week

Eagles host top-ranked ND Saturday
By

John Muething
heights

staff

The women's basketball team
dropped a home decision to Villanova
yesterday lowering their record to 811 overall and 2-6 in Big East play.
Junior forwards Becky Gottstein and
Nicole Conway led the Eagles in defeat. Gottstein led the Eagles in both
scoring and rebounding with 19 points
and 12 boards. Conway added 12
points and 10 rebounds of her own.
The Eagles tradedbaskets with the
Wildcats early on and trailed the num-

ber 22 ranked Villanova team by only
two with 6:37 remaining in the first
half. The Eagles controlled the inside
game, with Gottstein contributing 12
points and Conway adding an additional six. Villanova then went on a 134 run to take an 11 -point lead into half.ime.
Both Villanova and Boston College shot extremely well in the first
half, with BC shooting 50 percent from
the field and Villanova shooting 51.6
percent. Villanova built their first-half
lead with impressive three-point
shooting. Almost halfof the field goals

the team attempted were three pointers. They shot eight-for-15 from behind the arc and pressured BC guards
to prevent the Eagles from getting their
outside game on track.
BC opened the half on a 6-0 run to
pull within five of the Wildcats. But
the Wildcats backcourt pressure and
incredible shooting proved to be too
much for the Eagles. In the second
half, the Eagles only shot 36 percent
from the field and Villanova continued it's hot three-point shooting. After BC's 6-0 run to start the half, the
Wildcats went on an 11 -0 run which
gave them 53-37 with 11:06 remaining. Villanova's lead was never less
than 11 points for the rest of the game.
The Wildcats used pressure defense to get several good looks at the
basket and maintain their double-digit
lead. The Eagles had a difficult time
getting quality shots and scored only
27 points in the second half. BC cut
the lead down late, but wound up losing by 15. The Eagles played well inside, but in the end the Wildcats perimeter attack was too much.
"We knew going in that Boston
College was a quality team, I stressed
to the girls how important it would be
to control the outside game," said
Villanova Head Coach Harry Perretta.
"We wanted to limit the number of
open shots that we let them get and be
patient on offense so we could get
some nice chances of our own."
Freshman Amber Jacobs led all
BC guards with 12 points on 4-7 shooting from the field. Both Conway and
Gottstein notched a double-double for
the Eagles. It was the third time this
season that two Eagles' players have
had double doubles in the same game.
The loss was the Eagles sixth in their
last seven games. Earlier in the week
the Eagles dropped a 66-48 match at
Syracuse. Becky Gottstein led the
Eagles with 15 points and 10 rebounds.
After traveling to New Jersey to play
Seton Hall on Wednesday, the Eagles
will play host to the nation's topranked team. On Saturday, the Eagles
host undefeated Notre Dame. Game
time is 12:00 p.m..

Freshman Amber Jacobs has been a bright spot for the Eagles this year. She chipped in
with 1 2 points against the Wildcats.

Can't wait ta saa It In Thm Ho/ants^
Check out bcheights.com throughout the week for exclusive on-line stories.
Becky Gottstein scored a team-high 19 points and brought
down 12 rebounds in BC's loss to Villanova.

For big midweek sporting events and breaking news, read it on-line first!

Boston College
Territory Sales Manager Positions
Summer Sales Internship Positions
Philip Morris USA is one of the core operating companies of Philip Morris
Companies Inc., the world's largest producer of consumer packaged goods
with annual revenues of over $80 billion. Philip Morris USA produces and
markets some of the worlds' most recognized and best selling brands in 76
domestic USA markets: Marlboro, Merit, Benson & Hedges and Virginia
Slims, to name a few.
As a Territory Sales Manager (TSM), you will be assigned to a geographic
territory of approximately $5 million in annual sales of Philip Morris USA
products. You will become a part of a work group of 4-6 other TSMs led by
a Unit Manager. You will be provided with a company car, notebook business computer, approximately $1,000,00 in program promotions, merchandising and fixtures budget dollars, and extensive organizational training and
development support. Training includes one-on-one and classroom instruction focusing on developing presentation skills, business analysis, and strategic planning.

Philip Morris USA offers a competitive base salary commensurate with experience and educational background. Additional benefits include: Annual
bonus opportunity medical, dental, vision and life insurance, retirement plan,
benefits, profit sharing plan with 401K feature and opportunities for advancement.

As a Summer Sales Intern, you will work within a specified geographical
market interacting with customers in retail outlets. You will execute assigned
duties requiring research, data collection and analysis. You will also work on
assigned projects to analyze aspects of PM USA's business. Summer Sales
Interns are paid a very competitive hourly salary and receive reimbursement
for business-related mileage for use of personal vehicle.
Attend our Information Session on February 28 from 5:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.
in Devlin, Room 227. Sign up by February 8 in the Career Planning and
Placement Center for on-campus interviews on March 1.
-

Please call Philip Morris Director of New England Section Sales Tom
McCarthy (BC '76!) with any questions at (508) 337-9909.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Humanities Series-Lowell Lectures

10

MARYBRABECK
Dean of the Lynch School Education

On and off the

"Transformative Hope"

court!

2001 Candlemas lecture

Thursday, February 1
7:30 p.m.

--

Gasson 100

"So faith, hope, and love abide, these three, but the
greatest of these is love." Compared to faith and to
loye, the theology and the psychology of hope are
greatly understudied. Is hope a secular virtue or is it
a theological virtue? What can "hope" be in our own
postmodern times? Perhaps its most appropriate
manifestation today is in active work for social
justice.

GRE
GMAT
LSAT
Prep Classes
Starting Now

Offered by

Boston College
Refreshments following the lecture
For further information about Lowell/Humanities events call 552-3705.
;'..'.:, All events are free and opento all.

Continuing Education Program
(617) 552-4256
www. be. edu/testprep

or
stop by Cushing 211
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The Boston College women's
swimming and diving team defeated
Boston University and Georgetown this
week, while the men's team picked up
victories against
Maine and
Georgetown.
On Friday, the BC women defeated
Georgetown 143-125, while the men

beat the Hoyas 136-97 and Maine 15966. In the women's events, BC took
seven out of 13 possible first places.
The team got off to a great start as
Nina Suryoutomo, Michelle Lane,
Lauren Scwartz and Caitlin Klick won
the 400 medley relay in the first event
of the night. Klick then went on to win
the 200 freestyle and teammate Lane
followed by winning the 200 individual
medley with a time of 2:15.18.
Kristen Gray won the one-meter
and three-meter diving events.
Suryoutomo won her second event of
the night in the 100 freestyle. In the 400
freestyle relay, Klick, Alexis
Kostopoulos, Nicole Duffy and

Suryoutomo took first place.
In the men's events, Boston College finished with eight of 13 possible
first place finishes. In the first event of
the night, John Sourbeer took the 1000
freestyle. Andy Naumann won the 200
individual medley and Nick Riolo took
first in the 200 butterfly. Mike Wilt won
the one-meter diving event with a score
of 279.80. Naumann picked up his second win of the night in the 200 backstroke and Sourbeer won his second
event in the 500 freestyle. Wilt, who
also finished with two victories, won
the three-meter diving event. Brian
O'Neill picked up the last Boston College victory with a win in the 200
breaststroke.
Earlier in the week, the men's team
was defeated by Boston University 151127 on Wednesday, January 24. Matt
Baker won the 50 freestyle event for
BC with a time of 22:57. Wilt, who finished second in the one-meter diving
event, picked up a victory in the threemeter diving event. Naumann won the
200 individual medley with a time of
2:02.04.

Last Tuesday, the women's team
defeated Boston University in a home
match by a score of 187-112. The 200
medley relay team of Suryoutomo,
Lane, Schwartz and Kostopoulos won
the event by .60 of a second, finishing
with a time of 1:52.24. Lane also won
the 100 breaststroke with a time of
1:09.38 and Kostopoulos won the 50
freestyle sprint. Brianne Sullivan won
the 100 backstroke by .14 of a second
and Lauren Kiebler won the 200 butterfly. Caitlin Leahy and Klick each
picked up two individual victories.
Leahy won the 1000 freestyle and the
500 freestyle, while Klick won the 200
and 100 freestyles. Lauren Ohtake,
Joanne Paleo, Nicole Pierce and Klick
won the 400 freestyle relay in the final
event. BC finished with 10 victories on
the night.
The BC women's record now
stands at 9-2 for the season, and the men
are at 9-4. The women's team will next
take on Northeastern on Wednesday at
6:00 p.m. at the Flynn Complex Pool.
The men's team will be competing
tonight at Holy Cross at 5:00 p.m.
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The swimming and diving team gelled last week, going undefeated against BU and Georgetown.

DONEGAL TRUST
APARTMENTS

\PARTMENTS

NO FEE
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN.)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2001.

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $1025 TO $2100 INCLUDES HEAT AND HOT

WATER.
LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH
DISHWASHERS, REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES. MOST
KITCHENS HAVE MICROWAVES. OWN PRIVATE
PARKING AVAILABLE AT REAR OF BUILDING. CABLE
READY BUILDING. BUILDING NEWLY WIRED FOR
HIGH SPEED INTERNET.

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

617-738-7870

glgnMs
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Coletta, who hails from Fairbanks,
Alaska, spent two years at the University of Maine before transferring to BC.
"Things didn't work out with the
hockey program at Maine. Ever since
high school I had always wanted to
come to BC, so I sent my tape to Coach
[Babson], and here I am. I'm very glad
to be here," said Coletta.
Coletta was the lone goalie for the
first two months of the season because
Van Tuyl, a two-sport star here at BC,
was finishing up the cross country sea-

every sport, a team has a certain
player or position on which they
have to rely. In football there are
safeties, in baseball there are catchers.
In hockey, the goalie could be the most
important position in the game. Fortunately the Eagles women's hockey team
has two goalies on which they can rely.
Juniors Amy Coletta and Sharon
Van Tuyi have provided great support
between the pipes this season for the son.
Eagles. Despite some important wins
this season, the Eagles have struggled
for the most part with only five wins as
"We are bringing in better
of Sunday. These struggles do not acplayers
nextyear and the
curately portray how well Coletta and
Van Tuyl have played this year. Coletta youngerplayers continue to
has been in the net for all five wins alimprove," Van Tuyl said.
though in their 3-0 shutout of Vermont,
Coletta and Van Tuyl split the time.
Coletta has earned two shutouts this
"Amy had no help early in the seaseason with a 21-save performance in
son so she definitely learned under
a 2-0 victory over Yale.
fire," Babson said. "When we played
She also stopped 43 shots in a phethe US National Team, we got outshot
nomenal performance in the Eagles' 77-1. So she has seen a lot of rubber
1-0 win over Mercyhurst.
but she is coming along now and play"Mercyhurst had some great wins," ing great."
said Head Coach Tom Babson, "that
Van Tuyl (pronounced van-TILE)
was some great goaltending."
joined the hockey team in late Novem-

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
FALLS TO CORNELL, 5-3
By Ryan
heights

Venter
staff

The Boston College women's
hockey team suffered a tough loss at
the hands of Cornell University by
the score of 5-3 on Saturday afternoon in Ithaca, New York. It was the
Eagles second loss to the Big Red
this season, but the team showed
much improvement over the previous loss of 6-0 in November.
The Eagles jumped out in front
early when sophomore Gen
Richardson slid the puck past Cornell
goaltender Sanya Sandahl at 9:18 of
the first period. Cornell responded
with a goal of their own when
Patricia Kemp evened the score on a
power play goal at 17:13 of the first.
The second period started the
same way when Kelly McManus put
the Eagles ahead by one goal at 4:36
of the second. But Cornel I wou Id not

be denied as they put in the next three
goals of the period past BC goalie
Amy Coletta to take a 4-2 lead heading into the final period.
BC simply refused to quit as
sophomore defender Sarah Engwall
registered BC's third goal of the game
and brought the Eagles to within one.
The Eagles had a chance to tie
the game, but Sandahl stopped an
Eagles' penalty shot with nine minutes remaining in the contest. Erica
Olson scored the final goal for
Cornell to give the Big Red a 5-3 victory.

Coletta did all she could to keep
the Eagles in the game, registering a
remarkable 32 saves in goal. The
Eagles drop to 5-18-0 overall and
1-14-0 in the ECAC.
The Eagles have three games this
week before the all-important
Beanpot Tournament starts on
Febraury 6 at Boston College.

Van Tuyl (left) and Amy Coletta share netminding duties for BC. They are just two
of the many Eagles showing strong signs of improvement under Head Coach Tom Babson.

Sharon

ber after the cross country team ended
a successful season with a fourth-place
finish at the NCAA Championships. A

Van Tuyl has made seven starts this
year, including an 8-3 loss to top-ranked
Dartmouth in which she notched 49

junior from Portage. Michigan, she had
always wanted to come to BC.
"I knew I wanted to play Division
One hockey," Van Tuyl said; "I liked
the academics, met the coaches and
earned a scholarship for both sports. So
it all came together."

saves.

"Sharon started off slowly but now
is playing well. She is quite an athlete,"
Babson said, adding, "She plays two
sports at a high level and handles a
double major in pre-med and psychology. She is very serious when it comes

a very competitive nature."
Both Coletta and Van Tuyl agreed
that their trip to Lake Placid, NY, this
season to play the US National Team
was their greatest hockey moment at
BC.
"Playing Team USA was a moment
of a lifetime. It was Something both
Sharon and I will never forget," said
to hockey and she has

Despite losing the game 11-0,
Coletta stopped 44 of the 49 shots she
saw while Van Tuyl stopped 22 of the
28 shots she faced. Boston College
graduate Erin Magee '99 assisted on
two goals for the U.S. National Team
in the game. Magee owns the records
at BC for most career goals, assists,
points and hat tricks.
Although women's hockey is not a
sport notorious for its popularity and
coverage, it has increased both since the
United States winning the gold medal
in the 1998 Olympics. At BC, the
women's hockey team does not gain the
respect and fan interest that football and
men's hockey receive, but both Coletta
and Van Tuyl see the program moving
in a favorable direction.
"We are bringing in better players
next year and the younger players continue to improve," Van Tuyl said.
This year's friendly competition for
playing time between the two will give
them the experiencethat they will need
for next year.
"We are bringing in a goalie next
year from Exeter Academy, Lisa Davis,
she is one of the top four goalies in the
country. She has verbally committed to
us so it will be a real battle next year.
Amy and Sharon will have to continue
to push each other and fight for time,"
Babson said.
Despite struggling through a 5-18
record this year,BC has shown glimpses
of great play against solid teams.
Coletta and Van Tuyl have been
brilliant all year, stopping a countless
number of shots each every game.

Seniors are the heroes against Maine

Continued from Bl

after hitting his sixth three-pointer of
the game. Jordan ran down the court
and shrugged, as if even he couldn't
comprehend how dominant he was.
That was Gionla on Saturday. The most
familiar scene of the game was one of
his five trips down to Clemmensen's
net, where he shook his head in bewilderment.
"It was just one of those things
where you don't know what's going
on," Gionta said. "It was like any other
night, I get five or six chances. They
just happened to fall tonight."
Maine goalie Mike Morrison
couldn't do anything to stop Gionta. By
the end of the first period, BC's Hobey
Baker Award favorite had rendered
Morrison a sympathetic figure. At least
the visiting junior goaltcnder made the
best of his plight, laughing at his misfortunes and acknowledging the relentless taunts from the vocal BC student
section with a sense of humor.
Opposite Morrison there was a
more prosperous end of the goaltenders'
spectrum. Gionta picked up where BC
netminder Scott Clemmensen left off on
Friday night. As the gritty, embattled
Maine team scraped and clawed in the
opener, the Eagle goalie turned the tide
of the game. He allowed only a fluke,
phantom goal in the second, and otherwise dominated with 31 saves, 15 of

man class appears to have made a seamless transition to college ranks. Brooks

Orpik and Krys Kolanos have made it
clear why franchises run by Mario
Lemieux and Wayne Gretzky tapped
them in the first round. Meanwhile,
players like Ales Dolinarand Bill Cass
are becoming bigger forces with each
and every game.
The journey for the Eagles will be
full of big games, starting with the
Beanpot, and ending with the full pot
of beans in Albany.
All of their virtues were on display
in some form or another this weekend.
It was exactly the kind of play that one
expects of BC in an important game
Gionta performing like a superstar,
Clemmensen playing his best in big
games, all the players filling their respective roles.
On Saturday night, fans didn't want
the game to come to an end. Many
waited for Gionta to complete an onice interview with FOX Sports New England, all the while showering him with
chants like "Hobey Baker" and "We
Love Brian." It seemed like the kind of
moment that officially brought him to
the status of a Flutie.
When the camera was gone, the
Eagles' captain, as humble as ever, saluted the crowd. With his brilliant work
on this memorable night complete, the
legend of Gionta continued to grow.
?

Brian Gionta has tied David Emma for the all-time lead in
goals as an Eagle. His fifth goal on Saturday was the 112th
of the BC captain's career.
which came during BC's sluggish second period.
"I thought [Clemmensen] was at the
peak of his game," York said.
"Thank God for Clemmer," said
Marty Hughes, the offensive star of Friday night's 4-1 win. "We all know he's
the best goalie in the country."
The weekend's joyous festivities
show why the Frozen Four has been an

annual occurrence ever since the senior
class set foot on the Heights. Gionta's
heroics surely providedan exclamation
point, but plenty of other developments
lead one to believe that the Eagles can
win in Albany. The seniors, spurred by
the always-revving engines of Bobby
Allen and Mike Lephart and the consistent work of Rob Scuderi, are playing as well as ever. The heralded fresh-

Eagles maul Maine, open lead atop Hockey East
Continued

from

Bl

shined brighter over the weekend than
Brian Gionta. His five goal first period
on Saturday, including two power play
goals and one shorthanded goal, ranks
among the all-time great moments in
BC sports history. In front of a sellout
crowd of 7,700 at Kelley Rink, Gionta
scored 5 goals on his first 5 shots to
put the game away before the first intermission.
"We have come to expect almost
the unexpected from Brian," Head
Coach Jerry York said. "That has to be
one of the special moments in my
coaching career."
Gionta himself could not explain
his performance.
"It's one of those things where you
just don't know what's going on,"
Gionta said after the game. "It's like any
other night that I gel five or six chances.
They just happened to fall tonight."
Gionta's five-goal scoring outburst
Saturday tied him with David Emma
as the all-time leader in goals scored at
BC with 112. He also set a new Hockey
East and NCAA record for most goals
in a period, tied a record for most goals
scored in a Hockey East game and became BC's all-time leader in hat tricks
with nine. He rewrote the record books
on Saturday night and left many
Superfans dreaming of another Hobey
Baker.
The Eagles came into Saturday
night's contest soaring after their 4-1
victory the night before. The team was
led on Friday night by seniors Marty
Hughes and Scott Clemmensen.
Hughes tallied a goal and an assist and
Clemmensen stopped 31 shots en route
to victory. Clemmensen's only mistake

came in the second period when he tried
to clear the puck around the boards and
it bounced right to Maine's forward.

While Clemmensen waited for the puck
to come around the boards. Donovan
skated up and put the goal in the virtually empty net for Maine's only goal of
the game.
"1 don't know what happened,"
Clemmensen said. "Maybe there was a
blonde up in the stands that caught my
eye."

day were senior Mike Lephart. sophomore Kris Kolanos and freshman Ben

Eaves. After a sloppy second period in
which the Eagles were out shot 15-6,
Lephart, Hughes, and Kolanos scored
three goals in 3:29 in the third period
to put the game away.
After a hard-fought battle on Friday night, Superfans entered Conte
Forum on Saturday unsure of what to
expect. A feeling of confidence was

but everyone knew that this

was a Maine team that could break out
at any minute. Gionta dissuaded any

mate for an excellent assist.
Gionta's second goal was a beauty.
Short a man on the Maine power play,

fears after 7:57 in the period. After
Bobby Allen shot the puck in deep,
Eaves picked up the loose puck and fed
it to Gionta who was waiting to poke
the puck into the open net.
"The first goal was pretty much the
easiest one I've had in four years,"
Gionta said giving credit to his line

Gionta broke free behind the Maine
defenders and knocked a wrist shot by
Yeats, his fifth shorthanded goal of the
year good for first in the nation. On a
BC power play three minutes later, off
the face-off, Gionta netted his third goal
of the game on the replacement goalie
Morrison.

apparent,

"We have come to
expect almost the
unexpectedfrom
Brian," Head Coach
Jerry York said.
"That has to be one

of the special
moments in my

coaching career."
The flub hardly marred a near-perfect night for the senior goalie who is
currently third on the BC all-time saves
list.
"I think [Clemmensen] has been a
catalyst for our success over the four
years he has been here." York added.
Hughes was slightly bolder praising his
goalie.
"We all know he's the best goalie
in the country. You have to hand it to
him for keeping us in the game."
Also scoring for the Eagles on Fri-

Tony Voce and the Eagles had Maine down for the count on Friday and Saturday, coming
up with two impressive Hockey East wins.

The sellout crowd at Kelley Rink
went wild with some Superfans bow-

ing in respect of Gionta's awe-inspiring performance, and others chanting,
"Hobey Baker" on top of the raucous
cheering. A shower of hats fells to the
ice as fans celebrated the hat trick.
But Gionta wasn't done yet.
After netting his second power play
and fourth overall goal of the game,
Gionta was on the ice for the last shift
of the first period. With less than ten
seconds to play in the period, Gionta
won the fight on the boards and broke
free of the Maine defenders. He skated
up the ice and launched a wrister by
Yeats with 1.1 seconds to play, sending the crowd and bench into a frenzy.
Gionta skated over to the boards and
simply shook his head in amazement.
Even Gionta couldn't believe what he
had accomplished.
'After the game 1 just turned and
shrugged my shoulders," he said. "I
didn't know what was going on at that
point."
Also scoring for the Eagles were
Kolanos and Chuck Kobasew who
stretched his consecutive games with a
point streak to nine games. The Eagles
are 7-2 in the span. Gionta, Kolanos and
Kobasew are first, second, and third
respectively in Hockey East points.
After the game, nearly two-thirds
of the 7.700 remained in the stands to
honor Gionta's performance. When he
returned to the ice to give a post-game
interview, the remaining fans chanted
Gionta's name and gave him the standing ovation he deserved. Gionta just
smiled. Even Mr. Everything was rendered speechless by his show.
BC next takes on UMass-Lowell on
Friday at 7:00 p.m. at Conte Forum.
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Heightsmen and alumni Step Light grooves at the Rat
recall 11 years of success
By Kilian Betlach
Heights Editor

off the rhylhm section and Andrew
Rechnir filling in on keyboards during
a few songs played most of the tracks
off their new album Molly's Adventures
in the World of Whoa. The record was
recorded in Cambridge and benefited
greatly from the consumption of mass
quantities of Slim Jims. "It would've
been a different record without Slim
Jims," said Olsen. "Slim Jims enhance
creativity," Stockenberger added. The
record itself is a strong mix of straightahead rock, Grateful Dead and the
aforementioned ska/reggae influence.
Live, the Step Light boys clearly
enjoy themselves immensely. They play
each successive tune with bigger grins,
cheering each other on during a guitar
solo or bongo interlude. This enthusiasm and vibe easily translated to the
crowd, who danced through the majority of the set, waving their hands along
with Stockenberger at opportune moments and cheering him as he jumped
off-stage to get down a little himself
during the bands' "Dead Jam."
Asked how they prepare for a show,
Stockenberger insisted that he performs
a series of yoga and stretching exercises. Olsen seemed to place more importance on alcohol and warming up
vocally, although both assured this reviewer that watching the bassist Brian
Stripling get naked and then "laughing
at him" was of great importance.
Step Light has been around for
about three
years, playing mostly
house parties
during this
time. Part of
the group's
success is the
diversity of
their sound,
which in turn
is a function
of each mem-

By Kate Schrinsky
Heights Staff
The Annual Heightsmen Alumni
show packed Gasson 100 with current
Boston College students, alumni and

nual show, which did not disappoint.
The Irish Room was overflowing
into the hallway with Heightsmen fans
that were delighted to hear familiar
sing-along tunes that the men sang with
heart and enthusiasm. At the beginning,

After 11 years, the Heightsmen are
their families last Saturday night. This
year marks the 11th year that the
Heightsmen all-male a cappella group
has been in existence at BC, and the tradition remains strong. Alumni arrivedin
Chestnut Hill to practice with
Heightsmen from years past, hailing from
as far away as Los Angeles, and taking
time away from work, graduate school
and their families to participate in the an-

stronger

than ever.

the oldest Heightsmen alums impressed
the audience with their singing voices
that, except for a few vocal cracks and
out-of-tune moments, were as strong as
they were in their undergraduate days.
As always, the group involved the audience with their witty rapport, physical humor and interaction with one another. Clearly, the bonds between the
members of the group have transcended
time and remained strong even after
graduation from BC.
The younger members of the group
came onstage soon after the older men
were finished, including recent alumni
Hoon Choi '00, currently a Yale graduate theology student, Paul Berens '00,
who is working in Boston, and Charles
Kehres '00, who works with children
in an inner city school in Boston. One
father of a Heightsmen alum and 1995
BC graduate expressed his admiration
of the ocai yi oup as not only a LtlcnUxi
group of young men, but also for the
truly bonding experience the men have
together over four years of college, "My
son was roommates with a fellow
Heightsmen in L.A. before he got married" he said, "what's really special

about this group is what a great experience it is for them to have each other as
close friends for four years."
Highlights of the concert included
the current group singing their classic
"My Girl," and freshmen newcomer
Mike Archambault's version of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers "Otherside." Matt
Vander Werff, A&S '01, and Dan Dion,
A&S '03, sang a duet of "Baby You Can
Drive My Car" and Mian Azmy, CSOM
'02, shone with "Superstition." However, the current group did not by any
means overshadow the Heightsmen
alumni, who sang impressive renditions
of "Wicked Game" by Chris Isaak and
Everclear's "Santa Monica."
As always, the group collaborated
for their "Good Old A Cappella" finale,
starring Anastasios Andronikidis, A&S
'01. Andronikidis led the rest of the
group, young and old, in an animated
and wholehearted finale that left the
crowd singing "soul to soul, and brother
to brother, that a cappella sounds good
to me!" on the way back to their residences. The performance exceeded
two-and-a-halfhours with an intermission, but the audience was hardly complaining. After all, is there such a thing
as too much Heightsmen?

\

Old and new Heightsmen
joined together for a reunion

The Heightsmen sang their

hearts

out

on Saturday.

Beneath the yellow light cast by the
Rat's gothic chandeliers, last Friday
Step Light kicked off a benefit concert

Chris Stockel, A&S '02, plays
the bongos during the Step Light
performance.
for Habitat for Humanity last Friday.
The five, sometimes six, piece band
quickly dove into their own mix ofpoprock-reggae that sent most of the gathered crowd grooving.
The group's name is taken from a
sentiment expressed to ease tensions between blacks and whites in the reggae
scene in the 19705, although not every
member is entirely confident in that explanation. "I have no idea. Chris could
be completely making it up," says guitarist/ vocalist Lex Olsen, A&S '03. The
Chris in question is Chris Stockel,A&S
'02, who provides additional percussion
in the form of bongo drums. Regardloss of any ambiguity sun'tHiiHiing
:r
name. Step Light certainly shews their
old-school ska/reggae roots - a la The
Cure - playing upbeat, groovy music
that's easy to dance to.
The band Hans Stockenberger on
vocals, the Stripling brothers rounding
-

to Wyclef Jean are listed as influences;
Santana is the one big inspiration upon
which all can agree. Since their forma-

tion, Step Light has been working at a
steady pace, although with the new CD
out, things are picking up. They will
be playing at the famous House of
Blues in Cambridge on February 21.
The show is 18-plus and the $8 tickets
are available
either through
Ticketmaster or the House of Blues. In
addition, the band will soon be aud>
tioning for a spot on the USO summer
tour an event that sends a handful of
bands across the globe to play on various army bases and even an aircraft carrier or two.
The sound carried well in the Rat
on Friday night and everyone benefited from the improbably good
acoustics. Progressing through their
fistful of upbeat tunes, Step Light finished off the night in a different fashion, covering Guns N' Roses' "Estranged," a song the group described
as being one of their "favorites from
way back." The rendition visibly impressed everyone there, as did
Stockenberger's ability to, at times,
sound eerily like Axl Rose.
All in all, the show was a success.
Anyone who is absent from their upcoming show at the House of Blues will
surely be missing something special.
For more on Step Light's latest release. See C2.
-

ence. Gospel,
cappclla,

a

choir, jazz
and everything from
the Monkees

Step Light promoted their independent debut release,
Molly's Adventures in the World of Whoa.

Boston's Institute of Contemporary Art hosts exhibit from
controversial artist Olafur Eliasson: Your only real thing is time
By Melissa Goldstein
Heights Staff

In the world of contemporary art, invite his viewer to engage in a discusage as the centerpiece of "Five fold
there are those who get it, those who sion with him through his art. One of eye."
don't and those who don't want to get his newest works, installed specifically
Circles abound as another theme in
Mess with nature, and you'll get it. The Institute of Contemporary Art is for the ICA, exemplifies this principal Eliasson's work. "360-degree expectaburned or, in Olafur Eliasson's case,
currently presenting the first major US perfectly. "Convex/ Concave" is made tion" consists of a drum-shapedroom
you'll bum things; rings of fire, for inmuseum exhibition
with white walls and
stance. Fire rings are tame when comof Danish-born arta revolving halogen
pared to the other activities that fill
ist OlafurEliasson.
bulb and beacon lens
He wants you to get
at the center. The apit. In Eliasson's
paratus creates a
work, this means a
rainbow projection
Olafur Eliasson:
presentation of
on the bare walls.
Your only real thing is time natural phenomena
"No nights in sumInstitute of Contemporary Art, juxtaposed with a
mer No Days in
no-holds-barred
Winter" is a hanging
Boston, MA
view of the mering of fire displayed
January 24, 2001chanical means he
in a dark room.
uses to produce it.
"Neonripple" is an
April 1, 2001
Eliasson has
installment
for
revamped the galwhich Eliasson hung
Eliasson's resume; namely dying rivlery space of the
a ring of neon lights
ers green in Stockholm, flooding the ICA with a series
a
PHOTOCOURTHSYOFWWW.ICABOSION.ORG above room of wastreets of Johannesburg and lighting the
of installations uster that radiates in a
"Green River" is one of the exhibit's highlights.
sky of Utrecht with an artificial sun. Too ing water and light
pattern reflected on
much free time, some might say, but
titled "Your only real thing is time." It up of a large circular mirror foil on a the water's surface.
it's all in a day's work for an artist who is an Eliasson trademark to begin the frame connected to a pneumatic pump
Accompanying the exhibition are
is known all over the world for his fastitles of his exhibits with the word system that sits on the ground below. two sets of breathtaking photographs,
cination with the human perception of 'your.' This pattern is no coincidence;
The pump system makes an eerie the "Aerial river series" and the "Carnatural phenomena.
rather, it reveals Eliasson's intention to wheezing noise that makes the viewer tographic series" which are both dissuspect that this work of an may take played in sectioned-offsquares of phoon a life of its own at any moment.
tograph placed in a grid on the wall.
The connection between the human Each series of photographs (done in
form and Eliasson's artwork is undoubtcolor and black and white respectively)
edly present in this exhibition. Another examines the natural beauty of Icelandic landforms.
entry titled "Five fold eye" is a 3D stainless steel webbed globe placed at eye
Olafur Eliasson's work in this exlevel with a mirror in its center. The mirhibition is varied and interesting. It is
ror creates the illusion that the globe unexpected in its approach, but fun and
extends through the wall and completes satisfying in its flirtation with the
itself. The effect of looking into the senses. Definitely stop in and take a
stainless steel "eye" and meeting one's walk through the ICA
"Your only
own eyes in its mirrored center is a starreal thing is time" is worth the trip.
tling one that undoubtedly elicits a reThe ICA is located at 955
action. Eliasson comments that in his Boylston Street and is open Wednesartwork "you are not only seeing or exday and Friday, noon-5 p.m.; Thursperiencing a piece but you are experiday, noon-9 p.m.; and Saturday and
PHOTOCOURTKSYOI- WWW.ICAIIoSION.ORG
encing yourself experiencing the piece" Sunday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Admission is
"Your natural denudation inverted" is one of Eliasson's
is confirmed when the viewer is liter$4 for students and free on Thursdays
originally-titledworks.
ally confronted with his or her own imafter 5 p.m..

Institute of Contemporary Art
955 Boylston Street
Boston, MA

?

Above: "The Curious Garden." Below: "By means of a sudden
(intuitive) realisation."
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Music
Harrison's All Things Must The Danielson Family
offers their sermon
Pass has staying power
more impressive that there is not a bad
one on the record.

The sweetly soft "I'd Have You
Anytime" opens the album with its
pleasant refrain of "Let me in here, I
know I've been here/Let me into your
heart." With the next track, "My Sweet
Lord," the album takes off and doesn't
hit the ground until the very last note
sounds. "Wah-Wah," "Isn't it a Pity"
and "What is Life" all have the signature Harrison sound enjoyably sweet
but rocking music coupled with his impeccable vocals.
Harrison's take on Bob Dylan's "If
Not for You" is superb. It's the only
song he didn't write on the album and
it stands as one of the best. Harrison's
smooth vocals over the pleasant sound
of his guitar are a feastfor the ears. This
song, along with the rest of the album,
is suitable to be played anytime.
The reissued version features five
additional tracks, including an instrumental "What is Life" with horns and a
new take on "My Sweet Lord."
Harrison's voice strains a little bit on
the latter, but there are no huge differences between the two versions. The
new tracks are nothing spectacular but
they are interesting and a nice addition
to the album.
Remastered and newly packaged,
All Things Must Pass holds up extremely well. After 30 years,
Harrison's music still has the ability
to captivate the listener with its easygoing yet powerful sound. Who knew
that less than a year after the Beatles
broke up, George Harrison would
come around and put out a record so
influential on rock music? Incredibly,
he did. After 30 years, All Things Must
Pass is still a tremendous record that
can be played over and over.
-

It is amazing that All Things Must
Pass was released just a few months
after the Beatles broke up. Harrison was
composing songs that landed on this
album way back in 1966, songs that
didn't make it into the Beatles' catalog

By Paul Crocetti
Asst. Arts & Review Editor
George Harrison's All Things Musi
Pass has to be ranked among the top
albums of all time. It masterfully combines instrumental skill with well-written, enjoyable songs to create an epic
album that clocks in at two hours. It features such classic rock songs as "What
is Life" and "My Sweet Lord" along
with the softer, more beautiful tunes like
"If Not for You." The album marks the
beginning of Harrison's strong solo career and is widely considered the best
of the Beatles' solo albums. Now, with
the addition of five new tracks and remastered sound, it is being re-issued to
celebrate its 30th anniversary.

*****

George Harrison
All Things Must Pass
(Capitol)
but find their rightful place here. He
didn't waste any time laying those
songs down, which makes it all the

By Richard Benjamin
Heights Staff

matter. Rather than run a Web site
or hand out flyers outside Steve's

Kitchen, the Danielson Family sings
about their beliefs. Not since the
original line-up of Cat's Pajamas
have personal credence and artistic
vision been melded together with
such expertise. In recognition of the
Danielson Family's unique vision,
indie label Secretly Canadian has
taken the liberty of reissuing two of
the band's records: TellAnother Joke
at the Ol' Choppin' Block and TriDanielson! (Omega).
The far-stronger record is Tell
Another crowd noise plagues "Don't You be the
which features Judge." Nonetheless, there" are many
year-old man
should have a
an obscene pleasing experiments such as the doodozen virginal
number
of wop of "Idiot Boksen" and the
Danielson Family
otherworldly "Failing a Test/ Falling in
concubines,
hooks in addiwe'll all be in
tion
to some
Love."
at
trouble.
of the band's
While it is unlikely that listening
'
Choppin
Out of New
to either of these albums will fulfill themore insightlersey (a state
\u25a0 ful dogmas. In ology requirements at BC, the
(Secretly Canadian)
that some argue
I "Me To Da Danielson Family deserves to be heard
Tee,"
lead by all. Though the band has only been
to be a cult in
and of itself), the Danielson Family are singer Daniel Smith warns that "tighty around for five years, they are a throwone of our last high-profile cults. The
whities contain I.M.P.U.R.E. energy" back to the days when cults could come
foundations of their beliefs are pretty
and suggests that "they probably run up with more clever names than
much your basic religious stuff: being
this country off them." Sad thing is, he's Heaven's Gate or People's Temple.
a martyr, feeling guilty and the like. The
With music more sugary than purple
probably right. Though not quite as proway they express it, however,is another found, "A No No" and "Jersey Kool-Aid and manifestos more acrid
Loverboy" express some of the than potassium cyanide, the Danielson
band's other key beliefs which
are, respectively, loving your
Lord and making lots and lots
AAA
of babies with lots and lots of
ladies; one suspects that Jesse
Jackson might be a fan.
Tri
(Omega)
Tri-Danielson! lacks some
of the charm of the band's ear(Secretly Canadian)
lier album, as the group sacrifices a portion of their earnestFamily has released two albums worness for more challenging arrangethy of high reverence. Perhaps if David
ments. "Sold! To the Nice Rich
Man" is burdened by a two-minute Koresh had gotten his hands on a copy,
sample of "He's Got the Whole we wouldn't have had to hear all of
World in His Hands," while (fake)
those lame "wacko/Waco" puns.
Somewhere along the way, cults got
a bad rap. Perhaps it was Waco, maybe
it was the Superfans, but maniacal sects
just don't receive the esteem they used
to receive. Between media bias and the
propaganda of the so-called "sane,"
today's image-conscious youth are
more likely to shun far-out factions than
ever before. This really is a shame,
though, because if pine cone-shaped
aliens really do join us and reveal that
it really is crucial that every fat and
50balding

Tell Another Joke the OV
Block

'

Danielson Family
'Danielson!

goDHEAD, Honeydogs release quality material
disgruntled attitude towards the world
fully unveiled, the album takes on its

gODHEAD
2000 Years of Human Error

Somehow, the Beatles also manage
to make an appearance, although it isn't

an
so much them as one of
evaluation of society.
their great hits, "Eleanor
The album is filled
Rigby." Putting a Goth
Discovered by Marilyn Manson, with some great tracks.
twist on such a popular
classic rock staple may
gODHEADfinally has gained national The song "Sinking"
exposure with their fourth album. Their
goes through many difnot only seem extraordinary, but nearly imposdistinct style of Goth rock seems to be ferent tempos, from a
However,
the evolution of the genre, following in slow, reflective pace to
sible.
Manson's own path. This evolution to one of hard guitars and
gODHEAD's version
a style where the entire range of sounds
distorted lyrics. Manson's hand is easily only slightly pales to the Beatles' own
can actually be heard distinctly came recognized on such tracks as "Break You recording.
about through the Washington, D.C.- Down," as he contributes not only his
based band's six years of intense tourmusical expertise, but also his voice. The
Brad Barron
only other guest appearance on the aling and learning.
Thriving on an edgy sound that bum is from long-time DavidBowie guiblends traditional Goth rock, metal, tarist Reeves Gabrels on "Tired Old
Man." Gabrels' guitar makes all
synthesizers and Jason
Miller's disturbing
the difference, as it really sets the ***l/2
voice, gODHEAD has
tone for the album's other tracks. Honeydogs
a sound that engages
It is perfectly blended between all Here's Luck
of the competing sounds as it (Universal)
all in a slanted view of
the world, a world in
comes with a large variation of
which meaninglesspace and depth. The constant
Sitting in a quiet study lounge, this
change helps to keep the entire reviewer needed to bite his lip to keep
ness has become the
norm and little is exsong from becoming staid in its from screaming "I am the Walrus!" as
traordinary. With this slant and typical beat structure and sound.
the fourth track to Honeydog's latest release, Here's Luck, opened. The first bar
of the song, called "Pins in Dolls,"
brought to mind two words
you
The
might want to take a seat
Beatles. Granted, the rest of the song
pales in comparison to almost any song
by the Fab Four, but the opening chords
summer
sound so much like "The Walrus" that
it is worth buying the album just for
an
the wave that passes through the listener
during those first two chords.
This song is fairly indicative of the
not that Honeydogs
rest of the album
are a rip-off of The Beatles. They have
shining moments so bright that the listo an
tener practically faints from shock upon
hearing one of the soaring and stunning
31ST
keyboard or string lines. Songwriter
Adam Levy, has an apparent knack for
adding the perfect fill-in at the perfect
moment. However, these flashes ofbrilliance more often than not regress into
a horribly depressing mediocrity.
It's as if Honeydogs have some sort
Call
of
a
sick sense of humor
they trick
*\u25a0>- ' :'\u25a0&
'\u25a0.\u25a0
lnte'rnattonalSw4tes
552-3827
the listener to no end. They begin a
Lisa Sapolis
song, such as "Sour Grapes," with a
sapolis@hc.edu
simple but intriguing guitar-and-drum
combination and then digress into typical, hackneyed pop patterns. Then they
1
true nature as

(Posthuman Records)

?

SUMMER ABROAD!!!

?

do the reverse, such as "Hearts and
Heads." The group starts with a boring
beginning and then the chorus hits, reminding the listener why the band is so
good and why the listener shouldn't just
eject the CD. It is a horrible taunt. They
will bring you to the verge of tears with
the eerie, bone-chilling sadness in their
music and then actually makes you cry
over how the song digresses to a happy
pop that lacks any authenticity, killing
all the hope that it had previously possessed.
The band needs to pick an emotion
and stick with it. Honeydogs fluctuates
so much in this respect that this reviewer felt like he was going through
his adolescent years all over again:
swinging from anger to glee to utter depression within the span of one song
in fact, a bit of a change in the pitch
of the voices was observed.
All in all, though, it is
very exciting to see where this
band will go
in their best
moments, Honeydogs are
thoroughly impressive. Although the band has not come
of age yet, they are getting
there, and their growth is highly an?

?

ticipated.

?

?
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Jerry Garcia Band
Don 't Let Go
(Arista Records)

This review could be written in two
words: "It's Jerry." To elaborate, it's a
concert from 1976 and the quality is
great. These are the only necessary
pieces of information, but three hundred
words have to be filled.
Jerry Garcia, of course, is most famous for being the lead singer of the
Grateful Dead, but he did do some work
with other musicians. The Jerry Garcia
Band is mostly a cover band. It is only
fair that Jerry should have his own
cover band, considering the hundreds,
perhaps thousands of Dead cover bands
that exist.
Don't Lei Go is the band's new re-

lease. The album is a live, two-disc set,
recorded at the Orpheum Theatre in San
Francisco on May 21,
1976. It contains a total
of 15 songs, including a
bonus track "Mighty
High," recorded at a different '76 concert. For
those worried that the
CD may not contain
enough music to fill two
disks, do not fear: It contains approximately 140 minutes of material. Surprisingly, for a show as far back as
1976, the music has not deteriorated
and, for those who have the hardware,
it is an HDCD.
Unexpectedly, the album does have
some non-covers, as three songs are
written by the group members themselves. Some of the covers are remarkable, including what
may be the greatest,
most moving version
of Dylan's "Knockin'
on Heaven's Door"
ever created. Another
outstanding cover is
Cale's "After Midnight," a song made popular by Eric
Clapton.
This album would be a worthy addition to anyone's collection. However,
this reviewer will always be a bigger
fan of the Grateful Dead than the Jerry
Garcia Band. It may be unfair to compare the two, but it is inevitable. The
Jerry Garcia Band does not have the
same chemistry and does not play the
same psychedelic music as the Dead.
Because of this, they'll never reach the
greatness that their namesake did.
?

album is a ten-song conglomeration of
musical styles, illustrating a depth of
quality musicianship not
often found in a band that
rehearses in a dingy basement. Although a first listen seems to suggest this is
yet another offering of hippie-jam music - in other
words, everything this reviewer was taught from an
early age to dislike there seems to be
a much larger ska/ old-school reggae
influence than Phish. Despite this, lead
singer Hans Stockenberger assured this
reviewer they sound more like "Pixie
Sticks, Pop Rocks and Coca-Cola."
The ska/reggae influence seems immediately apparent in the plentiful upbeats found in the album's first three
songs, especially "Brian's Car," a song
more or less accurately described by the
title. But there isn't one single style to
this record and therein lies its strength.
The fourth track, "DNB" goes in a completely opposite direction, beginning
with an airy sounding guitar riff that
soon fades out, leaving the vocals sung
over a steady beat: "I have often tried
to live and die/in one continuous flash
of time." This eventually gives way to
more straightforward rock tunes, such
as "Shed A Little Light" and "Goh."
Overall, Molly's Adventures in the
World of Whoa is a strong album. There
is an optimistic feel to it that one typically doesn't find in anything other than
lame, cookie-cutter pop tunes. But it
works here, complimented by strong
diversity in the sound and structure of
each successive album track. Step Light
is a great party band and a great bunch
of guys.
-

Darren Buonocore
?Kilian Betlach

***

Step Light
Molly's Adventures in the World of
Whoa
(Step Light Productions)

RatingsK

ey

***l/ 2

*****
****
***

Preceding their recent performance
in the Rat by only a week or so, Step
Light released their first album, Molly's
Adventures in the World of Whoa. The

**
*

Jake
Midoribe
Sunny
Spike
Numbskull
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MOVIES
Merhige's Vampire
Invisible Circus looks for
emerges from the shadows
center ring success
Heights Staff

SHADOW OF A VAMPIRE: In E. Elias
Merhige 'sfirst major film, he examines
the genius behind F.W. Murnau's
Nosferatu in a tale where fiction, madness and reality collide. Now playing
at the Coolidge Corner Theater and
Kendall Square.

The first step to watching Merhige's
newest film is to re-examine the bril-

liance that exists in F.W. Murnau's
work, Nosferatu. When Bram
Stroker's estate would not release the
rights to actually film the story of
Dracula, the result was a slight reworking of the vampire story for Murnau's
script. Thus, Nosferatu was born and
greatest

they film
Murnau's latest
work. The movie
set essentially
becomes a science lab, where
Murnau
demands perfection and exact
performances
from all his actors. As both
films proceed
{Nosferatu and
Shadow of the
Vampire), the John Malkovich and Udo Kier
as

viewer gets a

look into the sometimes disturbing and
always intense world that Murnau has
created around himself. Malkovichcaptures the pretentious essence of
F.W. Murnau and
his infatuation
with the moving

picture. Perhaps

Willem Dafoe plays Max Schreck, the man who
originallyplayed Nosferatu.

Malkovich is a
bit over the top at
moments, but
this basically
seems to be the
point of Katz's
script. Katz attempts to capture
what can become
of brilliance if
this

with it the most important vampire
movie ever. What Steven Katz's script
attempts to do, then, is play on the eerie brilliance of the original Nosferatu
and combine it with an exciting portrayal of the mad director Murnau at
work.
The movie begins with Murnau
(John Malkovich) and his crew dressed
in white labcoats complete with goggles

genius is leit

unchecked in the creation of his art.
About 30 minutes into Shadow of
the Vampire, Murnau shoots his first
scene with the "actor" playing
Nosferatu. From here until the end, the
movie becomes Willem Dafoe's picture. Playing the part of Nosferatu,
Dafoe brilliantly portrays an aging
vampire playing the part of an actor
playing the part of a vampire. Being

and come close to a kiss; only to be interrupted by a sudden rainstorm, but not
too late for sparks to fly. However, des-

THE WEDDING PLANNER: Jennifer
Lopez and Matthew McConaughey star
in a romantic comedy where Lopezfinally meets Mr. Perfect, only to find out
he's the groom in the current wedding
she is planning. Directed by Adam
Shankman. Now playing at Copley
Place.

tiny is thrown off its course when Mary
finally lands that million-dollar account
she so desperately sought, only to discover that Steve is actually the groomto-be. The chemistry between Lopez
and McConaughey is nothing to get
excited about and is not helped by the
plot's lack of development of their relationship early on. The audience is
never truly "sold" that they have strong
feelings for each other, and therefore
has a hard time rooting for them.
The remainder of the film takes the
audience through the elaborate planning of the upcoming wedding between
Steve and his fiancee Fran Donolly, a
vivacious blond played by Bridgette
Wilson-Sampras (Billy Madison),
whom Mary quickly befriends. The trio
works closely together in preparing the
wedding, forcing Mary and Steve to
continually resist their blossoming attraction to each other. Comic relief is
provided by Calvin Klein model Justin Chambers' character Massimo, who
is a dimwitted Italian fresh off the
boat, with whom
Mary's father is desperately trying to
fix her up. Chambers' attempt to pull
off an Italian accent
is mediocre, yet humorous and serves

Date movie anyone? It's your typical sappy, romantic comedy where unexpected circumstances bring together
two people who, of course, fall in love,
and of course, can't be together due to
reasons beyond their control. What else
is new? The Wedding Planner, starring
Jennifer Lopez (or J.Lo, as hyped by
her newly released album) and Matthew
McConaughey, is a witty, yet utterly
predictable movie that leaves the audience patiently waiting for all the plot
twists and turns to end, so the happy
couple can inevitably sail off into the
sunset.

as

a contrast to

McConaughey's
southern drawl.
The chemistry between Lopez and
The movie, while
is
McConaughey leaves something to be desired predictable,
mildly amusing
Lopez is strikingly convincing as with bits of comedy sprinkled throughMary Fiore, San Francisco's most presout. The audience can't help but laugh
tigious wedding planner, whose when Steve finds the severed genitalia
workaholic tendencies allow her career of a nude male statue crazy-glued to his
to consume her life. A control freak
hand, while Mary uses the solvent that
down to her wallet's alphabetized credit is so conveniently in her purse to remcards, Mary's world is in perfect order edy the situation.
except for her love life, or lack thereof.
Despite the developing chemistry
However, in the midst of her pursuit to between Steve and Mary, his wedding
land.a lucrative, high-society account,
to Fran is still slated to go off without a
she is rescued by the charming Dr.
hitch. In the meantime, after learning
Steve Edison (McConaughey), who hethat her parents' loving and successful
roically saves her from a near-fatal colmarriage was arranged, Mary agrees to
lision with a runaway dumpster (her
marry the love-struck Massimo, based
Gucci heel gets stuck in a manhole on the idea thai his devotion and their
cover that happens to everyone, friendship will one day mature to true
right?). As the two lie on the pavement, love, just as her parents' did. Needless
with their faces a few dreamy inches to say, it would probably not be spoilapart, the eventual destiny of their
ing the ending to say that The Wedding
chance meeting is only too clear.
Planner would fail to live up to its roSteve and Mary take in a movie in mantic comedy classification if Mary
Golden Gate Park, dance under the stars and Steve did not find their way to each

The cast turns in a round of excellent performances. Relative newcomer
Jordana Brewster expertly portrays the
INVISIBLE CIRCUS: Adam Brooks '
confusion of her age group in making
directorial debut. The movie deals
sense of what is "real" in the world. She
with a teenage girl, Phoebe O 'Connor
shows a poised maturity in the film as
(Jordana Brewster). I rave/lint; to Euher character's scope of vision widens
rope in the 1970s in order to find the
to accept the inaccuracies of her
cause ofher sister's (Cameron Diaz),
younger view of the world when comdeath. Coming soon to Copley Place.
pared with the truths of adulthood. The
script is well-written in its ability to exPie-college jitters. Everybody gets
press human nature. To Phoebe, Wolf
'em. Each year, prospective college
recounts disturbing truths about Faith's
students from all over the country
involvement with a radical political
worry about making new friends
group in Berlin and is met with her unchoosing the right school and
comfortable laughter. "Why
resolving their sisters' mysam I laughing?" she wonders
terious disappearance. Wait a
aloud. These small, but truesecond, that's not so normal.
to-life human responses are a
But it would make a great
staple of this carefully made
screenplay. Adam Brooks
film. Phoebe's thirst for comthought so too, and in his latest
panionship and sisterly confilm release, Invisible Circus,
nection leads to her reaching
his heroine Phoebe O'Connor
out to Wolf. His acceptance of
(Jordana Brewster) faces this
this unnerving desire is proof
unusual problem. The year is
positive of his own unresolved
1977 and Phoebe is getting
feelings. This indiscretion is
ready to start college in the
smartly written, but the path it
fall. She is at a juncture in her Phoebe O'Connor (Jordana Brewster) searches
takes turns out to be the one
life where stability at home
for answers.
stylistic disappointment'of the
is of the utmost importance,
film. The cinematography is
is obviously terrified at losing a second gorgeous and leaves the viewer wantyet she is increasingly plagued by the
memory of her sister. Faith, who killed
daughter to European demons but is ing to pack up a backpack and head out
herself in Portugal six years earlier.
powerless to stop the determined to Europe for some good old-fashioned
At the outset of the movie, the
Phoebe. When Phoebe makes it to Euget-to-know/ find myself time.
viewer is presented with evidence of
rope, she gets in touch with Wolf
Invisible Circus is a feast for the eyes
Phoebe and Faith's idyllic childhoods.
(Christopher Eccleston) and informs and also some relevant food for thought
Brooks makes expert use of flashbacks
him of her quest. Along the way, for generations that have survived their
in his adaptation of Jennifer Egan's
Phoebe learns that Wolf has more anteenage years in the '60s and '70s and
novel. In the character of Faith,
swers than he initially let on to the questhose who are battling it out in the year
Cameron Diaz reprises her role as the
tions surrounding Faith's death. 2001. The plot is slow at times, but always
girl that the guys want and that girls
Phoebe's increasing identification with picks up just when necessary. Fans of
want to be. There's just something
her sister fosters a cringe-worthy rouniquely-crafted film will be glad this cirabout Faith
her never-ending chamance between Phoebe and Wolf.
cus is coming to town.
Heights Staff

discussing Nosferatu.

humorous while not being ridiculous
and disturbing while not being phony,
Dafoe puts forth the best work of his

career.
The script is deftly written in its
examination of what happens when
a controlling artist and his unstoppable creation are forced to confront
each other, thus the film is in ways
both insane and thoughtful. It borders on satire, comedy and fantasy,
while still providing an old-fashioned vampire story. The film also
weaves in shots of the original
Nosferatu, revealing both how disturbing the original was and how
easy it is to imagine the possibility
of Katz's script resting beneath the
surface of such a film.
Shadow of the Vampire is certainly
one of the better pictures released this
year and Dafoe's performance should
not be overlooked come Oscar time. In
Merhige's first major film and Katz's
first motion picture script, both show a
promising future for the cinematic
world. So make sure you schedule some
time for the film and don't worry about
the nightmares; they usually go away
after a few days.

Wedding plans go awry
By Kelly Agostinacchio
Heights Editor

risma and perpetual smile color
Phoebe's 'little sister glasses' an everdeepening shade of rose. The family's
world comes crashing down when the
girls' father dies of leukemia and Faith
begins a quest for meaning in the midst
of turbulent times (the '60s). Faith and
her hippie boyfriend. Wolf, decide to
depart for Europe to "make a difference" and, aside from some postcards,
Phoebe never hears from Faith again.
Against her mother's wishes,
Phoebe decides to go to Europe and
make sense of her sister's untimely demise. Gail O'Connor (Blythe Danner)

By Melissa Goldstein
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Despite the looks, Sugar
&

Spice can be dangerous

By John Perich

on. Since many college students still

Heights Staff

suffer from the "Taking Their High
School Days Too Seriously" disease,
the main characters' obvious naivete
may not be so amusing. If you take offense at jokes about bigotry, religion or
abortion (and that's the short list), be
forewarned: This is not the movie for

As good as these gags are, they
don't add much to the story line. The
plot is little more than an empty vehicle
SUGAR & SPICE: A cheerleading
to deliver our attention from one joke
to the next. If you've seen the trailer,
squad robs a bank to support their
captain's pregnancy. Starring Marley
you know where the story is going from
Shelton, Mena Suvari and James
the opening. While exploring the conMarsden. Now playing at Cleveland
cept (hopelessly optimistic cheerleadCircle.
ers robbing a bank) can be enMBS? I
tertaining enough, it leaves the
One thing that any
audience a little unsatisfied.
Boston College student
The ending of the film, after
will tell you is that people
the robbery is over, might
take school 100 seriously,
strike some people as a cophigh school especially.
out. While Sugar & Spice enWhen one thinks about it,
tertains, it doesn't leave you
a lot of what happened in
with a lot.
the cliques,
high school
Not every comedy can be
the competition, the grades
full of clever one-liners like
?
was really absurd.
Caddyshack or a witty repartee
Francine McDougall, in
like Clue. Sometimes, nothing's
her new film Sugar &
funnier than a light-hearted satSpice, takes that premise
ire that doesn't ask for much
and runs with it.
from the audience (barely 90
The film follows the
minutes) and gives them a few
The Lincoln High School 'A' Squad poses
Lincoln High School
cheap laughs in return. A steady
Cheerleading 'A' Squad, a tightly knit you. However, the film's cracks on norstream of on-target jokes and hilarious
group of "sisters" led by their perpetumally "untouchable" subjects (like situations makes for a good film, if not a
ally perky squad captain, Diane Weston teenage pregnancy) are entirely degreat one. Leave your sharp, refined wit
(Shelton). She remains upbeat under all served and exceptionally funny.
at home and give Sugar & Spice a try.
circumstances, even when her quarterback boyfriend Jack Bartletl (James
''7; '
Marsden, X-Men) gets her pregnant.
However, once Jack and Diane (yes,
that's deliberate) have to move into
ALL FACULTY, GRADUATE & UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE
own
money
their
apartment,
gets tight.
ENCOURAGED XP ATTEND ';.
Inspired by Keanu Reeves' performance in Point Break, the 'A' Squad
\u2666
The
Session of the
decides to rob the bank at which Diane
works. Hilarity ensues.
GLOBALIZATION &
SERIES
McDougall has an overwhelming
Gendered Global Apartheid:
wealth of subject matter high school
The Underside of Globalization
students and all that they do. Every aspect of a teenager's life can be poked
Thursday February 1,2001 4:30 p.m.
fun at and Sugar & Spice manages to
hit them all. This includes getting a job,
Devlin 101
going to college, having crushes and so
?

Although he's engaged, Steve
Edison (McConaughey) falls
for Mary Fiore (Lopez).
other. However, it is safe to say that
none of the parties involved end up disappointed at the film's conclusion.
The Wedding Planner, while not a
blockbuster hit, is a decent flick to catch
for some lighthearted amusement. It
teaches that ever-important lesson to
follow your heart and not be afraid to
take some risks to do the right thing.
Sure, it's a "chick flick." And yes, the
males in attendance will probably only
be there to either appease their girlfriends or to catch Jennifer Lopez in
action for an hour-and-a-half. But in any
case, it's not a terrible movie to sit
through; don' t expect to walk out of the
theatre teary-eyed and inspired to find
your own soul mate.
But then again, datemovie anyone?
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Featuring
Professor Dessima Williams,

Delegate to the

Fourth World

Conference on Women at Beijing,

Former t[N Ambassador
Refreshments will be served.

For more information check

-

the Globalization & Inequality

Web site at www.bc.edu/gis

Lopez plays a convincing role
as Mary Fiore.

The Lincoln cheerleaders are
as innnocent as they seem
at first.

Contact Linda Mackay at X2--0740 or mackayli @ bc.edu
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By Paul G. Jackson
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HEAVY DUTYROCK ANDROL

Concert Corner
Digweed plays new sounds
KEEPING AN EYE ON SHOWS IN

AND AROUND BOSTON

giddy feel-good tritus that has poisoned
the credibility of progressive trance as

By Jeremy Raelin
Arts & Review Editor

Band: Cream
Album:Disraeli Gears
Year: 1967
Label: Polydor
Members: Ginger Baker (drums), Jack
Bruce (vocals, bass) and Eric Clapton
(guitar)

Digweed's most recent release
a genre. The DJ maintains his A-game
by consistently adapting to changes in
the music, always keeping hip and
clued-in to what's new and then doing
it better than everyone else does. To
Boston's credit, the DJ makes regular
visits here and trusts the audience
enough to showcase his more experimental records. His new album, GUI
LA, should encompass the sound of last
Saturday and will surely continue the
DJ's legacy of quality progressive

9

pausing briefly to acknowledge their
humble efforts before launching into a
slow, funky interpretation of Sandra
John Digweed stopped by Boston
Klienenberg's "Midnight." The first
half-hour made small, deliberate adon Saturday night, officially touting his
new Global Underground release, LA.
varices, weaving smooth, cognizant
Digweed. Digweed, a legend in the UK trances; a warning. Ever wary of the
and international clubbing circuit, is the audience's mood, Digweed placed the
resident DJ at the British super-club meatier records at the right times,
Bedrock and manages their record lapumping up the audience with bulls like
bel duties. His recent compilation for Humate's "3.2." By one a.m., the DJ
Global Underground is his third; the had the crowd whipped into a frenzy.
previous two were repr.elying on cuttingedge tribal trance
resentative of his sets in
and
reminiscent of the
Hong
Kong
John Digweed
Florida scene, but also
Sydney.
Over the past 10
weaving in some dirty
Avalon
Goa remixes. Inyears, theDJ has slowly
January 27
cluded, as always, was
established himself as
Digweed's
old
essentially the Lauriat
of progressive trance.
standby HeavenScent,
Known for his brilliant remixes and and the old friend was embraced by the
crisp transitions, Digweed is plugged frenzied crowd. The last 20 minutes
were wilder and noisier; a big energy
into a wideivariety of genres, but varies little in style. Saturday's set was on pile-on to end his hypnotic magic act.
par with recent changes in the genre, The last song, a big-boned tribal beauty
sung by who this reviewer believes is
building tribal beats and moody backdrops into his sound.
Jayne Hannah, was clearly fresh out of
The evening started off with the the studio and will surely find it's way
various resident DJs stretching the legs into upcoming compilations.
of Avalon's muscular sound system.
Digweed's music is the antithesis
The doctor arrived around midnight, of mainstream "Sugar-trance," the
By Mateo Rando

Heights Staff

trance.

Unique one-man band
plays the House of Blues
By Mike Meyer
Heights Staff

Keller Williams took the stage at
the historic House of Blues to play for
a sold-out crowd of approximately 300
last Thursday evening. Many music
fans know Williams from his frequent
touring and collaborations with the
String Cheese Incident; however, Williams' unique musical style is very different from the bluegrass jams for
which the String Cheese Incident is
known.
Williams' first album, Breathe, was
released in 1999 with the String Cheese
Incident backing him musically. It was
a moderate success among improvisational rock fans and allowed Williams
to become a headline act. However, it
was the release of his newest album,
Loop, which revealed his true talent.
Loop, released in December, consists
of live show recordings and showcases
the sampling and looping which Williams uses in his live performances.
Williams came on stage around ten
o'clock with a bass guitar mounted on
a stand to his right and an electric guitar similarly on his left. A mini
soundboard sat behind him. He walked
out with a custom 10-string guitar
strapped to his shoulder. This was a
seemingly strange setup for an artist
who plays by himself, but it turned out
to be all part of Williams' interesting
style.
He started a song by laying down a
bass line on the bass guitar. Williams

Keller Williams
Keller Williams rocked the House of Blues last Thursday.

There have only been a few bands
that werearound for two years and still
somehow made their mark. Of such
bands, Cream might be the pick of the
litter. Although they broke up after such
a short period of time, they are still
hailed as one of rock 'n roll's best.
Cream had all the essential elements to be a success. The band had
a very accomplished drummer, an
impressive bassist/singer and they
had one of the greatest guitarists of
all time. Along with this musical talent, Cream also had an exceptional

lie sounding guitar introduce the track
beautifully. When Jack Brace's bass is
added alongside his smooth, relaxed
vocals, the tune comes together. The
music is laid back yet, at the same time,
very powerful.
Clearly one ofCream's strengths is
their guitarist, Eric Clapton. It was in
this band that he gained most of his
fame.What makes Cream unique is that
they did not try to blow people away
with Clapton's solos. Instead, his guitar fits into each song. It sways into a
couple of powerful riffs, but much of
the time, it stayed within the frame of
the tune. In both "World of Pain" and

sense of showmanship.
The band's second album,
Disraeli Gears, was truly a classic.
As a follow up to Fresh Cream, a
moderately successful release in
Britain, the album was an American
breakthrough. As with all of theirreleases, the band's love ofblues, jazz,
psychedelia and hard rock is present.
All the elements are blended together

into a tightly-knit unit.
The album begins with "Strange
Brew." The song was almost an instant
classic, as the drums and potent metalon, he mixed up the first set, playing
originals from his two albums along
with a few covers. At one point early in
the set, he broke out of an impressive
vocal scatting routine and sang the chorus from ABBA's "Money, Money,

Money," which immediately brought
the crowd into the show. The first set
was upbeat and funky with Williams
showing incredible skill jamming on
the ten-string acoustic, as well as a few
slower songs showcasing his vocal talent. His voice has an odd sound but it
is quite refreshing and pleasing. Unfortunately many of his songs don't allow
him to fully express the strength of his
voice. The first set ended with a heartfelt cover of a song by one of Williams'
biggest heroes and a major influence
on his music influence, folk singer
Martin Sexton.
For the second set, Williams came
out and continued right where he had
left off, playing into the late hours of
the night. Although there were many
highlights from the show, nothing was
more impressive than Williams' rendition of the theme from Sanford and Son,
mimicking a trumpet with his voice. His
vocals sounded surprisingly similar to
the brass instrument, just one of the impressive vocal stylings that he used.
Williams' style is impossible to
classify, except to say that it is his own.
His fantastic musical talent and looping techniques are at times overwhelming, but seeing him live is a real treat,
offering evidence of how much more
he is capable of, even on his own.

House of Blues

"Blue Condition," Clapton takes his
guitar playing to the next level, but he
does so in a way that fills in the music,
accompanying the other instruments.
Two of the most famous tracks on
Disraeli Gears are "Sunshine of Your

I
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Mondays at 3:00 p.m.!
in the Eagle's Nest.
******
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Study Abroad Programs

Learn Your Way Around The World
?
?

?
?
?
?

Study abroad in England, Japan, or Spain

\u25a0Features: Wednesdays
******

?

surprised many of the audience members who have yet to see him live, as
he backed away from the bass but the
bass line somehow continued through
the speakers, looped through the
soundboard. Williams also was seen to
use a similar technique on his electric
guitar. He then proceeds to play the tenstring acoustic and sing. Many times his
voice will be looped into a song and he
harmonizes with himself.
This show started off with a funky
instrumental tune with Williams combining amazing effects from his mouth
with a mixture of playing and drumlike tapping on his 10-string. From there
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April 30 for fall semester

»

For further information contact:
Toll free: 1-800-342-1725
E-mail: StudyAbroad@uwpiatt.edu
Web: http://www.uwplatt.edu/~studyabroad

at McElroy 113.

I

Eagle's Nest.
******
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Photo: Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in
McElroy 113.
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Sports: Mondays at 6:00 p.m. at
McElroy 113.
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Williams dazzled the audience
with his many instruments.

RESEARCH STUDY ON BULIMIA
ATTENTION SENIORS!
WANT TO BE AN OWNER?

Consider a sales career with Berry Insurance.
Comprehensive "one on one" training
*-Competitive Salary, bonus plan, and car allowance
Full marketing and sales support
*

*

Application deadlines:
April 1 for summer session
* October 15 for spring semester
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at 4:30 p.m. in

News: Mondays at 5:15 p.m. in the

Fluency in a foreign language nol required
Home-stays with meals
Field trips
Financial aid applies (except for summer session)
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the Eagle's Nest.

Courses iu liberal arts and international business

Program Costs:
For tuition, room, board and field trips per semester (for
Wisconsin residents/non-residems)
In London, England: $5,675/$5,975
In Nagasaki, Japan: $5,875/$6,175
In Seville. Spain: $6,900/57.200

Copy: Thursdays at 6:00 p.m. in
McElroy 113.
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University of

Love" and "Tales of Brave Ulysses."
The former features Jack Brace's famous bass intro that is quickly accompanied by the rest of the band. Brace's
vocals begin to take on a spooky quality as Clapton's guitar becomes increasingly powerful. The song continually increases in intensity, only to
return to the beginning with Brace's
bass riff.
"Tales of Brave Ulysses" starts out
with a blast from Clapton's guitar, an
eased-up bass, and crashing cymbals
from Baker's drums. Soon, Clapton
shifts to more distortion, quieting down
his metallic monster. Bruce adds a
softer touch with his vocals and, in
and amongst some minor solos,
Clapton is allowed to wail for a
longer solo that subsequently ends
the track. This solo includes both
quick, hard notes with a distinctively
metallic edge, as well as some
smoother, drawn out ones that offer
an aura of ease. As mentioned above,
although Clapton is able to fully experiment with his stringed machine,
he does so in a way that directly fits
in with the essence of the track.
There are many songs on Disraeli
Gears that should be mentioned;
however, there is not enough space
to do them justice. It suffices to say
that there are no weak tunes on the alburn. Cream shows a remarkable versatility by conquering blues, jazz, roek
and psychedelia and infusing all of
them in their music. Cream is definitely
a Heavy Duty Rock 'NRoll favorite.

A professional designation
SIGN UP NOW FOR AN ON-C AMPUS INTERVIEW.
Or: irakligerman@onceanddone.com
*

berryinsurance.com

FEMALE VOLUNTEERS who are currently bulimic, or
have recovered from past symptoms of bulimia, age 18-45, in
good medical health and not taking medications, are sought
for a study of behavioral ratings and blood hormone levels.
Eligible participants will receive $150 for a total of 3 outpatient visitis and an additional $175 for each of two overnight
stays at the Clinical Research Unit at Beth israel Deaconess
Medical Center.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Jillian Yee, Psychiatry
Research Unit, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical center, Boston
at(6l7)-667-4013.
_
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

BC Students Take on The Real World, Survivor
Elisabeth Filarski, A&S '99, one of 16 new

Lori Trespicio, LSOE'01, wins on-line poll;
to appear on casting special in June
By

Kari Russ

heights

editor

At some point in our lives, we've
all tuned in to MTV's The Real World
and imagined what it would be like to
be Jamie or Kelley, Nathan or Lindsay,
Puck or Ruthie.
\u25a0 OK, maybe not Puck or Ruthie.
Lori Trespicio, LSOE '01, may get
her chance to see how it feels to star on
one of MTV's reality-TV sensations.
Last month, Trespicio was selected by
visitors to www.mrv.com to appear in the
Real World/ Road Rules 2001 casting

special.
Trespicio, a human development
major with a music minor and a native
of Waltham, MA,began the Real World/
Road Rules audition process at an opencall in Cambridge, MA, with 30,000
other hopefuls who met with casting
directors in group interviews. She then

PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.MTV.COM

Lori Trespicio will appear on
The Real World.
had to fill out a lengthy application and
undergo a two-hour filmed interview
with casting directors.

Later on. Trespicio was asked to send
in a 10 minute video of herself, after
which she found she had made the semifinals. As one of 70 people to make the
semifinals, Trespicio was called in for
another two-hour filmed interview. But
the casting process was far from over.
From the 70 semifinalists, Real
World/ Road Rules casting directors selected 27 finalists. Five other semifinalists, including Trespicio, were placed on
the MTV Web site on which viewers
voted for their favorite candidate. Information about Trespicio and the other
four semifinalists was posted at
www.mtv.com in addition to short video
clips of each. Over 100,000 votes were
cast during a week-long period in November and Trespicio came away the
winner, garnering 39 percent of the total
vote and guaranteeing herself a spot on

survivors in the Australian Outback

By

Lauren O'Neil

heights

editor

Ifyou' ve heard that the Super Bowl
was on Sunday, then you probably also
heard that the premiere of the new Survivor series that came on afterwards.
Survivor:TheAustralianOutback premiered Sunday evening after the Super Bowl and to many Boston College
students was a lot closer to home than
Australia. Yes, fellow students, one of
our own alumni made her debut on

Sunday primetime.

Elisabeth Filarski, A&S '99, is one
of the 16 new cast members on the series Survivor. If you've lived in
America for more than 10 minutes,
you've heard of Survivor and all the
hype and fame that goes along with it.
Elisabeth will viefor the prize of a mil-

SEE REAL WORLD, C6

P.U.R.E. Mugs Help Students Save
By

Lauren O'Neil

heights

editor

It's a regular Wednesday afternoon
and as you walk through the Eagle's
Nest, you see the heaping garbage piled

on top of the trash cans. Some may ask
why no one has emptied it; others may
ask why the trash is not separated into
the specified recycling receptacles. But,
still, therewill be some ofyou who may
ask, "How do Boston College students
produce so much waste?"

The excessive amount of trash is a

problem that has plagued the BC campus for some time now. While we cannot avoid waste altogether, there are
things we can all do to pitch in. These
include recycling, not using paper or
plastic dishes and only taking the

amount offood that will be consumed.
This week, UGBC Environmental Issues and BC Dining Services will again
introduce a program to cut down on

THE HEIGHTS TALKS HEALTH

Working Out at the Plex:
Make the Most ofYour Time
By

Randi Whitcomb
heights

staff

awe at all of the machines you have
no idea how to use. Luckily for you, 1
happen to know a little bit about the

,

.

whole gym thing. And, also luckily for
I'm back. That little voice inside you, I am willing to unlock the great
your head that you first heard two depths of my mind to share with you.
weeks ago, the one that yells at you to
First and foremost, cardio, cardio,
get up and get moving. Tick, tick, tick. cardio. This is what you need to shed
Spring break is getting closer and
closer. You haven't been taking the
stairs have you? And I'll bet you
haven't sent Instant Messenger to your
computer's recycle bin. I'm also pretty
positive that Save the Last Dance only
inspired you for the two hours after you
left the theater.
Well, don't just sit there hanging
your head in shame. Drastic times call
; for drastic measures. All right, go over
to your drawers and pick out some
grubby clothes. Wipe the make-up off,
will you? Who cares what you look like
at the gym? Dude, that gel is going to
run right in to your eyes, you know.
I Okay, now lace up your sneakers. No,
? I don't want to hear about how they're
new and you don't want to get them
dirty or wear them out. We have a lot
A cardio workout
of work to do. Get moving. Walking
at the Plex is one
you.
to the Plex can only help
So now you're there. If the curiosof the first steps to
begin getting in
ity about all of the renovations or New
Year's resolutions haven't already
shape.
brought you there (although, from
j what I've observed, both of these away those extra "flaps of skin" that
' things have led the entire student body have appeared, seemingly out of nowhere. There are a million cardiovasto flock to the ugliest building on campus), you are standing in the doorway cular exercises one can do. Playing
of the newly improved Plex, staring in basketball, racquetball and volleyball

are great calorie burners and I will
maintain until the day I die that there
is no way an hour ofrunning burns less
calories than an hour on the
Stairmaster.
You don't like sports, huh? All
right, that's what a gym is for. See all
of those clunky black apparatuses
around? Find one that looks appealing.
You want to start small? Probably not
a bad idea, if you're out of practice.
The bike is a good bet. If you're unsure as to which type to choose, select
one that is, above all, comfortable. If
you're a little more daring, the Precor
is a great cross trainer; it works the
glutes, the quads and calves. There's
lots of freedom, in that one can choose
to move backward or forward and it
gives the feeling of many different exercises. It's also the highest calorie
burner among machines available.
Both the Stairmaster and the treadmills
are great cardio machines, giving great
lower body workouts.
If upper body cardio is what you're
looking for, give the rowing machine
or ski machine a try. Both will work
one's arms, while also working leg
muscles. Most importantly, find one
that works for you. Not everyone has
the same anatomy and, therefore, the
same machines don't work for everyone. Have fun; bring a magazine or (as
I believe, the key to workout success)
music. I advise against bringing
schoolwork during workouts, simply

SEE SWEAT, C6

Torch Adds Fine to
Valentine's Day

waste.

Started two years ago with the current juniors, spill-proof mugs were distributed to the freshman class. By using these mugs at any of the dining
halls, the students would receive a 15
percent discount on all coffees, teas,
milk, fountain beverages and hot chocolate, as long as they were put in the
mugs. The intention was to discourage the use of paper cups, thereby cut-

These labels can be found on the new P.U.R.E. BC mugs

Elisabeth Filarski goes to primetime's Survivor.

SEE SURVIVOR, C6

ting back on trash.
This week, beginning on January
29, the P.U.R.E. BC program will begin again on its second effort. With the
same idea as two years ago, RAs will
begin distributing the mugs to all students living on Newton, Upper and
College Road campuses. Students are
then encouraged to bring the mugs to
the dining hall to use for most beverages (specialty drinks not included) for
a 15 percent discount on their beverage. The mugs are silver and black,
sporting the BC logo and seal. They
are spill-proof and will be allowed into
the libraries and the computer labs on
campus.
Justin Meyers, UGBC Environmental Issues and A&S, '03, said, "We are
very excited. The mugs arriveda month
early so it allows us to begin implementing the program earlier. It may not seem
like a big deal, but three cups a day, at
least, per person, adds up." Like others, Justin is hoping this won't be like
many other projects: starting out strong
but then fading out. It is up to the student to continue the use of the mugs
and benefit from the savings. For those
who seem to struggle with meal points
towards the end of the semester, this is
a great way to save a few Dining Bucks.
Though on a trial basis, UGBC is
hoping to receive enough support so
that the project can continue at no
charge to students. "If well-received
we are looking to build and have freshman receive the mugs at the beginning
of the year. Eventually it would grow
to be all four classes," Meyers said.
Juniors should still have the mugs
they received two years ago. This,
along with the students who will receive
the mugs this week, can make a big difference.
One BC student can save as many
as 3,000 paper cups during their time
here. This is waste that does not have
to be created. The mugs are easy to
clean and reuse, and, by everyone making this small effort, BC can make
strides towards improving the environment in which we live.
Next time you walk by those enormous piles of garbage, plastic, paper
and food all mixed together, don't feel
pressured to sift through it and separate it into its respective categories. All
one needs to do is think about reducing
the mess by using RU.R.E. mugs.
If you have any questions or desire information on obtaining a P.U.R.E.
mug, contact Justin Meyers at 5-7868
site at
or
the UGBC Web

www.ugbc.org,.

By

Christine Rizzo
heights

staff

Valentine's Day is an intimate holiday. Naturally, it deserves to be spent
in the most excellent company, in the
most intimate of settings and with the
of foods.
most delicious and
Torch is the answer to the
Valentine's dinner question. Evan
Deluty opened the French bistro in
Beacon Hill with his wife, Candice, almost two years ago. Their expertise
and commitment to this passion of
theirs is evident everywhere in the
small restaurant nestled in the quaintest neighborhood in Boston.
There are so many exquisiterestaurants in Boston that it's often hard to
distinguish between them and choose
a truly stellar place to eat. Fine dining
is far different than simply eating gourmet, expensive
food. It is an
experience. It
should affect
all five of your
senses, and
Deluty's Torch
does just that.
Enter the
Torch, after the
short
brisk
walk from the
Arlington "T"
stop, through
the
snowstrewn Public
Garden and a
glimpse of the lights and lanterns outlining Charles Street. Red was the first
thing that came to my mind when I
walked in; quite appropriate for
Valentine's Day. The style of the bistro is elegantly simple, with red and
copper as the themes. The red candles
flicker shadows on the displayed red
wine bottles. The red-and-copper
pressed walls were striking as well.
The atmosphere is quite lovely even
though the muffled voices of others
cannot be avoided, as it is a small restaurant.

The music was perfect for the atmosphere and definitely set the mood,
with Moby and Sade softly whispering
in the background. The taste you will
experience is exquisite, and honestly,
the finest and simplest food I have eaten
in Boston. Although Deluty's menu
would appeal to almost all palates, it is
no secret that fish and seafood are his
specialties. The first courses of seared

sea scallops with rock shrimp, butternut squash risotto with beet vinaigrette
and a salmon tartar with Japaneserice,
wasabi and soy reduction, were both

delicate and savory to the tongue.
The main courses were generous,
and illustrated true culinary talent. The
native striped bass with exotic mushrooms, fingerling potato and crepe
vinaigrette was outstanding. The same
can be said for the pan-seared salmon

with potato, leek and shallot gastrique.
The dishes are well prepared and taste
so good that you can't help but eat
slowly to savor everybite. Just the type
of meal that is perfect for a special occasion such as Valentine's Day.
The senses of touch and smell are
enlightened by the food. The scent of
superior olive oil and herbs tickles the
nose and the feel of quality, fresh ingredients cannot be ignored. The other
items on the menu will surely conjure
the same feeling. The first courses of

mussels with red onion, garlic and pepper flake, chestnut soup with bacon and
chive also peaked my curiosity, as did
the main courses: monkfish with white
bean ragout & balsamic brown butter,
roasted half-chicken with pearl onions,
garlic mash and chicken jus, and the
hanger steak with potato puree and
truffle vinaigrette. The desserts are a
must as well. The chocolate mousse is
quick and easy
to devour, as is
the berry tart
and other treats
made right at
the Torch.
The food, ambiance and service at Torch
are

enal.

phenomIt is no

surprise that the
prices are on
the high end as
well. The first

courses range
from seven to
15dollars. The entrees range from $17$28 and all desserts are seven dollars.
The extensive wine list complements
the meal as well. An evening at the
romantic Torch is money well spent and
a night worth remembering,
For reservations, call Torch at 7235939, 26 Charles Street, Boston.
If this description is contrary to
your idea of a Valentine's Da*y dinner,
try some other of these favorites.
Duckworth Lane Bistro & Wine
Bar: This jazzy restaurant is
Brookline's secret. The menu is incredibly inventive with many vegetarian
options. The prices are lower than
you'd expect too. 730-8040. 1657 Beacon Street.
Lumiere: One of the finer restaurants in the Boston area. The chefs,
husband and wife, were named Best
Chefs of the Year by Food and Wine
Magazine this year. It is also located
right near BC. 244-9199. 1293 Washington Street.
C&ii Louis: Located right off
Newbury Street, it's the perfect place
for a romantic walk after dinner. Live
jazz accompanies their delectable
meals. 266-4680.234 Berkeley Street.
Appetito: A bit of the North End
right in Newton Centre. They offer a
wide variety ofpastas and main entrees.
The spread for their bread is to die for.
244-9881. 761 Beacon Street.
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Get Your Sweat On
Continued From C5
heightens the body's metabolism, as the
body has to shift gears to fit the new
machine's needs.
Phew! All right, so you got through
cardio. You definitely deserve a pat on
the back. Wait a second, why are you
packing up your stuff? Done? Uh, no.
We still have strength training left. You
know, weights?
Building muscle is vital to a lean
oody. Muscle takes up less space than
fat, burns fat, boosts metabolism and
requires more calories to maintain. No,
girls, lifting weights is not only for
guys and no, they won't make you look
like WWF star Chyna. And, guys,
don't try to lift more weight than you
can handle. 1 promise, you won't look
cool w"hen you can't walk.
you
What did you say? Hmm
think your butt is less than perfect?
Squats. Jiggly arms? Dumbbell triceps
and bicep exercises are the most effective way to tighten them up. Dips
on a bench and push-ups are also
highly effective (and highly painful, I
must admit) solutions. Doing elevated
push-ups (arms on a bench, legs on
the ground and vice versa) will work
not only the arms, but the abdominal
muscles as well. Many abdominalexercises only work about one-third of

because it seems to take the pleasure
out of exercise. If you really consider
your philosophy or biology book to be
leisure reading, however, I will not
deny you the pleasure.
Unless you consider yourself a
workout pro, don't overdo cardiovascular exercise.Keep it between 30 and
45 minutes to start off; once your endurance builds up, the amount of time
spent on cardio can be increased.
Doing too much can stress out the
body and keep one from the gym entirely. Expect to have sore muscles the
first week or two but don't let it keep
you from going. No pain, no gain. It
will get better as you get stronger. If
all of the different settings available
on machines are too confusing, select
the "manual" course. It is available on
every machine and allows for a smooth
workout that can be moved up or down
levels with the touch of a key.
So now you're comfortable with
one machine, but the most effective
workout is a versatile one. The importance of cross training cannot be emphasized enough. Different machines
work different muscles. Instead of 40
minutes on the Stairmaster, try 20 minutes on the Stairmaster and then 20
minutes on the bike. Using different
machines for smaller amounts of time

...

one's abs. So, what's a swimsuit-clad
spring breaker to do? The ab chair is
the best bet.
While weights will lighten up
one's body, there's no such thing as
spot reducing. People seem to think
that if they do crunches a flat stomach
or six-pack will instantly appear. While
strength training tones muscles, burning calories is burning calories and it
is distributed accordingly throughout
the body.
It is important to remember,
though, that before even beginning to
pump iron, at least 10 minutes of
cardio warm-up of some kind should
be done.
Although 1 am, as you have probably guessed, a fountain ofknowledge
(right?), I am not a licensed personal
trainer. The Plex, however, has some
trainers available, and they can show
you exercises to do and guide you according to your workout ability.
If you've made it to the end, congratulations (and kudos for not tossing aside my advice in annoyance). It
won't be easy, but like anything, the
more you do it, the better you will get.
And the better you get, the more results you'll see and more motivated
you'll become. Good luck, have fun,
and be safe.

Undercooked Meat
Warnings a BCDS Legal
Precaution
By Nancy
heights

Reardon
editor

"Consuming raw or undercooked
meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish or
eggs may increase your risk of
foodbome illness."
This warning has made an appearance near food counters and registers
in all dining halls on campus this semester. Concerned about the quality of
their food, many students have questioned the motives behind these
postings. Students should rest assured
that Boston CollegeDining Services
(BCDS) has not suddenly decided that

fully cooking food is an unnecessary
practice. These signs are the result of a
recent state mandate that extends to all
food facilities.
As of January 1, the Massachusetts
Restaurant Association (MRA), required all its members to post one of
four possible reminders in a place
where it is likely to be seen by consumers, such as in a menu or by a counter.
The guidelines state that "Massachusetts New Sanitary Code requires a
Consumer Advisory for anyraw animal
product that is served or allowed to be
served raw or undercooked, or any
menu item that many contain raw or
undercooked animal products."

You have read his ridiculous column week after week, but
have you ever wondered what a date with Tim O'Halloran

would really be like? Well, Tim O'Halloran and The
Heights can help! Submit a brief (100 words or less) essay
describing why you deserve a night of dinner and dancing
with BC's most eligible bachelor. Heights editors will then
judge who is most worthy of this honor. Essays may be
submitted on-line at www.bcheights.com and further details
will appear in the Febuary 6 issue of The Heights.

Survivor
Continued From C5

The newly-renovated Plex offers improved workout facilities
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When: Tuesday February 6th
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Dress: Casual
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-Beanpot Finals and Red Sox tickets will be given away
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how she was going to do on such a cutthroat program.
Elisabeth's friends are not shocked
by her current endeavor.' As her softball teammate Jen Perrota stated, "I am
not surprised at all that she is doing
this." Everyone who knows her seems
supremely confident in her chances.
Whatever the case, Elisabeth made
it to Survivor. The second BC person
in the last few months to make it to television, it makes some wonder, Who will
be next? But that's a whole other issue.

Continued From C5
2001 casting special,
the
Visitors to MTV's
Web site were able to see Trespicio's
answers to some of the application questions and listen to herrendition of Christina Aguilera's "What a Girl Wants." All
of this information is still available online at www.mtv.com.
Mike Fasano, LSOE '02, sings with
Trespicio in the Boston College
Bostonians and believes that she would
be a great addition to either The Real
World or RoadRules.
"She has a really dynamic personality. She'sreally good at sarcasm and wit,
and in touch with herself and with other
people," says Fasano. "Lori's not afraid
of confrontation or expressing herself."
"A lot of people on Real World are
really in your face," Fasano said. However, he feels that Trespicio would provide "a really good balance" to the cast
of either show. "She'd definitely be a
source of entertainment," he said. "At
heart, Lori's an entertainer."
Watch for Lori Trespicio on the 2001
MTV Real World/Road Rules casting
special airing in June.
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Develop a remarkable resume builder for
all career aspirations
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lion dollars and the ultimate fame and
fortune that proceeds "surviving" in the
Outback.
While at BC, Elisabeth left a
legacy, though in a different way then
many of the other individuals who go
on to a life in the spotlight. As »freshman. Elisabeth was a walk-on to the
softball team. She became captain and
helped lead her team to two Big East
Championships and two NCAA regional tournaments. She was an Orientation Leader (OL) for two summers
and senior year ran the Boston Marathon on only a week's training.
A studio art major, Elisabeth not
only had the athletic ability to make it
on Survivor. She has been described
as "always nice and very friendly" and
"a terrific leader, terriffic all-around
leader." Softball coach Jennifer Finley
said, "Elisabeth gave 110%. She had a
magnetic personality which probably
helped her get on Survivor." She went
on to say, "Once she [Elisabeth] puts
her mind to something, she can do anything." A friend of Elisabeth's, Tim
O'Halloran, A&S, 2001, said, "She is
very sweet." He went on to wonder

Real
World
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Employment Opportunity

The purpose of the warning is simply to keep people informed that there
are certain health risks associated with
the consumption of animal products,
and not in any way to infer that these
foods are not being prepared properly.
Patricia Bando, director of Dining
Services at BC, emphasized the fact that
all food items served at BC are cooked
fully and properly. No raw food products are offered; even the sushi contains
only cooked fish.
Students should notice these signs
in all restaurants. If an establishment
fails to comply, it will be subject to
punishment by the authorities once an
inspection has been conducted.
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Weekly Features

Everybody's
Column

NOt Funny

pines.

As a 19-year-old single male, my
interest began to accelerate. I've always
wanted to meet some people from other
Boston schools. 1 reminded myself. 1
figured I'd make some small talk with
this cute girl, maybe give her my number and then still have time to be prepared for the next day's test.
I lamented aloud over having to
spend the night studying, and she complained about having to go to a Celtics
game that night with a guy she hadbeen
seeing. We bonded. Well, at least I like
to think so. "I can't wait to get home to
my family," she told me, "so I can relax
and see my nanny."
"What does a college student need
a nanny for? To make your bed?" I
asked jokingly.
"Yeah, and to cook for me and carry
my bags around," she replied with a
straight expression on her face which
made me think she didn't know I had
been kidding. I began to understand
the Gucci bags. "A lot ofpeople in the
Philippines havenannies and maids and
chauffeurs," she explained. Her family also has a "boatman" for beach trips,
I later learned.
When I asked about the mountain
of shopping bags, she explained to me
that she had been in the mall all day,
seeking gifts for her family. "IfI left it
to my brother to buy presents, he would

ship.
"Maybe all ofyou can sit together at
the game?" I joked. She volleyed back a
look. I smiled to myself at the mere notion that I would have some sort of
iiberknowledge of women which could
cut through a diamond.
Then, the fatigued and now flustered
shopper next to me suddenly transformed
herself into a diva of logistics. The Fleet
Center is a big place; I could hear her assuring herself. Then, she stood up, collected her bags and said a polite goodbye. "What kind of jerk calls an hour before the game?" she asked no one in particular as she was retreating. Ididn't know
whether to wish her luck or offer her pity.
Then, as she was almost out of sight,
I suddenly remembered my interest in giving her my phone number, so I started to
open my mouth, and then caught myself,
realizing that she was one of those people
whose voicemail box is always queued.

Answers to last week's crossword
puzzle. Crossword solutions are always
available on-line at www.bcheights.com.
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17. ant chant?
18. the century plant
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Down
1. hot tub
2. cornea's compliment
3. on top of
4. pre-game clothes
5. pieces of rock
6. have the lead role
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famous mountains

verv old
comes to understand
52. peruse
«.
adjoining word

51.
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11. a nut job, or any eaten fish
12. so that people can hear
13. birds
21. great lake

23. interested in
25. turn brown
27. poor prospects adjective

28. distinctive character

8. reduced in esteem

29. plant part
31. longtime

32. pull apart
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35. installs
39. anger
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7. -Heuer
9. nine prayer sermon
10. a mover and shaker

snake

lively ballroom dance
M well

20. g.oomy
_ljUn
22. The theme of this puzzle 5b
58. messes around
24. manipulate
60. sober in manner
25. number of events in a
63 - plosion
decathlon
64. deathly serious
26. point of intersection
66
unmoi stened
27. inhale with shock
68
H2O
below 32
30. acclimatize, again
69. it's m a bottle
33. not grooves
70. old lady's name
34. charged molecule
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16. Bass, for example
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40. home of the cubs?
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Across
I. decelerates
6. goes with head, night
"
"-the Dog"
14 of inflicting punishment
15. culturally inappropriate
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?>m smate

72. smooth glossy
73. oboes, for example?

36. capable
37. herb, grass
38. panache
40. mafia chief

52. sedate
53. around
54. carried 10 times
your weight?
57.
boy
41. father's
not a spring chicken
42. legalized gambling
59. sometimes scrambled
45. river edge
60. look for
46. baseball star Williams 61. tiny insect
62. seriously lack
47. make false
library
study
65. compete
spot
49.
50. completely wacko
67. arid

That's What You Think
In an effort to convey to the student body just what they are thinking (because someone
had to do it), The Heights presents this weekly jumble of internal dialogue (signified by
italics), complaints and behavioral observations. Ridiculous? That's what you think...

AnnieB

aret

Childs

do all his shopping at the school bookstore," she said, rolling her eyes dramatically. My mind suddenly flashed to the
BC T-shirt I had given my dad for Christmas. It's the kind of thing he'll wear, I
reassured myself.
Suddenly, the purse at this civilized
shopper's feet began to ring. It hadn't
occurred to me, but of course, she was
exactly the kind of person who would
have a cell phone. Just like the fatigued
American Express card in her wallet, the
Nokia is something she would never leave
home without.
After a few minutes of conversing in
a dainty but muffled voice on the fingernail-sized device, she hung up, or whatever exactly it is that you do to end a cell
phone call, and offered an abrasive expletive aloud.
"Is everything all right?" I asked with
cautious interest.
"That was this other guy I've been
seeing," she whined, her voice full of
melodrama. "He also has tickets for the
Celtics game tonight, and he wants me to
go with him!"
The puzzled look on my face
prompted her to explain. "I've been seeing this one guy, but the other guy I'm
seeing wants me to go to the same game
now. What should I do?" she demanded,
as if I was suddenly Dr. Love, and the
lounge chair she was sitting in was a
shrink's leather couch.
This serves you right, Ms. Player, I
thought on the behalf of all men. But I
was more guarded in my response to her.
"If the other guy asked you first, you
should go with him," Ireasoned. The logical answer seemed simple to me.
"You don't understand," she corrected me. "This other guy justbought me
this bracelet from Tiffany's." She
stretched her glistening forearm in my
face. "But he's not really my boyfriend,"
she added, as if the ring of rocks on her
wrist anchored her only in a good friend-

Seeking an escape from the repetition of doing work in the dorm, I recently rode the "T" downtown and
found myself a quiet study corner in a
lounge of one of the hotels just off the
Prudential Center mall. I set up shop
and began to read, enjoying the respite
from the whispered conversations,
sirening cell phones and other sounds
of silence in the Boston College libraries.
However, not long into my study of
rhetorical tradition, I was interruptedby
a real-life rhetorician. An attractive
young college student came out of the
shopping mall, her hands full of bags
bearing a tangle of trademarks like
Gucci, Armani and otherbrands whose
foreign-sounding names justify an ascent to the higher price range.
Exhaling with an exasperatedsigh,
she plopped herself down in the chair
next to mine, giving in to gravity as if
she had ended up here in Copley Square
after the famed 26-mile run from
Hopkinton, MA.
As she opened her eyes, she offered
an infectious smile and asked whether
she was bothering my work. No, of
course not, I told her. After all, this was
a public lounge, and she was cute. She
introduced herself as an undergraduate
at Emerson, originally from the Philip-
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Everyone likes to have his/her chance to
talk, hence the creation of "Everybody's
Column." Each week a regular Heights
writer will fill this space with his/her
thoughts, complaints and ramblings. We
hope you enjoy.
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crossword by Lance Jasper

WARNING: II"you have never heard
of. played, or been addicted to Snood,
this column might not appeal to you. If
you'd like to quickly be brought up to

speed, then don't.. .please, for the love of

God...if you have any

self-respect and/
or want to live a normal life go to
www.snood.com, play a few hundred
rounds and pick up the paper again.

"Snood." And all is understood.
New Game.
Revelation: In a perfect world, there
would he a giant Snood screen above each
of our beds and each mattress would be
joystick-equipped. University Housing,

take note.
New Game.
The scariest thing about Snood is that
it makes you feel like you're doing some-

"Yeah, that's right."
When you get a "Da, da Da... Da, da

DA!" you almost want to
up and
salute the screen. Your entire body gives
an alert start, but then you slowly curl

back down into the Snood Slump.
The four dreaded organ-like chords
that ring out upon a loss are bad enough;
when they are rudely followed by that
elaborate piano concerto that accompa-

lam in hell. I admit it. Snood has
taken over my life.
Those eight nasty creatures are all
around me. I see Snoods on blackboards
and on overhead projectors, and in that
infinite pre-sleep darkness.
Professor: Look at that model student, peering into my eyes so inquisitively! She must really be into this subject matter.

Annie: This is great! He looks exactly like the purple Snood!
When trudging up the Walsh stairs,
instead of merely admiring the beauty of
the beige cinderblock walls like I used
to, I now see an entire round of Snood.
I'm telling you, it's there.
During a recent shower, as I closed
my eyes and tilted my head back for that
first splash of rust-smelling water, I saw
a truly gigantic image of Mildred, the gray
Snood. I was both humored and frightened by this occurrence, as I'm sure you
are, too.
Or maybe you just think I'm nuts.
It's amazing. She truly is nuts. How
does The Heights keep allowing this?
New Game.

Looking at Snood from afar, it looks
so dumb. How could colored blocks be
that captivating? You scoff at the idea.
Then you play.
Suddenly, nothing else matters.
Homework, friends and personal appearance become inconsequential. Snood
sessions become increasingly longer,
eventually encompassing entire evenings.
The game can be exciting, adventurous,
alcoholic, erotic, anything you want your
night to be. You just can't tear yourself

away.
The "New Game" button taunts you
as it knowingly awaits your submission.
Every time you click it, you detest yourself a tiny bit more. Warning: 1,254
games will make those "tiny bits" seem
not so small.
Your IM away messages simply read
"Snood." Buddies know what's up. You
have craftily edited the word "Snood" on
your computer's icon to read "The Deathtrap." You let loose raging, expletiveenhanced outbursts when the ceiling descends, and utter often indecipherable
yelps of satisfaction when a perfect offthe-wall shot is executed.

"Aiigghhhhh...yahhhh...oooooh!"
am the master.

"Ew, what's wrong with her?" onlookers ask.

/

Screens such as this are responsible for the downfall
of students all over campus.
thing, when actually your productivity

level is well below zero. Of course, this
pseudo-activity could come in handy
when you want to drive out unwelcome
room visitors.
If you want someone to leave you
alone, just start playing Snood. This
should offend him or her right away, because 100% of your attention will focus
on eight different but equally lovable faces
and not on your visitor. If this doesn't
work, turn the sound on, full blast. People
will be so offended you won't see them
for a few weeks. Which is fine by you
because now you can play more Snood.
Speaking of The Sound of Snood,
which in no way compares to The Sound
of Annie, that "Da. da DA!" you hear after uprooting a few supcrtluous Snoods
could brighten anyone's day. You hear it
and a little smirk appears. You might even
give a little attitude to your computer:
-

nies the awful "Register now!"poems, the

effect is almost unbearable.
"You have played 1,254 games of
Snood. If you register for $14.95 now,
that's only $0.01 per game!" Nope. Too
much.
You hurriedly click "Not yet." More
like not ever! Ha, ha, ha.
New Game.
Do you really think you're fooling
anyone when you try and mask your
Snood habits? These two failed miserably at such an attempt:
"What are you doing tonight?"
"Uh... not sure..." Snood. "What
about you?"
She's playing Snood. "I think I might
hit the bars." Nope. Totally playing
Snood. Perhaps Snood wouldn't be so
life-consuming if it weren't for the list of
the lop ten highest scores on each Snoodbearing computer.

Typically, each nearby-dwelling
Snoodaholic creates an alias. (Mine,
"Bananninator," a cute spin-off from my
Instant Messenger screen name, is much
better than my roommate's, which is the
misnomer "Sexpot.") I cannot imagine a
prouder feeling than holding the top slot
of the Snood Top Ten. Can you?
After you get sick of using this alias,
you write "Not (Snood archrival's name)"
just to prove a point. You and this opponent sneak in hours of games while the
other person is at class or asleep
After a while, Bananninator just
wasn't doing it for me anymore. I decided to take things up a notch.
Within only six-and-a-half hours,
"Top Banana" had assumed the appropriate top score slot, proving once and for
all that I truly am the tops. "Sexpot", by
contrast, is certainly the pits.
I would provide my specific score,
but the number would inevitably exceed
the column standard, so I cannot.
New Game.
This column's two most avid readers
(my parents) literally just called. I had
told them this week's topic and they, hitherto clueless to the hip, college life,
promptly downloaded The Deathtrap
themselves. The conversation went like
this:
Annie: Hello, The SlackShack, Annie
speaking.
Mom: Hi, baby. We are Snood
dudes!
Wow. There's really nothing to write
that could possibly top that, so I won't
even try. At least now you can see that
my nerdiness is entirely hereditary and not
my fault.
New Game.
After completing the necessary research for this week's column, I now
show the following symptoms common
to any Snoodaholic:
l.Burning eyes; an insistence that my
computer's clock reads "5:66 a.m." (sadly,
I was only one digit off).
2.Du1l aches all over my back, from
sitting perfectly still for seven hours.
3.Rapid depletion of self-confidence.
4.Complete loss of sense of self.
When TWYT asked a worried friend
about my current state, this friend explained, "Annie doesn't really know who
she is anymore. She just sits there, clicking. Whether or not she listens when we
talk to her is constantly in question."
Wait, did someone say something?
The good news is, I'm rehabilitating.
ve capped myself to 100rounds per day,
my away messages have become more
agreeable and I've opened the curtain to
let some much-needed sunshine back into
my life.
I'm going to be just fine. And, in
time, so will you.
New Game.
What do you think? Send comments,
suggestions or chocolate products to

1'

burretaa@bc.edu.
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Weekly Features

Tell me. What do you think you can
do with 750 words? Could you fit them
into a corner on the front page of the New
York Times'} Certainly. Could you use
them as an exercise to help you pass the
time? Definitely. Or, you could perhaps
write a manifesto that would change the
world. This is unlikely, but it's been done,
I've been told. If I were a man whose 750
words counted for much, I'd probably use
them as my financial crutch. Whenever I
sat penniless, moping over my kitchen
table, perhaps I'd pull out some paper and
a pencil. I'd scratch my noggin' hard and
with a flash of efficient genius, pencil out
a $700, 750-word masterpiece.
But, being a student affords me little
time, to write 750 words line-after-line.
I've got books that need reading, papers
that need editing (or writing the night before), I've got meetings to attend and
people to attend to. As I sit here a student
(a man of present learning with promises
of future earnings), I've got to figure out
whether free time spent writing 750 words
will one day bring a big pay out. Does it
behoove me to speak well of this school?
Or, are my efforts better spent writing
about the golden rule? I've got beliefs that
need bridging with the minds of others
and I've got reasons for wanting to pen
for the public good. Where am I going
Zippo and Lerdaro

this and who said that and who advised
this before that, in order for you to be
able to tell them why you did this and
didn't do that.
You're no good in this world unless
you can stand up to those who criticize,
and to do that, you've got to know about
all those other "smart" guys. The world
is full of the doers and the bakers, the
movers and the shakers. To overcome
them you have to go deliberately to the
page, say what you want to say and say
it like a sage.
Robert Service, a poet of the Alaskan Yukon laid down this fear in his
poem. "My Masterpiece." Service toys
with images galore, and personify the
god of Inspiration, before he confesses
that he is not one of those brilliant men.
He writes, "Too late a better man must
write / That Little Book I Never Wrote."
Chances are, that if Mr. Service had
forced himself to write 750 words a day,
his mood would have been just slightly
...

more upbeat.

But, look, now I've gone and done
it. So shoot me, it's true. I've taken my
750 words and made them into 802.
Steve

Carey
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Performance

What: SAYAW: Dance of the
Philippines
Where: Robsham Theater
Whett: Saturday, February 3 at
7j3.m<
Fhe Philippine Society ofBoston
College (PSBC) proudly presents its
3th annualPerforming Arts Night.
Fhe show will be the longestrunning
nulticulturalshow in BC history,
fhere will be additional
serformances by SAS A, the Hatian
ZUub, Xplosion, BU FSA, and
iskwelehang Filipino! Tickets are on
sale for $7 at the McElroy Ticket
3ooth and at the door; Call Joe at 5$796 With any questions.

j Lectures/Forum
|

What: GenderedGlobal Apartheid:
The Underside ofGlobalization
Where: Devlin 101
When: Thursday, February 1 at 4:3C
).m.

ProfessorDessima Williams of
3randeis University, the Official
Representativeto the Beijing fourth
$bfld Conference on Women, is a
rights expert and former
imbassadorto the United Nations.
rhis event is a forum for BC students
md faculty to jointly explore some oi
:he key ethical and moral challenges
x> the new miHennium.
fefr&timefits'will be served." Call"
'
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Cupid's Crooked Arrow
Western Massachusetts, birthplace of
former UConn women's basketball
standout Rebecca Lobo I can assure
you that there are hordes of women's
basketball fans, young and old, many
of whom actually claim to be females
themselves. I'm not looking to come
across as a male chauvinist who believes that girls hate and are ignorant
of sports, because it's simply not true.
The problem lies in attention. Attention is the currency of relationships
and, more or less, the glue that holds
the whole operation together. People,
in general, crave attention from the
other people that they care about. Thus,
some can be hurt if someone they care
about greatly and whom they believe
cares about them elects to pay their attention to something (or someone) else.
It's jealous, greedy and perfectly understandable behavior.
It is why having one's eyes glued
to the hockey game while having dinner at Ruby Tuesday's or why ditching
your girl to watch the big game with
the boys can cause some serious grief
for everyone involved. Fortunately, it
is also a conflict that can easily be resolved with a little bit of effort from
both sides of the table.
To the scrubs (gentlemen) out there:
Here's the DL on how to keep your darling smiling and not have to forego the
joys of FOX Sports Net and ESPN2.
Although nothing says romance like
Dick Vitale screeching "Awesome,
baby!" it's important to keep in mind
-

Super Bowl Sunday. It is almost a
national holiday in the US, and BC celebrates it with earnest. Students huddle
around the nearest, largest TV and enjoy the media spectacle that draws millions of viewers annually. However,
rumor has it that many of the "fans"
enjoying the game couldn't really tell
you the difference between a quarterback and an offensive lineman. That's
okay the Super Bowl is a social event
above all else, and who wouldn't want
to stuff Tostitos down their gullet and
consume mass quantities of cheap beer
on a Sunday evening (note that this isn't
much different from any other Sunday
at BC).
Here's the unfortunate truth I'm
getting at: It is impossible for the average male to be a "boyfriend" and a
sports "fan" at the same time. Conquering this challenge rates somewhere between juggling tarantulas and getting on
a treadmill at the Plex on the Heights
difficulty scale. So why exactly do my
many female companions begin
hyperventilating whenever they hear the
SponsCenter theme?
It's unfair for me to insinuate that
admission to the ESPN Haters' Club
mandates a healthy dose of estrogen and
little else. I've met girls who are much
more devoted and knowledgeable
sports fans than myself. I even hail from
-
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Mobilization
Series
vVeb site at http://www.bc.edu/gisfor
that you should include the object of tiore information.

your heart's desire in the activities you
enjoy that she may not find as engaging. Resist the urge to stare blankly at
the screen, barking out gruff orders for
beer like the father on a '60s sitcom. If
she doesn't understand what you are
watching, explain what is going on, and
if she does have a strong interest, be
sure to make her as big a part of the
experience as the TV itself.
To the pigeons (ladies) out there:
Turning your beau's interest in sports
into a global thermonuclear conflict
isn't going to benefit anyone, least of
all you. Try to imagine someone asking
you to not take interest in something
you enjoy doing. The keys here are communication and compromise. Explain
why it hurts your feelings to be ignored
for something as trivial (in your mind)
as a baseball game. If your boy still
doesn't seem to care that your feelings
are being hurt, then it might be time to
dive back into the dating pool. Compromise by attempting to be a part of
your boyfriend's fanaticism; you don't
have to dye your hair his favorite teams'
colors, but it should help him understand your position and maybe even
help you to figure out why he would
"waste" all that time in the first place.
Put my keen advice to work
balancing one's love for their favorite team
and love for their favorite person is
within the range of possibility. Curl up
one night, pop some corn and take in a
game together. It could be a bonding
experience. And if it comes down to
fighting it out, remember the words of
Vince Lombardi (Green Bay Packers
football coach and sainted figure among
sports fans everywhere): "Winning isn't
everything. It's the only thing."
?

Tryouts
What: ArtplosionTryouts
Where: Edmond's Lounge
Thursday, February 1 and
Friday, February 2 from 6-8 p.m.
Hie annual Artplosion Fashion Show
leeds both female and male models
:o spark up the runways with their
:alents .... or at least some top-notch
sultry, "You looking at me?" glares
:o captivate the audience. Best Bets
is unsure whether or not heels are
mandatory for this tryout, but
wearing them really wouldn'thurt.
Dall Shannon at 782-9925 or Gary at
5-7557 '\u25a0'for
more information.
"
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Retreat
What: Senior Retreat
Where: Saeo, Maine
When: February 9-11
Seniors, take this chance to escape to
i beautiful ocean setting. You'll have
Dlenty oftime and space for walking,
conversation,prayer, journal writing

uid sleeping. There will even be
some good"eating and laughing,"
ivhich are two of the five most
;ssential practices in life (others to
se disclosed at a future date). The
rip's tone will be informal and
?elaxed. Sign up in McElroy 215. A
550 registration fee is due at time of

SPRING BREAK 2001
ARE YOU READY?

Burritos

plastic sporks.
Even though the Yankees are pure
misery, as is the pricing scheme, New

&

C3«CUn

Tacos To Go!

fanato

Saws

Boston's Best Burrito 1999 & 2000.
Boston's Best Mexican Restaurant 1998.

York is indeed a fun time. Since I don't
write thank you notes I will use this
space appropriately. Many thanks to
Katie for housing me for two full days
and giving me welcome critiques of my
attire. Thanks also to Caitlin for putting up with my banter in the car.
Frankie, you're welcome in Boston anytime.
Bobby, represent.

you are asking me to do something fearfully tough. For, do you think that 750
words will be quite enough? Remember,
just the facts. Jack. And do you know
why they want us to have those facts
down pat? It's because when you cease
to be of the student body, no one will
listen to you unless you know who said

'

Let us hypothesize for a minute,
shall we? If I lived in New York for
one week I would spend all of my
money and be kicked out of whatever
shabby apartment I was living in. I
would then become homeless and live
in the park for one day until Giuliani
finds me and beats me over the head
with a wooden wrench after which he
carries my bloodied body to the Brooklyn Bridge and pitches me over the side.
Despite that disturbing image and
my woeful lack of funds, the night finished up in championship fashion at a
great place called Session 73 (drinks
are only $7). We danced the night away
until before retiring around four a.m..
As I conclude my wonderful tale, I
have a serious complaint to lodge with
the Connecticut highway authorities.
As we were driving home we thought
that a brief lunch stop would be in order. We spotted one of those blue food
signs on the highway indicating that a
Burger King would be present at the
next exit. We believed the sign and got
off at the exit. Now allow me to explain that the Burger King was actually five miles, four turns, six intersections and two towns away. This digression added an additional 44 minutes to
our journey.
Because of the incessant lies perpetrated by the Connecticut highway
authorities, I suggest that the entire
board of directors should be awakened
at four a.m., brought into the front yard
of their respective homes where they
will be slapped on the buttocks, then
elbowed in the face and finally stoned
with chicken tenders and impaled by

tell you. It's the story of the 750-word
task.
Questing for the perfect beginning is
perhaps the hardest chore. What do you
want to write about? Wouldn't you want
to write more? Word limits have been
placed on people since the dawn of man.
No one likes excessive verbosity and no
one likes a sham. "Short but sweet" is
the motto you've heard. But, did you
know that college professors also adore
"short but sweet?" They don't want to
hear about the twenty reasons for this or
the history of that. They just want the
facts, Jack. State what you're going to say
and state it well. I once had a professor
tell me that writing a good paper is not
the hard part. Writing the perfect outline
is what breaks most budding literary
hearts. Perhaps I'm being too kosher, too
subtle foryou. The secret to the750-word
masterpiece is for it to be free of doodoo. Led Zeppelin always feared the communication breakdown, but I, dear reader,
fear the defecation write-down.
It's no secret that many approach the
page with fear, as if being asked, "Which
leg of yours would you prefer me to
shear?" Sure, I can write a paper on the
bourgeois French and their "revolution."
It's no sweat if you ask me to tell you
about Tolstoy's dogmatic evolution. But
if you ask me to tell you what I think about
slaughtering mink, a kid's right to take a
drink or the campaign finance stink, then

:

...

"Please move away. You can talk down
the street, maybe by that mailbox down
there." Now mind you, the mailbox is
at least 70 paces down the road. Apparently my presence outside the bar
was detrimental to business. I find it
hard to believe that a model character
like myself would detract potential clients but I let it slide this one time instead of busting heads. Those big fellas
plainly must not haveunderstood that I
was a personal friend of Eugene (because I am currently having intimate relations with his sister).
Drew, ever the optimist, is undeterred, however, we decide it prudent
to try another place. At this juncture
Caitlin returns from her dinner out with
Frankie. This is where the fun begins
as Frankie is indeed a classic man, and
he was sensible enough to wear a solid
blue turtleneck. After a brief discussion in the freezing cold we elect to
journey to the Punch Bar, which is only
a few strides away. It is a small place,
not too exciting, but since 1 am enjoying my company it matters not.
After Frankie has bought the first
round, being the generous sport that I
am, I decide that I will buy a round of
drinks. Fortunately, only three people
request an additional beverage. I strut
to the bar and casually order three
drinks. The bartender, in a likewise
casual manner, informs me that that will
be $24. Hmmmm... there must be some
sort of mistake; drinks do not cost eight
dollars apiece. Oh, but wait, I am in the
city where money is no object. So in
that spirit I calmly throw down $25,
which is a one-third of my remaining
funds gone in a span of three seconds.
Now for those of you scoring at
home I wfft provide a table that reveals
the interesting correlation between the
pricing at,Mary Ann's and at Punch Bar:
Mary Ann's
$1: one drink
$7: seven drinks
$25: 25 drinks and a trip to the
infirmary
Punch Bar
$1: 0 drinks
$7: 0 drinks
$25: three drinks and a snotty look for
leaving only a one-dollar tip

NickT

with this you might ask? I'll tell you. I'll

I

Best

-

O'Halorn

I apologize for leaving my loving
readers in the lurch last week with all
that "to be continued" ballyhoo, but it
was entirely the fault of my evil editor,
Lauren.
So then let us pick up where we left
off. I will only briefly detail the goingson during our first evening in the big city
due to the fact that our second night out
will be of prime interest to you, the
reader.
On this aforementioned first night,
we decided to take it fairly easy and just
take a stroll to a bar just down the road.
Bobby and I inquired as to whether our
current state of dress would be acceptable (jeans and sneakers). Katie said,
"Of course," it was just a local place.
Sounds good, eh? Wrong. We get to the
door and the man explains to me that I
must be joking with my outfit. I informed him that I never joke about my
clothes. But obviously he is from New
York and therefore did not find that tremendously funny. However, it was
clearly my Massachusetts roots that
saved the day. This bouncer, despite his
status as a terrible man, did spend his
summers on the Cape and thereforepermitted me entrance with the caveat,
"Don't cause any trouble." He should
have been smarter then that. He should
have realized that I, like all my fellow
Boston College athletes, go to bars to
get in enormous brawls. Oh, wait
that is only what the Boston Globe and
Dan Shuugnessy would have you believe.
Upon our entrance to the bar, the
night was fun, yet uneventful. Therefore, we will skip ahead.
The daytime on Saturday is what
could possibly be considered the greatest day in the history of man. Bobby
and I ventured to Times Square for a
lengthy stint at the ESPNZONE, the
most fantastic place in all of this drab,
drab world. To anyone who has not yet
enjoyed the pleasantries of this establishment, 1 will detail the inner workings of
it for you..
The first floor is merely a gift shoptype area and not tremendously inspiring.
However, on floors two and three the
brilliance begins. There is a restaurant
and an enormous bar, surrounded by big
screen TVs showing every possible
sporting event in the world. This is not
to mention the fact that they have reclining lounge chairs in which you can sit
and watch the games while being fed
solely nectar and ambrosia.
The penthouse is where the real action is. Every conceivable sport has an
interactive equivalent. There are games
where you ride motorcycles or skateboards; they have a mini-bowling alley,
a rotating rock climbing wall and a basketball half-court set up. It is great.
Bobby and I, who have been competitors since we first met in kindergarten,
have had a number of epic battles on the
hardwood and this day was no different.
It was cutthroat competition; I was talking a bit of trash as usual.
Saturday night was the big one. We
were going out with Katie and Bobby's
cousin Drew, who apparently had all the
connections that could be had in the city.
In anticipation of our trip out to the all
the posh spots, Bobby and I decided to
put on our best gear. I donned a sexy
pair of khaki pants and seductive gray
sweater, while Bobby was outfitted similarly from the waist down but instead
wore a snazzy plaid button-down shirt.
Apparently in Katie's view, our attire did not match what would be appropriate for Eugene's. She was aghast that
we did not even bring any "solid-colored
shirts." Evidently, those are all the rage.
Given that we were so shabbily dressed,
Drew needed to be telephoned so we
could change plans. Katie telephoned
him and Drew was not concerned; he
thought we would be fine. It is at this
point that Katie uttered the greatest
quote in recent memory: "Drew, I don't
think you understand what they look
like." Despite Katie's misgivings, Drew
came to .pick us up in his company car
so we could head downtown.
After a brief stop at Drew's family's
multi-million dollar pad, we arrived at
Eugene's, where we assembled in line
behind velvet ropes. Forget not that it
was positively freezing outside and I had
no jacket because I figured my bright
yellow coat might give me away as a
member of the lower class. There were
no less than seven bouncers standing
outside, one of whom informed us that
only people on the list would be allowed
in until midnight (it was currently ten).
Fortunately, one of Drew's buddies was

on the list so we had a fighting chance.
But, alas, it was not to be because we
had three guys and only one girl.
We were then asked in a gruff tone
by a big man to step out of the line. At
this point, we had a bit of a powwow
about what to do next, which elicited a
stern response from the bouncers,
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Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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could then transferit to you in exchange
for a fee. There are inactive all-alcohol
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After all the worries about the California energy crisis, concerns about the

slowing economy, uneasiness about
corporate falling profits and anxiety
about next week's Federal Reserve
meeting, the stock market ended the
week almost where it began, both in
price and anxiety.
The week started with caution, as
big names were expected to report their
earnings for the week. Despite PC giant Dell Computers' (DELL) warning
that their profits will fall short of expectations due to a general global slowdown in the PC sector, the Nasdaq managed to drop only 12 points. The market showed an incredible ability to withstand negative news, mainly because in-

expected it. The
Dow also had a quiet day with only a

vestors had already

nine-point drop.
The market continued to ignore bad
news on Tuesday after Texas Instruments (TXN) missed their earnings expectations and announced that their revenue will drop 10 percent next quarter.
Despite the tech giant's warning, strong
earnings reports from the storage maker
EMC Corp. (EMC), Computer Associates (CA) and Vitesse Semiconductors
(VTSS) all helped the Nasdaq composite rally 82 points to its strongest close
in six weeks, up 15 percent for the year.
The blue chip-heavy Dow Jones Industrial Average also joined in the rally,
climbing 71 points, led by technology
and bank stocks. Monday's strong
stand and Tuesday's rally led some analysts to believe that investors may be
looking beyond the immediate future,
which is already known to be very painful.
On Wednesday, the stock market
had plenty of news to digest, as tech
stocks rose and the Dow dropped. With
Compaq Computers (CPQ) announcing
strong profits after months of struggles
to get back on track, investors showed
their approval by jumping into other
tech stocks. The rally fizzled near the
end of the day, however, in anticipation
of Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan's
speech to Congress, and the Nasdaq
closed the day up only 19 points. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average tumbled
after hamburger giant McDonald's
(MCD) announced another disappointing result, this time blaming mad cow
disease in Europe. Other Dow components like Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing, better known as 3M
(MMM), Du Pont (DD) and International Paper (IP) were punished by investors for their disappointing earnings
results.
On Thursday, Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan made a surprising statement
in front of Congress in support of a tax
cut, saying that US economic growth is
"near zero." He did not, however, hint
at how much the Fed will lower rates
next week. Unimpressed, the Nasdaq
tumbled 100 points. The blue chipladen Dow, however, rose 60 points led
by Merck (MRK).
Friday began with great pressure to
sell, as big technology names like communications chipmaker PMC Sierra
(PMCS) and Swedish telephoneequipment manufacturer Ericsson (ERICY)
both reported extremely disappointing
earnings. PMC Sierra tumbled 22
points - or 21 percent - after the company announced solid results but
warned of a cautious future. Ericsson
announced that they would be exiting
their unprofitable handset manufacturing business. Despite a bumpy start,
however, the Nasdaq managed to close
up 27 points to 2,781. The Dow fell 69
points to 10,659 after more economic
worries hurt the blue chips.
Most analysts now expect the Fed
to lower the rates by 50 basis points
when they meet on January 31. Many
agree that if they do not, investors will
be disappointed and the market will
struggle greatly in the weeks ahead.
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licenses in the City of Boston and these
would be the most promising for a prospective bar owner. Another option
would be to procure a beer and wine
license. There are 320 beer and wine
licenses available in Boston; currently,
less than 300 are being used. Of course,
such a license would not allow operation of a full bar, which means the establishment would need to be primarily
a restaurant, serving beer and wine to

ally brought to the attention of the BLB
Police Department,
which serves as their investigating
agency. When a violation occurs, a
meeting is scheduled with the bar's
owners and managers. The BLB then
discusses the violation and issues some
sort of sanction. The Board has the discretion to issue a warning or temporary
license suspension, force the bar to
close earlier or stop serving alcohol and
even shut down the bar permanently.
Pokaski estimates the BLB shuts

by the Boston

This is the first in a two-part series.
The Boston Licensing Board (BLB)
is an organization largely unknown to
most Boston College students, yet the
Board's influence over the social lives
of BC students is immense. The BLB
is responsible for licensing all establishments that serve liquor in the City of
Boston. This includes everything from
large bars to small restaurants. In addition to licensing bars and restaurants,
the BLB also disciplines license holders when rule violations are observed.
Next month, the three-member board,
led by Chairman Daniel Pokaski, will
meet once again with Stanley Chaban,
the owner of Mary Ann's to discuss recent violations at the popular BC bar.
Currently, there are 650 all-alcohol
licenses available in the City of Boston. According to Pokaski, an ail-alcohol license is the "premier" license because it entitles the license holder to
serve mixed drinks and hard liquor in
addition to beer and wine. Currently,
none of these all-alcohol licenses are
available. If one wanted to open a full
bar, it would first be necessary to contact the BLB to see if a license has recently become available. In all likelihood, this would not be the case, due
to the limitations placed upon total
available licenses.
The next step would entail contacting an existing license holder, who

Joe Michael Sasanuma
heights

staff

April 14, 2000. That is a day all
Internet companies will remember. On
that day nine months ago, Internet
stocks that are concentrated on the
Nasdaq stock exchange tumbled, and
have yet to recover. That is the day when
the phrase "dot-com" went from a sure
sign of a winner to a sure sign of a loser.
That is the day when investors suddenly
realized companies that do not have any
profits will not stay in business. Ever
since that fateful day, business for any
companies involved with the Internet
has been far from usual.
In the nine months since last April,
the market has seen Internet companies

dropping out of sight faster than
investors can pull money out of them.
In fact, shutdowns have been so prevalent that they spurned a dot-com dedicated to keeping track of them,
(www.dotcomfailures.com) whose slogan is "kick 'em while they're down."
Familiar names like Mothernature.com
and Pets.com made their stocks worthless before finally shutting down and
liquidating whatever they may havehad
left. In both cases, the company failed
for the same reason: With investors and
venture capitalists suddenly becoming
skeptical of any dot-com company,
Internet companies are having an increasingly difficult time trying to keep
their businesses running long enough
to turn a profit. To save whatever little
amount of cash they have left, most
Internet companies, both public and
private, have cut back on their market-

THE FALL WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
By

Patrick. Sullivan
heights

staff

In this day and age, with the economic booms being much larger than
the busts, we have seen an emergence
of a new breed of commerce Internet
commerce. In the past few years, every
time you pick up the morning paper you
see an IPO for an Internet company
about to take flight and say to yourself,
"Someone's getting rich and I'm not."
-

NEWS ANALYSIS
As of late, there has been fallout in
the e-commerce industry. Many people
relate it to the early 1980s, when computers were just beginning to hit the
market and a new wave of technology
was sweeping the nation. Many companies started that revolution and only
IBM, Gateway and
a few survived
Dell, to name a few. This rise and sudden fall of both the computer and ecommerce industries can be attributed
to the simple phenomena that we
learned in high school biology survival of the fittest.
When computers first hit the market, every family had to have one, especially since all the people on CNN
and other news stations said that computers were going to pave the way for
the future. However, through product
differentiation and strong advertising,
it has become clear that a certain few
were destined to engulf the market share
and dominate the industry. With enormous profits to be paid to the winners
and with capitalism as the driving force
in our country, there was little doubt that
the computer boom was sure to settle
itself via market competition.
The same occurrences are now taking place with Internet companies.
Since their startup and operation costs
are so minimal, anybody who knows
anything about computers can pretty
much start his own company right from
a home computer. The prtjhlem these
-

Mary Ann's is one of the bars that have amassed a long list of
complaints and potential BLB violations.
dinner patrons.
The BLB is governed by Chapter
130 of the Massachusetts GeneralLaw.
Pokaski described alcohol as a highly
regulated commodity. He stressed the
importance of fairness in all decisions
by the Board, saying "everybody is held
to the same standard." When a license
holder commits a violation, it is usu-

down one or two bars a year. A shutdown is reserved for extreme cases
where the owners have not been receptive to past attempts by the Board to get
them to clean up their act. Pokaksi noted
the difficult position the BLB is in when
it comes to sanctioning bars, "When we

See BLB, ClO

Turbulence hits e-commerce
By

THE DOT-COM COLLAPSE:

ing, fired many employees and drastically changed their business models.
The popular search engine
AltaVista, for example, has done all of
those as it attempts to concentrate on
profit rather than capturing more market share. Like CMGI (CMGI), which
had its share of troubles with its stock
plummeting 97 percent in less than a
year, AltaVista aimed to become an allin-one Web portal to compete with market leaders like Yahoo (YHOO), AOL
(AOL) and Microsoft Network, operated by Microsoft (MSFT) during the
year 2000. In doing so, they launched
an aggressive $120 million ad campaign
to grab market share. But as market
conditions worsened and revenue from
on-line advertisements began to fall, the

company was forced to make drastic
strategic changes late last year. In September 2000, it laid off 25 percent of
its workforce and announced its intention to abandon plans to become a Web
portal and instead concentrate on search
engine and the business-to-business solutions market. In doing so, it hoped to
concentrate on turning a profit by early
2001. But the company continued to run
into troubles as it terminated its free
Internet service business and the CEO
left, finally scrapping its plans to offer
stock to the public a few weeks ago.
These problems haven't been limited to well-known names like
AltaVista. Food.com, a privately-held
company which calls itself the
"Internet's premiere provider ofrestaurant takeout and delivery services, powering the on-line ordering processes for
restaurants across the United States,"

went though a massive restructuring in

late 2000. In September of last year, the
company laid off 100 people (50 percent of its workforce), closed its office
in Seattle and dramatically changed its
business strategy to concentrate on profitability. According to the company
spokeswoman, before September, the
company was focused on marketing its
consumer Web site before it decided to
provide solutions for other restaurants.
When asked about its ability to stay in
business and weather the storm, the
company expressed confidence that the
$80 million of capital the company was
able to raise in March 2000 would be
sufficient to keep the company running,
although the spokeswoman declined to
set a timetable for when the company
will register a profit. Instead, she
stressed that the company was "confident" in what the Internet has to offer,
and stated that Food.com is involved
in a "niche market," in which their customers represent a portion of the
economy that is traditionally slow to
adopt new technologies.
A popular site with a lot of buzz
within the college student community,
Kozmo.com, has had its share of
changes since April of last year. The
company, which delivers videos, books,
gifts, flowers and specialty items right
to customers' doorsteps, is also privately held. Founded in 1997 and first
opened in New York in 1998, it operates in nine cities, including Boston,
Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles and Chicago. In July of last year, a new management team took control. The company spokeswoman refused to say
whether the change was because of the
downturn in the Internet sector, instead
calling it a natural "evolution" of the
market.
Under the new leadership,
Kozmo.com has completely closed two
of its offices in Houston and San Diego and dismissed 120 people five
percent of its workforce. But unlike
many other companies that changed
their strategy while restructuring,
Kozmo.com instead expanded its product line during the summer, adding gift
services, 150 different types of specialty
-

See Dot-Coms, ClO

people are running into now simply

deals with supply and demand. Honestly, there are many services on-line
that people do not find necessary nor
exceedingly profitable from the consumer perspective.

For example, Bigwords.com recently went bankrupt. Why did this happen? Because the discounts it offered
were not very large and consumers
therefore found it more to their liking
to go out and buy books at a bookstore
for a few dollars more, saving themselves the worry over whether or not
their book would actually be shipped
and arrive on time.
Another phenomenon has been the
decline in the value of a dollar for most
Americans. Ben Franklin's saying: "A
penny saved is a penny earned" should
read: "A penny saved is the smallest
monetary form of saving, and means
nothing to me!" In today's economy,
saving a few dollars buying over the
Internet is of meager value to most consumers, when compared to the perceived hassle.
A final reason for the e-commerce

collapse deals with the abundance of
wholesale dealers and constant retail
sales. Through either of these, the shopper can usually find the product more
cheaply than over the Internet. This
takes away some of the competitive
edge that Internet companies need for
their survival.
Though many might disagree, the
e-commerce collapse will turn out to be
very beneficial for our economy, just
as it did with the computer company
fallout two decades ago. The reason for
this is simple: the companies that last
will be the ones that have the best services to offer. Their reward for surviving the failure others will be a thriving,
stablebase for the company and a large
portion of the market share. This will
bring about higher profits, thus allowing for better development of product
and service, as well as the ability to offer them for less.
This entire Internet fiasco is a perfect example of the consumer's power
over the producer a company cannot
survive unless people are willing to buy
its products or services. Basically, the
consumers are dictating which Internet
companies are worthwhile and therefore letting thosecertain few survive in
the business world. With the decrease
in Internet companies, the economic
stability of shopping and other activities that were normally done at stores
-

Therise andfall

of

e-commerce can be

attributed to the simple
phenomenon of survival
of thefittest.
remains intact. If shopping on-line took
over the market, there wouldbe a crash
in the sales of major department stores,
which would cause a large increase in
unemployment and a large drop in the
stocks of these major, reliable companies. When Internet companies fail, they
cause little unemployment since most
companies are very small in comparison to their brick-and-mortar competitors.

There are pros and cons to this recent failure of e-commerce. Some jobs
have been lost, many investors have suffered heavy losses on their money and
many stockholders have seen their once
skyrocketing stocks bottom out. However, for the overall economic state and
the general health of the nation, this
crash has been extremely beneficial.
When too many companies thrivefor a
long time together, chances are that
many of them are going to crash together, as we have seen. Luckily,
Internet companies have not been
around long enough to control a considerable portion of the market share in
their respective markets. If they had,
then the e-commerce crash would be
more like an economic depression than
a small rut.

Enigmatic Dining Buck

Amidst the most perplexing mysteries of the world the purpose of
the Sphinx, the builders of Stonehenge proudly stands the Boston
College Dining Buck.
-

-

Like any institution, Boston College, and particularly its Dining Buck
(DB), did not always revel in its current glory.In fact, the Dining Buck itself
has undergone numerous changes and developmentsas the years have passed.
Exhaustive resareb has been conducted to unearth the following: a more or
less complete listing of the aborted attempts at perfection.

The Dorm Buck
The first experiment in card-swipe technology, the central principle behind this originalDB revolved around a debitaccount set up for each student
living on campus. A small fee was deducted each tips you entered a dorm.
The fee was increasedfor dorms that weren't yours $s well as those outside
your specified area. Thus, an Upper Campus resident was charged significantly more for access to Vanderslice than to Roncalli. Entrance to 66 was
always free, however. The project was abandoned due to the prevalence of
the "pass-back" maneuver.
The Laundry Buck
Initially extremely popular.the presence of registers and cashiers nearthe
washers and dryers came to cause a significant disturbance. The lines were a

problem, too.
The Mary Ann's Buck
Although greeted with much initial acclaim, this particular buck was incredibly short-lived. Not only were students emptying their accounts withina*
few weeksof arriving on campus,but widespread gambling with Mary Ann's
Bucks was also discovered.
The Tuition Buck
A horrible mess from the moment of its inception, the TB suffered not
only from a lack of practicality, but an unfortunate nomenclative connection
with a debilitating disease.
?Kilianßeuach
,
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Can You Feel It? Promotions:
A one-stop guide to the Boston party scene
-

culture that is difficult to find. The cost
would have been roughly $60, including travel and entrance to the club, but
due to problems with liabilities, the trip
may be cancelled.
Perhaps the most valuable service
CYFI offers is access to the guest list
and VIP lines at certain clubs. Following thelink, one submits a standardized
form including e-mail address, the
names of all the guests, and the desired
club. Guest list entry is available for
almost every day of the week at Axis,
Lavaßar, Venu, The Paradise and
Karma Club, but typically only one club
is available per day. The only stipulation is that the request must be received
prior to 8 p.m. on the day of the particular event. This allows for a shorter
wait outside as well as reduced cover
charge at the door. Its success is one of
the highlights of Can You Feel It?.

their promotional fees and the management team remains confident that these

resources will allow them to secure the
legal services necessary to complete the
process in only a few more weeks.

With that critical goal within reach,
CYFI looks to expand beyond promotion into production.
"My goal is to be the one throwing
the parties, not just the one pushing
them," said Dong.
Kryvosheya has even higher aspirations. "I want to see our company be
globally known. We will be providing
services in every major city... I would
love to see our company organizing
events like Love Parade," he said, referring to an enormous event in Germany that draws one million people.
Whether these more lofty goals will
ultimately be realized or not. that which
makes Can You Feel It? a viable, growing organization is a concept not typically associated with business: integrity.

Can You Feel It? Promotions features on-line profiles of
various local DJs.

-

-

-

-

vice. Since the November 2000 launch,
interest has grown considerably, reaching its peak in late December, when the
site averaged almost 200 hits per week.
"I think it has surprised all of us
quite a bit. We've been changing and
growing faster than a lot of people could
have expected," said Dong.
Currently, CYFI sponsors Saturday
night at the Paradise Club and is working to complete similar deals with Venu
and the Roxy. The Web site continues
to grow and expand, featuring contests,
and news reports. A message board and samples from various
DJs areiiLlhe works. They conduct offline flyer promotions, with a staff of
about a dozen working in and around
the Boston College area, as well as
handfuls of contacts at other schools in
the area.
Recently, CYFI sought to organize

Steven Iaccarino
for the

heights

If there is one game to buy for the
highly acclaimed Play Station 2 system,
it would most definitely be SSX. SSX is
a snowboarding game that will have you
glued to your TV for hours on end. The
game blends high-flying tricks with
fast-paced racing, along with awesome
graphics and a killer soundtrack. EA
Sports has really done a great job with
SSX, and other companies are going to
be hard-pressed in coming up with another title that can even compete let
alone surpass this game in its excellence.
Two of the best aspects of SSX are
its fairly easy gameplay and control settings. The word that comes to mind
when describing the gameplay is balance. Balance is necessary in order to
succeed in SSX. The only way to win
enough races to advance to the next
course is with a blend of tricks and
speed. This is possible through a highly
effective speed boost system based on
completed tricks.
For every trick completed, a
player's boost meter increases; the more
complex the trick, the bigger the increase in the boost meter. This makes it
necessary to use tricks sparingly
throughout the course, maintaining
enough speed to beat the computer-controlled racers, who become quite challenging as the game progresses.
Another aspect of the gameplay that
is quite incredible is its "replayability."
Each course has a number of shortcuts
and alternate routes that range from the
mildly challenging mine shaft to the
double black diamond trail. Not only
can you complete each course in different ways, but each course can be
played on Sho woffmode, where theobject is to complete as many tricks as possible while during the race. This is
where the game really gets fun. It is

quite amazing to see your player complete mind-boggling tricks with names
like a "spaghetti 900" to a "crippled
monkey with a roast beef." The trick
system that at first can be somewhat

challenging to master becomes almost
second nature after only a half-hour of
play. The key here is to "rev" up tricks
before the actual jump, which will make
each trick faster and more efficient, enabling even more magnificent tricks.
While not difficult, SSX can at times
be quite challenging. Each character
-

Continued
CanYouFeellt.netoffers a service whereby one can gain
access to Guest Lists and VIP lists
allowing for less
time waiting in line and more time to party.
?

"We go to a club and see someone
and ask, 'how much did you pay tonight, how long did you wait' and then
say go [to our site] you could' ve saved
five bucks," said Grabowski.
Affiliated with Satellite Records,
a retailer specializing in vinyl and DJing equipment, CYFI hopes to become
incorporated soon. Their capital comes
primarily from clubs that pay CYFI for
-

ball-esque Tokyo Megaplex. Each
course is laden with hairpin turns, massive jumps and a fair amount of obstacles that can deter a racer who shaves
a corner too closely.
The graphics of this game are where
its dominance really emerges. Each
rider is sculpted out of polygons that
blend smoothly together to form a
life-like character devoid of sharp
edges. Each player has a variety of outfits and a number of uniquely designed
snowboards. Each course is lavishly

SSX's brilliant sound and graphics make it the game to buy for
the hottest new video game system, PlayStation 2.
the game starts with four and four more
are unlocked throughout the game has
their own strengths and weaknesses in
-

categories such as speed, tricks and
turning. The game starts with two
courses available and six courses that
need to be unlocked through winning
races. The courses range from the fairly
mundane ski run to the outrageous pin-

Success stories like that of
Overstock.com, Yahoo! and EBay are
rare in the Internet sector. Most companies left standing after the dot-com
blood bath are still unprofitable with no
profits in sight. Many, like AltaVista
and Food.com, were forced to restructure and refocus, while others, like
Kozmo.com and Amazon.com, continue to believe that the road to profitability is expansion. Whether big names
like AltaVista, lesser-known names like
Food.com and even profitable companies like Overstock.com can continue
to survive despite all the changes is far
from clear.

BLB governs Boston bars

The founding members are themselves
part of the club/ rave scene they seek to
unify. This affords them insight into the
problems clubbers face and provides
ever-present opportunities to make new
contacts and help promote their organization. The thing the management all
agrees on is the idea that Can You Feel
It? Promotions will not be a corporation, just another part of the scene.

SSX: Successful Early Offering for Play
By

out.

designed on a huge scale with a 3D
environment. In fact, the courses are
almost limitless; a rider can go pretty
much anywhere on the course and still
find the way back to the main trail. The
graphics are so amazing that after ripping through an area, the wake of the
snowboard can be seen, as if the rider
were boarding through fresh powder.

from
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sanction a bar, we realize we're not just
hurting the owner, we're hurting the
employees as well. We don't do that
lightly." In an interview with The
Heights, Pokaski said, "We're not in the
business of putting businesses out of
business, we're in the business of regulating businesses."
The members of the BLB are ap-

In order to be consistent, the BLB
has a wide range of power. It can operate based on the principle of what areasonable person could discern. This prevents bar owners from using technicalities to prevent the board from doing its
job. Pokaski does not see any major
changes in the future for regulation of
alcohol by the government. Regardless,
Pokaski and the Boston Licensirlg
Board will be faced with numerous dif-

Station 2

The in-game sound is quite spectacular as well. EA Sports respected
no boundaries when it put together the
soundtrack for this title. There are a
number of different songs that play
throughout the game, performed by the
Beastie Boys' DJ Mixmaster Mike
along with a few other talented artists.
The interesting thing about the sound
system in SSX is that it reacts to how a
player is doing within the game. If a
player is in control and in the lead, the
sound will come across as fast-paced,
but if a player is lagging behind, the
music will come across more slowly.
The changes in the pace of the music
are blended flawlessly, making it an
aspect that many may take for granted.
The sound effects in the game are amazing as well. Boarders will grunt when
falling over, boards will screech when
sliding across a rail and there is an everpresent "shushing" sound of a
snowboard cutting through fresh snow.
An announcer reminds the gamers of
the current trick they are performing
with a perfectly dubbed "annoying announcer voice."The combination of the
great soundtrack and some sweet sound
effects adds the finishing touch to a
nearly perfect game.
Overall, this game is quite possibly
the best Play Station 2 game available
right now. There is enough payability
and enjoyment to satisfy just about
everyone. SSX will surely thrill the
snowboarders, entice those of us who
have never hit the slopes and challenge
even the smartest math majors trying
to figure out just which multiple of 360
that 1,440 is. The one necessity for fully
enjoying this awesome title is the BMB
memory card, which will run around
$35. Only through the memory card
will players be able to save their
progress of new courses, boards and
riders. The money is well worth it, however, and helps add to a game that is
virtually flawless.

The Boston Licensing Board regulates strip clubs, bars, liquor
stores and restaurants from their Boston City Hall office.
pointed by the governor of Massachusetts. Pokaski was appointed by Gov-

ernor Weld six years ago and elevated
chairmanship two years ago by
Governor Cellucci. Prior to serving on
the BLB, Pokaski served as a state representative for Dorchester and South
Boston. While in the state legislature,
to the

Pokaski served as the chairman of the
Government Regulation Committee.
Boston is the only community in which
the Board is appointed by the governor,
instead of the city's mayor. This goes
back to 1906 when the city elite was
afraid of the growing influence of Irish
Catholics in Boston. They believed it
was their duty to protect the capital city
from the Irish and saw that the most
"damage" could be done in the police
department and on the licensing board.
To solve this problem, they decided that
the police commissioner and the members of the BLB would be appointed
by the governor. In the 19605, the power
to appoint the police commissioner was
returned to the City of Boston, but the
governor still appoints members of the
BLB.
The Boston Licensing Board is a
largely unknown government committee that is responsible for regulating a
highly regulated business. This gives
the BLB an enormous amount ofpower
to attempt to do a very challenging job.
"I think we do a pretty good job,"
Pokaski said. "It's a balancing act. We
try to be as consistent as possible in a
very inconsistent business."

ficult decisions in the future, including
what to do about Mary Ann's and defending its recent decision to block a

liquor license transfer to a strip club in
Boston.

Interested in
writing for

Marketplace?
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what kind of attire is expected or allowed, and how to avoid standing outside in line all night abound. Enter Can
You Feel It? Promotions (CYFI).
Founded by five Boston College
students Damien Dong, CSOM '03,
Fran Grabowski, CSOM '03, A.J.
Fritzsche, CSOM '04, Yuri Kryvosheya,
CSOM '03. and Tatiana Gotts, CSOM
'03 CYFI is attempting to establish
itself as the on-line resource for anyone who wants to go and party; an organization that, according to
Grabowski. acts as a "one-stop site for
all the information and guest lists [that
people] need to take advantage of this
city's vast nightlife opportunities." To
this end, CYFI offers profiles on various clubs from the Lansdowne Big
Three to lesser-known spots like Club
Envy as well as club calendars and
profiles on local DJs.

name known

stead to make money. When other e-recrumble,
tailers
to
began
Overstock.com was able to profit handsomely, because it was able to buy
goods at liquidated prices. In September of last year, for example, when
Toytime.com went bankrupt, it bought
its estimated $11.5 million worth of
inventory for $3.7 million. As such,
Overstock.com had the honor of becoming the first Internet retail
company's to turn a profit last November, after spending only $27 million to
get to that landmark, much less than
what other companies have spent. The
company CEO, Patrick Byrne, is confident that the company will continue
to stay profitable, since it needs only
four million dollars in sales to make a
profit annually; they had nine million
dollars in sales in November. While
Overstock.com has never concentrated
on issuing its stocks to the public, the
company spokeswoman did not rule it

:

-

a trip to New York City for a Goa Trance
a subsection of the rave/ dance

party

to the market. Its goals, unlike other
companies, were never to go IPO or issue stock shares to the public, but in-

-

Hip-hop, rave, Goa, techno, drum
and bass, house. Axis, Avalon, Aria,
Paradise, Venu. House night, Euro
night, gay night, X-nighl. Guest list,
VIP, dress code, all ages. For those who
want to hit the clubs and dance, the
sheer i mmensity and complexity, of the
Boston scene can be intimidating, especially for those new to the area.
Questions of where to go and when,

The project had rather inauspicious
beginnings. All participants in the rave/
club scene, most of the current management worked on the production teams
of various clubs basically handing out
flyers and spreading word of mouth for
important events. The Web site,
www.CanYouFeellt.nel, was initially
developed by Dong, who considered it
an assignment for his Computers in
Management class. As time passed, they
realized it could be much more, especially since Boston lacked such a ser-

ing up hype or making its

items and, most recently, flowers. It has
also, unlike most other Internet
companies, managed to secure a new
round of funding, although the company spokeswoman refused to say how
much they have secured. When asked
whether the company will be able to
turn a profit using that funding, the
spokeswoman refused to say yes, instead saying that the company has confidence in its business model. She
pointed out that two of its most mature
markets turned profitable in December
and, in general, it takes 12 to 18 months
for a newly launched market to turn
profitable. She also stated that slowdown in the Internet sector had not
trickled down to them, saying their revenue grew 55 percent from the third to
the fourth quarter of last year.
While most Internet companies are
struggling, there have been a few that
have been able to capitalize on the failures of others. One of those success stories is a relatively small but profitable
privately held company called
Overstock.com. Overstock.com is a retail company, a sector that has had perhaps the largest amount of failures.
Overstock.com, some analysts claim, is
an example of how an Internet retailer
should be run, because the company is
actually profitable.
According to the company spokeswoman, Overstock.com has not gone
through any restructuring, dismissal of
its just under 100 employees or change
of strategies in the past nine months.
From the beginning, when there was tremendous amount of Internet hype, the
company always had the "old-fashioned" business model of keeping a
positive cash flow. It never spent excessive amounts on marketing, build-
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Classified

Excellent Compensation to care for
two adorable girls, ages 8 and 10.
Flexible, friendly, work environment.
Desired hours Tuesday, noon 6 p.m.,
Wednesday, 3-6 p.m., Thursday 3
6 p.m. Exact hours negotiable. Own
Car, a plus! Experience/ references
required. Call 969-6033.

-

Mother's Helper Needed, Newton Centre: 2 weekday mornings or afternoons

r
\u25a0

i

;

Looking for single ticket to women's
basketball vs. UConn. Call Dave @
617-332-6838.

3 Bed next to BC busstop in house, parking, modern kitchen/bath, cute loft in one
bedroom.

3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, washer/dryer, fireplace.

4 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms.
4 Bed nr Cleveland Circle, 2 baths,
washer/dryer in unit, hardwood floors,
parking, porch.
4 Bed on Commonwealth Ave still
available, call Greenline Realty today
at 731-5434.

guy tickets call 401-949-5099.

for 3-yr.

Babysitter for 9 year old girl in Newton.
Play games, do art projects, and have
fun. Weekends days and/or nights. Car
preferred but green line T readily accessible. Additional times available. Call
Jan: 965-7446.
Childcare needed! Seeking responsible,
caring, special ed., speech, nursing, PT
or OT student to care for my 4yr old special needs son. M-F2p-6:30p, some evenings. $8-sll/hr. Call 617-969-2142.
Newton/Oak Hill area.
Smile! Babysit for children in their own
homes. Earn $ 10-$ 13+/hr. If you have
childcare experience, want flexibility,
and have a contagious smile, give a call
to Joy 617-739-KIDS, Parents in a
Pinch, Inc. www.parentsinapinch.com.
Do you love kids? Then, this is the job
for you! Need warm, responsible person to care for infant, and occasionally
older sister. Flexible, part-time, afternoons preferred. Can work with your
schedule, near BC! Required: references, experience, love kids! Please call
Julia at 964-0069 if interested. Interviewing now, so call soon!

Babysit in Chestnut Hill for delightful
girl (age 3) and boy (age 18 mths). Two
3-4 hour blocks/week. Flexible hrs.,
short walk from Chestnut Hill T. Excellent pay for right person. Refs. Required.
Leigh: 617-264-4544
Newton Searching for part-time afternoon babysitter ASAP! Two imaginative kids, ages 7 and 4. Experience with
kids and driver's license
important.
Earlier childhood ed. background preferred. Near bus. Great pay. 617-9641451.
?

5 Bed skylights, 2 baths, modern
kitchen/bath, porch.

I

Video Retail: Former West Coast
Video at Washington Square and
Brookline (on the 'C line) is reopening under independent ownership.
Seeking part timers with people skills.
Call Greg at 734-6335
or
grevill@netway.com.

mm,

DLost and Found

g

Name
|

Address

We have numerous other listings in
Cleveland Circle, 1945-2001 Commonwealth Ave., Foster St., Gerald
Rd., Greycliff Rd., Egremont Rd.,
Cummings Rd., Chiswick Rd.,
Sutherland Rd., pretty much wherever BC students want to go. Call us
for your appointment at Greenline
Realty or walk in. Next to Cityside
731-5434.

Phone

I

(# of words)

Hey Sophomores... Thanksgiving and
Christmas has come and gone. Now
is the time to start looking. Do you
know where you're living next year?
Don't lose out! Call At Home Realty
at 738-1820. We've got BC's largest
and best selection of great off-campus
apartments and houses for next fall.
All the best BC locations. No other
realty officecan match our service and
selection. Got your group together?
Lct'.s go! At Home Really 738-1820.
out
Check
our website
at

www.bestßCapartments.com for detailed up to date apartment availabilities. Ask about our discounted
realtor's fee. At Home Realty 738'
1820.
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Get The Heights on-line before
I you can get it anywhere else.

Person wanted to put up posters on
campus. Good Pay, flexible hours.
Call 1-800-335-3276.
P/T live in help wanted. Laundry, meal
preparation, driving, light housework
in exchange for room and board. Private quarters. Chestnut Hill neighborhood. Call 739-8448
for interviews. Bring references.
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Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238,
or
visit
w w w.campusfundrai ser.com

Spend vour summer in the Colorado
Rockies. Experiencethe outdoors and
create memories at the Piano Creek
Ranch a new Guest Ranch Resort.
For application and Summer Job openings call 970-264-6000 or e-mail
lodge@pianocreekranch.com.

yA

I

Grad students wanted to tutor part
time. All subjects. $20/ hr. Must be
able to work in US. Apply at
www.tutorium.com.
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Paid Business Internship. Sophomore,
Junior, + Seniorpreferred. For info and
to
application
go
http://
www.jablon.com

Directors/Producers wanted
Babysitter for fun, creative 9 year old
girl. Afternoons and/or weekend days
or nights through the summer. Have fun,
play games, do art projects. On green
line T, call 965-7446.
Newton Corner Family seeks childcare
for toddler. Mornings and some weekend eve's. 15-20 hrs/wk. Days flex.
Non-smoker salary negotiable. Call
Ellen @ 527-2856.

wanted

\u25a0

Part-time Childcare: Newton family
(near T stop) seeks reliable, responsible
childcare for 7 and 10 year olds for occasional weekday and weekend evenings. Non-smoker. Call 617-969-0523.

5 Bed on Gerald Rd, hardwood floors,
2 baths, AC, 3 floors-quiet students

EDITOR and WRITER, 20 years professional experience. Academic, business, legal, medical documents. Reasonable rates, speedy turn around. Publish or just polish your prose. Joy 978443-4318.

t

old boy and 1-yr. old girl. Salary: $911 /hr. Experience and references required. Non-smoker. Own transportation or short walk from T bus stop. Call
Karen at 617-796-9986.

|9|

I

dryer fireplace

Beanpot tickets we buy and sell two

!

help

7 Bed in Cleveland Circle, nr all
shops and restaurants, modem.

t

week (6-Bhrs/wk) ip

flnuuMH

Category (Choose One)
D Apartments/ Roommates

3 Bed on Gerald Rd., modern, washer/
Tutors Needed: StudySmart has p/t
tutoring jobs available for Spring semester. Flexible hours, $ 18-$2O/hr Car
Required. Rewarding work! Call 781932-1373.

»

per

JR

6 Bed on Gerald Rd, walk to school,

3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms.

Nissan Sentra 1992 ManualTransmission Color: Red, 2 Door, AM/FM Radio with Cassette, Front & Rear Floor
Mats, 60,000 miles, Excellent Condition, $4750, Call: 617-244-8905

ft

porch, 2 baths, parking.

2 Bed on South St. block these any way
you want them.

>

Part-time Childcare Newton family (near
T stop) seeks reliable, responsible after
school childcare for 7 year-old girl and
10-yearold boy. Non-smoker. Drivers'
license required. Approximate hours: at
least three weekday afternoons, 2-6P.M.
Additional hours negotiable. Call 617969-0523.

off-^a^^s^hfimingX

-

-

!

Classified Ad Form

#C student's source for

IGreenline

t

Needham: Part-time childcare for adorable 3yr. and/or Byr. old boys. Seeking
warm, fun energetic person for approximately 10 flexible afternoon/evening
hours, own transportation. Non-smoking, references. Please call 781-4490475.

...///<-

Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731 -5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434

Furniture For Sale: Couch
82
inches, green/tan, $400 b/o. Table w//
chairs solid ash $500 b/o; matching
Coffee table $100. File cabinet solid oak, 2 over 2, $200, Large microwave $100. All excellent condition. Call Elizabeth 332-5214.

The Heights

\u25a0

:

Afternoon childcare needed for Newton
Highland boys, ages 6 and 9. Tuesdays
12-6 and Thursdays 2-6 (additional
hours available if desired). Must drive.
Own preferred, but not required. Immediate start. Call Debbie at 617-5581327.

«/s?
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-

Would you like to create video for
Cable television shows? Zoom Culture, a Digital Media Company, is
seeking talented, enthusiastic students
to create reality based content. Students are provided a high-tech digital
video production kit. For more information contact: Darrin Fryer at
darrin@zoomculture.com ph. 917806-4675.

You Can Prevent Forest Fires.
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days and Thursdays, 3:00 to 6:00 pm,
for 10 year old boy; transportation, errands, etc.; car required. Please call 5273066 (eves.)

Sitter with car, 2-3 afternoon/wk to
pick up 2 girls from Newton Middle
School, keep company, call Janet 9643544.
Sitter with Car, 2-3 Afternoons/wk
to pick up two girls from Newton
middle school, keep company, call
Janet 964
-3544.

»

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE. Tues-

-

r

each week from 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm.
Must be available for some hours on
weekends and an occasional evening.
Some very light housekeeping duties
included. Car and recent references required. If interested please call (617)
327-0158 and leave a message.

sw

Boston Cou^^d

-

Experienced, reliable, non-smoking sitter needed for sweet and fun loving 6 yr.
old boy, Chestnut Hill area one afternoon

Bananas

ill

\u25a0

-

After school childcare needed forr
Newton Highlands boys, ages 6 andi
9. Tuesdays 12-6 and Thursdays 2-65
(additional hours available if desired).
Must drive. Own care preferred but t
not required. Immediate start. Call 1
Debbie: 617-558-1327

,

Jamaica

\u25a0

Mid-June to August Live-in mother's
helper for 15, 13, and 11 year olds.
Ocean front community. 25 minutes
north of Boston. Room, board, competitive salary, and use of car. 781-5813859.

CmCVn
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 r.t. plus tax. Europe $ 179 o.w. plus
tax. Other world wide destinations
Book tickets online
cheap.
www.ainech.com or (212) 219-7000.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Best prices
Guaranteed! Cancun,Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida.
Sell trips, earn cash &go
free! Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
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[Subscribe to The Heights]
'
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jGoing abroad?
]
!
Graduating?
|Want to keep in touch with ]

Interested in working in
1

?>

'Street:
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City:
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| State:
:
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Activate a Cingular Horne w plan with
access of $29" and higher and get
unlimited mobile to mobile calling
and mobile to mobile messaging
to any Cingular customer within
your local calling area.
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Horn* Plan:

$J%Q99
**
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jSend this form with a check|
! for $55 (or $90 for two) to: !
The Heights
j
i
Boston College
|
|
I McElroy Commons 113 |
Attn: Subscriptions
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Act now and get a

Nokia 5165 for

Zip:
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> 225 minutes ' > 400 minutes > > 500 minutes

Offeravailable to new and existing customers.
delivery, call 1-866-CINGULAR.

For rttere
wvww.cingular.com
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Long live talk.
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X cingular
WIRELESS

What do you have
Avertable At:
Stores

'

ACTON 133 Greet Road. 978-2644311
AULSTON 1089 Commonwealth Ave, 617-787-5454
AUBURN Auburn Men Kioak, 508*12-7308
385 Sou* Bridge St, 508-832-7308
AVONChristmas Tree Ptae. 800-370-2355
BOSTON 8 Park Plata, 417-227-9100
Copley Place IGotk, 617-247-7080
70 Franklin Street. 617-478-2500
222 Newbury Street, 617-640-5640
One International Place. 617-462-7080
Shops at the Prudential Center, 617-262-5100
33 Union Street, 617-367-2871
BBJCHTONI6B6 Comonwearth Ave, 617-566-1100
BROCKTON Wastrjate Mai Kiosk, 508-427-1715
BROOKUNE 1948 Beacon Street, 617-738-7878
BURUNOTON Burlington Mas Food Court. 781-221-8500
CAMBRIDC* Camtxrigesida Geller-a Kiosk. 617-374-9334
22 EKott Street HarvardSquare, 617-354-3819
1 Porter Square. 617-349-3555
276 Third Street. 617-354-7800
CHELMSFORD 11 Drum KM Road. 978-446-2661
OANVERS 10Elm Street. 978-774-9777
Liberty Tree Malt Kiosk. 978-77*0260
DEDHAM Dedham Mall Kiosk. 781-329-6064
FALMOUTH 64 Davis Strarohts, 508-5406955

FOXBORO 306 Commercial Sweet, 508-54W354
FRAMBMMAM225 Worcester Road, 508-820-3404
680Worcester Road, 508-879-1900
FRANKLIN 25 Franklin Village, 508-498-4360
HAIeOVER HanoverMall Kiosk, 781-829-8777
13*3 Washinstan Street. 781 -829-2227
HYANNIS Cape Cod MaK Kiosk, 508-771-8885
1224 Route 132, 508-778-2277
KJNOSTON Independence Mall Kiosk, 781-58S-9300
LEOMINSTERI9Sack Boulevard, 978-840-6555
MARLBORO 197-BBoston Pott Rood, 508-481-2121
Solomon Pond Mail Kiosk. 508-303-3210
MEDFORO 547 FeUsway, 781 -393-0440
MILFORDMO-C Sou* Main Street, 508-473-0777
NATtCK Netick Mall Kio»k, 508-647-6800
NEEDNAM 11 Second Street, 781-449-0062
NORTH ATTLEBORO Emerald Square Mall Kiosk, 508-695-7490
Fashion Crossmgi
1250Sou* Washington Street, 781-490-7710
PEABOOY Northshore Mall Keek, 978-538-3030
1 Sylvan Street. 978 977-3333
PEMBROKE 117 Old Church Street, #4, 781-826-2355
PLYMOUTH 5 Main Street. 508-830-3500
OAfINCY Quincy Ave, 617-773 3757
RANDOLPH 1395 Nor* Mam Street, 781-961-5300
RAYNHAM 421 New State Highway, Route44.508-828-6275
ROCKLAND 900 Hingham Street, 781 -982-1568
«ny«"*
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SAUOUSII6I tVoadwey-Route 1.781-231-5533
1268Broadway-Route 1.781-231-0001
Square One Mall Kiosk, 781-231 -4785
SHREWSBURY 510 8o«on Turnpike. 508-842-9595
SOUTHBOSTON 240 CHd Colony Ave. 617-269-9500
WALPOUE Walpote Mall Kiosk, 508-660-8855
90 Boeton-ProviderKe Hwy.Rt 1, 508-660-8855
WALTHAM 221 Bur Hill Road. 781-890-9366
WATERTOWN Arsenal Man Kioek, 617-924-2722
14 Arsenal Street, 617-923-0885
WEST BRIDOEWATER 4 South Main Street. 508-584-8282
WESTBORO 13S Turnpike Road. 508-616-9000
WEYMOUTH 208 Main Street, 781-335-5544
WILMINGTON310 Lowell Street 978-657-4100
WOBUJtN 130 New Boston Street. 781-932-4100
WORCESTER 453 Perk Ave, 508-791-1900
490 Shrewsbury Street. 508-792-9005
New rtampsri.-e locations:
DERRY 64 Crystal Ave, 603-437-2266
LONDONDERRY Crossroads Mall 603-434-3030
PLArSTOW 18 Ptaistow Road, 603-382-8966
SALEM 370 South Broadway, 603 890-3733
Rockingham Mall K»sk. 603-894 6536
SCABROOK 920 Lafayette Road. 603-474-9300
WINDHAM 29 Indianßock Road. Route 111.603-434-3733
?
a
rti
Will MflBT loci,?.
parwipawg
Avarleble at
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P"^ICKETMASTER 617.931.2787

wi acch. Pttmatone) Cones requee a one ot two veer

1 Valid Student ID is good for 2 tickets, CASH ONLY at the 8.0,
Available 1 hour before show. Best Available Seats, No Sat Perfs.

am itcontrect lerm. Certain olheJooUons and restrictions ape* see contract

H

The Wilbur Theatre

?

246 Tremont Street

Broadway in Boston 617.880.2400. Groups 617.482.8616
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movies

electronics

music

games

food

gifts

basics

Limp Bizkit and

nglish Muffins
Ei
?

i

11

ff ?

All single CDs $13.99
Your favorite music, food and more.
Free delivery before 3 p.m.

Kozmojpcom
delivery in under an hour.

Im otter.
Snojed to Iwentonf»«stmct

www.kozmo.com

(MM!

*wl»6<u?t C2600 feme com, »«c

«***

ma

i/jvtiia

I-877-gU-KUZMO
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Join one of the fastest growing
investment banks in the world.
Are you looking for a dynamic and rewarding career in investment banking? Do you
want to be in a job with a lot of responsibility and opportunity? Do you want to work
in an environment where achievement and reward are naturally connected? Then you
should consider joining the ÜBS Warburg team.
We are accepting resumes from the Class of 2002 interested in internship positions within
our Corporate Finance and Operations divisions.

Division:

Corporate Finance

Resume Deadline: Tuesday, February 6th
Tuesday, February 27th
Interviews:
Division:
Operations
Resume Deadline: Monday, February sth
Monday, February 26th
Interviews:
We welcome those interested to apply via your Career Services office.

www.ubswarburg.com

j&£

RQ \7Ua"nKiir»fr

Global careers in
investment banking

SpiUDu VVdIUUIg
ÜBS

Warburg is a financial services group of ÜBS AG. In the United States, ÜBS Warburg LLC, a subsidiary of
ÜBS AG, is a member of NYSE and SIPC.UBS Warburg is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

